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STRAIGHT TALK
ABOUT STRIPES

Immediate release

ATT: Extension Home Economists

I
Stripes are easx to work with if you know what you're doing, says Lois

i

Goering,extension t1xtiles and clothing specialist at the University of Minnesota.

Start by choosing a pattern with relatively simple lines or few pieces.

When buying strj'pe fabric, allow some extra for matching that will be needed

on front, back and leeves. A quick way to decide how much extra fabric is
I

needed is to count ~he major pattern pieces. Let's say there are three, Mrs.

Goering suggests. ~hen measure the width of the stripe repeat. If it's four

inches, for examPlej multiply three by four to get l2--the number of extra inches
I

of fabric you ShOU11 buy.

When laying out Ipattern pieces on striped fabric, strive for one continuous
,

swing of stripes fr1m neck to hem and from front to back. This calls for careful

I

matching at notches land a little planning to where you want dominant stripes to
I

fall. You probably idon't want a wide or bold stripe to fall at a noticeable place
i

such as a bustline, Iwaist or hips.

Generally a dom'nant stripe is good at the hemline fold unless the hemline is

curved. In that ca e, an inconspicuous stripe is better. If your pattern is

to be cut on a fold, simply fold the fabric down the middle of a dominant stripe.

On two-piece garme ts, lengthwise stripes should match where top meets bottom,

Mrs. Goering says.

Contrasting dir in stripes is an effective touch at yokes, pockets,

cuffs, and plackets, too. Just draw a new grainline across the printed grainline

on the pattern piec. The new grainline should form a right angle with the original.

-more-
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trasts on yokes, pockets and other small areas by foldingAchieve

Follow the new grai line in fabric placement and cut.

I

the pattern piece sp grainline arrow forms a right angle to itself. Draw in

your new grainline along the fold and position the pattern piece with reference

to the bias grainline.

Quilting also can add interesting detail to a garment, and when you quilt

on a striped fabrid, you have a built-in stitching guide, Mrs. Goering says.

# # #
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SEEING STRIPES?
SUMMER FASHIONS
BIASED TOWARD THEM

Stripes are evetywhere you look this spring. Lois Goering, extension textiles

and clothing specialist at the University of Minnesota, says bias designs such as

stripes are attenti~n getters, but there are some guides for making them work.

Bias plaids andlstripes generally add width, but if used correctly in a

garment, they can a4d height. Persons sewing at home should consider the bias

effect carefully to come up with clothing that flatters their figure type.

Combined with stlid colors on a shirt, a bias design on a front band and

pockets or yoke provides accent details and eliminates matching, Mrs. Goering

says. Too many bia~ designs in an ensemble, however, give an unsettling effect.

The fabric design c4n be lost in the confusion.

The chevron is ~ popular bias look. This is stripes or prominent lines in

plaids that form angles at seamlines. Chevrons in a four-gored skirt pointing

down in the front aqd back add width to the hipline. For a more slenderizing effect,

point chevrons up a, the center frdnt and back, she suggests.

To form chevron on a four-gored skirt, place the pattern pieces on a single

thickness of fabric. Match the notches on a common line. For perfect matching,

draw lines on your attern piece that correspond to the fabric design line. Then

from the top by hand catching a few threads at a time. Open

Slip baste the ieces together by turning one side of the seam down along the

match the connectin pattern piece the same way.

the fabric and mach' e stitch the seam allowance before pressing open.

seam allowance. Ba

II /I /I
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4-H POULTRY PROJECT:
BIRDS FOR SHOWING
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4-H NEWS

Raising attractive and unusual chickens as a hobby and to show at fairs

can be fun, but watch the cost, advises Melvin Hamre, University of Minnesota

extension poultry specialist.

4-H club members may want to raise birds with attractive feather patterns,

crests on their heads or other unusual characteristics. Consider the size,

Hamre says. Larger birds cost more to keep than the smaller bantam versions

that have the same characteristics as their larger cousins. Costs can mount,

so look at the gains from the birds in terms of egg and meat production.

These birds are harder to find than commercial stocks. They usually are

available from fanciers that show them. The Minnesota State Poultry Association

members are good sources for these birds. Also, information on availability

may be found in farm magazines and catalogues.

The cost of raising these chickens can climb if you plan to breed, brood

and maintain your own stocks. You will need more extensive facilities, including

an incubator, adequate yearround housing, brooding facilities, and small pens

for mating.

Be sure the birds meet the breed standards as show in the American Standard

of Perfection publication from the American Poultry Association. Literature is

available from the County Extension Office. Ask for Poultry Fact Sheets-----
42, 45, 46.

-daz-
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RED RIVER VALLEY SPECIAL

(

BEAN ACREAGE DROPS,
FIRMS INCREASE PRICES

Dry bean acreages are expected to drop in western states and by a fourth

in the Red River Valley and so firms are increasing their contract price

offerings.

Minnesota Extension Economist Paul Hasbargen says acreage in North

Dakota is expected to drop from 130,000 to 100,000 acres in response to

relatively high supplies and low prices last year.

One firm was offering a fall contract price of 16 cents for the first

500 pounds per acre and increased their offer to 18 cents for the first 750

pounds per acre for 1977 navy beans. Hasbargen says navies should be about

20 cents at harvest time. Changes in acreages and yields from current

expectations are possible and the economist says an 18-cent contract on some

of the beans is not too bad.

Old crop beans are above 16 cents and they should move to market since

they generally drop in price sharply once new crop beans appear on the market.

-daz-
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FERTILIZE ALFALFA
THIS SPRING

Immediate release

University of Minnesota Extension Soils Specialist Curtis Overdahl says

phosphate and potash are big needs for alfalfa.

Phosphate is most important in western Minnesota, from Iowa to Canada, while

in the south central Minnesota some potash is needed with phosphate.

In southeast Minnesota and northern Minnesota excluding the Red River Valley,

potash is important.

Add these materials any time. Topdressing between cuttings gives a good

opportunity if no fertilizer was applied in the spring. Where fields have been

properly limed and alfalfa is adequately nodulated, nitrogen seldom shows benefits

on alfalfa.

Here are general fertilization recommendations for established alfalfa

stands in areas of the state.
Total Nutrients Example Grade and
Per Acre Rate/Acre Applied

Annually

Southeast 0+35+100 0-10-30 at 335 lbs.

South central 0+60+30 0-30-15 at 200 lbs.

Southwest 0+90+0 0-45-0 at 200 lbs.

Northwest 0+45+0 0-45-0 at 100 lbs.

North central silt loams and finer 0+60+30 0-30-15 at 200 lbs.
sandy loams 0+45+125 0-12-36 at 350 lbs.

East central 0+25+220 0-12-36 at 200 lbs.
plus 0-0-60 at 250 lbs.

-daz-
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FIRE SAFETY
CONFERENCE
SET MAY 26

Immediate release

Information on arson, wildfire, industrial fires, clothing fires, smoke

detectors and home fire safety will be presented at the Minnesota Conference

on Fire Safety May 26 at the Radisson Hotel in St. Paul.

The conference is sponsored by the University of Minnesota FIRE Center,

a division of the Agricultural Extension Service and Continuing Education and

Extension.

"We've always had to live with these fire problems," says FIRE Center

Director Frank Oberg, "but they're beginning to reach epidemic proportions."

Arson trends will be discussed by Robert Provost of the Minnesota Insurance

Information Center and Rodney W. Sando, University forester, will offer

information on the metropolitan area's wildfire potential.

For more information, contact the FIRE Center at (612) 376-3535. This

program is offered to all people regardless of sex, creed, color, race, religion

or national origin. The program is part of the Minnesota Safety Council's

safety conference-exposition.

-daz-
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VACCINATE HORSES AGAINST EQUINE
SLEEPING SIC~~ESS NOW

Horse Owners are urged to vaccinate their animals against equine encephalitis

(horse sleeping sickness), often a serious problem as mosquito populations increase

during warmer months.

Effective vaccines are available. However, the vaccines are effective for

only one year, so re-vaccination is necessary each spring says Dr. James O. Hanson,

extension veterinarian at the University of Minnesota.

Combined killed-virus vaccines are available for eastern and western equine

encephalitis (EEE and WEE), and also for eastern, western and Venezuelan (VEE).

EEE and WEE occur seasonally in many parts of the country. VEE has not been

diagnosed since 1971 when this foreign disease invaded south Texas.

Research has shown that VEE has a complex natural history and many hosts.

It isn't known which of these hosts may exist and harbor the virus in Mexico or

the United States, or when the virus may reemerge to affect either country.

All three (EEE, WEE, VEE) affect humans as well as horses. But there are

some significant differences between VEE and the other two viruses. Birds usually

function as a disease reservoir, carrying the viruses of eastern and western

encephalitis. Mosquitoes transmit these diseases from the birds to horses or

humans.

VEE, however, multiplies so rapidly in horses that mosquitoes biting infected

horses at certain disease stages can pass the virus to susceptible (nonvaccinated)

horses or humans.
# # #
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TOPDRESSING ALFALFA
CAN BE PROFITABLE
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Right after you take the first crop of alfalfa off is a good time to top dress

alfalfa fields.

High hay prices mean that topdressing established alfalfa stands can be highly

profitable--especial1y on sandy loam soils.

"Soils should be tested to arrive at the most economical fertilizer rates,"

advises Curt Overdahl, extension soils specialist at the University of Minnesota.

On sandy loam soils, potassium is usually needed most. Phosphorus needs

are more modest, while lime should be applied before the crop is seeded, usually

at three to five tons per acre.

"If soil potassium tests are low, potassium fertilizer rates must be very high,"

says Overdahl. "If this is the case, apply potassium every year. Just after the

first cutting is a good time. However, if the potassium soil test is 300 or above,

you won't get much of a yield increase by adding more potassium."

Tissue testing at about harvest time can be a good way to monitor your alfalfa

fertility program. Tissue tests should show at least two percent potassium if the

upper third of the plant is sampled.

"And for phosphorus, you won't get a response by adding more phosphate if the

soil test is 50 or above," the soil scientist adds.

Sulfur is important on many sandy loam soils, but not needed on heavy fine

textured soils. On most silt loam or finer textured soils in the southern one-third

of Minnesota, fertility levels are sometimes very high because of liberal applications

for corn. "For this reason, you can usually get good yields with a minimum of extra

fertilizer," Overdahl says. In western Minnesota, phosphorus is needed most and

can be applied any time of the year.

If If If
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RABIES FREQUENT IN
MINNESOTA CATTLE

Immediate release

Rabies is three times more frequent in cattle than in dogs or cats

in Minnesota.

Cattle comprised 18 percent of the ~90l diagnosed rabies cases

during a 26 year period (1950-75). Dogs and cats accounted for six and

5.5 percent respectively, according to Minnesota Livestock Sanitary Board

and Department of Health data.

Cattle rank second to skunks who accounted for 62 percent of the

reported cases. The remaining species comprised 8.5 percent.

"The high number of cattle contracting rabies is very closely related

to the incidence of rabies in skunks," says Michael Pullen, extension

veterinarian at the University of Minnesota.

Rabid skunks tend to attack other animals. Their close proximity to

cattle on range and in feedlots makes the cattle very susceptible to skunk

bites,according to Pullen.

Minnesota consistently ranks in the top five states in the number of

animal rabies cases reported. In 1975 the state ranked third with 184 confirmed

cases. Texas was first followed by California, Pullen states.

"With increased contact between animals and man during warmer months we

will naturally see more animal bite victims and reported animal rabies cases

in Minnesota."

-more-
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'Dogs and cats accounted for 381 and 327 cases respectively during the

26 year period. Consequently~ municipal~ county and state rabies vaccination

programs should be directed towards both dogs and cats to maximize public

health protection against rabies exposure:' Pullen says.

Rabies control measures are predicated on disrupting the wildlife-

domestic animal--human cycle. To provide a buffer between your pet animal

and wildlife rabies exposure~ three measures are essential:

1) annual vaccination of dogs and cats against rabies

2) control and removal of stray animals

3) strict adherence to leash laws

"All three of these measures are necessary and effective to reduce the

potential exposure of humans to animal rabies."

In 1975 a human rabies death was caused by a cat bite. The rabid cat

attacked two people on two separate occasions. This emphasizes the potential

threat of cats to man and the importance of rabies vaccinations for cats~

Pullen states.

New Canadian import regulations require that dogs and cats over three

months old entering the country must have been vaccinated against rabies

within three years prior to the importation date.

Canada has always required rabies vaccinations for dogs but had no

immunization requirements for cats. Therefore~ it is imperative that dog and

cat owners in Minnesota have their pets vaccinated before traveling to Canada.

-dcc-
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WEED CONTROL-
WEATHER OR NOT

Immediate release

AGENTS: You may wish to do some
localization on the second page.

By Paul Groneberg
Assistant Extension Agronomist

University of Minnesota

Weed control is a must, whether or not the weather is favorable.

Would you like to forget the weed control problems of 1976? An abnormally

dry season like 1976 can be a valuable learning experience if you stop to look

at why your herbicide treatments didn't perform as well as expected. By

analyzing your 1976 experiences, you can do a better job in fitting your herbicide

program to the expected local weather conditions.

Why didn't your herbicide program meet your expectations in 1976? The main

reason was lack of moisture but we must ask one more important question. Why

was lack of moisture a significant factor in reducing herbicide performance?

Your method of application and the characteristics of the chemical applied are

the two major reasons why dry conditions affected herbicide performance. Most

preemergence herbicides need rain to be activated. Without moisture, these

herbicides will perform poorly. Other herbicides such as atrazine and Treflan

will not degrade fast enough under dry conditions.

What can you do to decrease the chances of weed control failures due to

weather? Let's look at five ways that will help you assemble the best weed control

program for the weather conditions on your farm.

First, use your present experience and knowledge of weather-herbicide

relationships to narrow down the alternative chemical treatments and weed control

methods. However, because of the need for continuous updating of your present

knowledge, you should also consider the following steps to get best results.

-more-
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Secondly, keep up-to-date on the performance of weed control treatments

by evaluating them annually at the nearest experiment station or county

herbicide demonstration plot. These weed control trials will be most similar

to your local farm weather conditions of any test plots available. Research

trials can be viewed at field days on at
-----~----,----- ---,------.,.-----(Date) (Location)

Third, weather information must be obtained from the nearest possible source

to the farm location. This could be an experiment station, radio station,

television station or from your own records of moisture and temperature. To

be of value, local information is a necessity, because variations in weather

patterns can occur over very short distances. Long term records (25 years or

more) are the most useful in determining trends and distribution of average

annual rainfall, seasonal storm periods and the average number of frost-free

days. These records are the most useful in long term planning for types of

herbicides and methods of application to use. These averages can be used

together with label recommendations. They will tell you what your chances of

rainfall will be at application time, whether the average annual rainfall is

enough to prevent potential carryover or whether the application date should be

adjusted.

The fourth consideration--prescription weed control--is the approach we use

to assemble the best possible weed control program for a given climatic condition.

Prescription weed control is becoming more popular. Annual rainfall, rainfall

distribution, weed species, soil proper~ies and method of application are

individual factors that have a bearing on the performance of a weed control

system. This is why weather information for the local field conditions is so

important. You must obtain the best weather information available so we can

coordinate this information with individual chemical characterietics.

-more-
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Using effective weed control practices is the fifth factor to consider in

overcoming climatic diversity. Three common methods of application are

preplanting-incorporated, preemergence and postemergence treatments. Applying

a herbicide before planting and incorporating into the soil improves weed control

under dry conditions. Preemergence herbicides that need rainfall to become

activated should not be used in low rainfall area. Postemergence herbicides

can be used as back-up treatments or as primary treatments if weather conditions

are not favorable earlier in the season. Using herbicide mixtures is another

practice that increases the effectiveness of treatments over a wide range of

environmental conditions. Mixing herbicides also reduces the potential for

carryover the following year. By mixing a persistent herbicide with a less

persistent herbicide, you can apply a smaller amount of the persistent herbicide.

Herbicide recommendations are becoming more specific to local field

conditions. To more fully use specific recommendations, more detailed

information must be obtained for existing field conditions.

# # # #
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Dairy Workshop. The Statewide Dairy Judges' Workshop sponsored by the Minnesota

Purebred Dairy Cattle Association (PDCA) is scheduled for June 16 in the Owatonna

area. The John Kvasnicka Jersey Farm and Richard Zeman Holstein Farm will provide

cattle. Don Egli, Iowa Jersey cattle breeder and judge, will conduct the W~rkshop.

If you are interested and have not received an invitation in previous years, write

to Dairy Extension, PDCA Dairy Judges' Workshop, 101 Haecker Hall, University of

Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108. The workshop is limited to 50-70 judges (no

youth teams).

* * * *
Custom Farming. Custom farming accounts for less than one percent of all rental

arrangements in Minnesota. Extension farm management specialists say custom

farming is attractive only to land owners who can and want to assume greater

responsibility and risk in their farming operations.

Lack of available custom operators willing to do all the field operations and

poor performance by operators who might be available limits potential for this

type of operation. A recent survey shows custom operation rates ranging from

$35 to $75 per acre on corn and from $22 to $60 an acre for beans.

* * * *
Hayland Rental. Costs are shared for hay land rental in the same manner as for

other crops in Minnesota. According to a University of Minnesota Farm Management

Extension survey, the tenant pays cash for the hay acreage in many of these

arrangements since the landlord has no use for the hay. But this year it should

be a readily marketable commodity since hay carryover is very low.

-more-
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When rented on a cash basis with the rest of the farm, hayland rented

for "tame" hay did not seem to vary significantly from row crop rental rates

per acre. However, if an established legume stand is rented to a new renter

on a one year basis the cash rent is actually higher than rent for other

cropland. Paul Hasbargen, University of Minnesota extension economist says

this is because the new renter did not participate in the hay establishment

cost.

It II II II
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SAFE HAY HARVEST
METHODS TOLD

Immediate release

Extension Agricultural Engineer John True says good maintenance is one

of the best hay harvest safety measures.

Lubricate machinery, adjust belts and gears, keep shields in place,

replace worn knife sections and check the register of knives. Good

maintenance will help avoid having to clean out a clogged machine.

To avoid fire, clean out hay wrapped around turning parts. Clean

chaff and dirt from the engine, especially near exhaust parts, and keep a

fire extinguisher handy.

Handle bales with care--Iarge round bales may roll when discharged.

Use front end loaders with care and use a grapple restrainer and rear weights

when needed for stability. Keep walking surfaces smooth and clean and wear

non-slip shoes or boots.

-daz-
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CAUTION URGED
USING GRILL

Immediate release

When using a charcoal grill at horne, take extreme caution to prevent

burns and smoke and gas inhalation, says Robert A. Aherin, Minnesota

extension safety program specialist.

Use charcoal lighter fluid rather than gasoline or other flammable

liquids to start the grill fire, but never reapply the starter fluid after

the fire is going. The flames can ignite the vapors and travel up the can,

causing an explosion. Also, many flashbacks have burned arms and faces of

persons attempting to restart fires.

Do not use charcoal grills in confined spaces, such as homes, campers

or tents, to avoid dangerous carbon monoxide buildup. Use these grills only

in properly ventilated areas.

-daz-
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ATRAZINE CARRYOVER INJURY
TO SMALL GRAIN
AND ALFALFA SEEDINGS

Some farmers have reported injury to small grain» especially oats» and

to underseeded alfalfa on fields treated with atrazine last year.

This problem could have been avoided if farmers had followed the current

atrazine label which states: "Do not plant (among other crops listed) spring-

seeded small grains or small-seeded legumes and grasses the year following

application (of atrazine) or injury may occur."

And» to make matters worse» limited soil moisture conditions of the past

year have decreased the "normal" atrazine breakdown rate and increased soil

carryover amounts of atrazine considerably. In addition» some of these fields

were not plowed with a moldboard plow but were chisel plowed or disked to

conserve moisture. These minimum tillage methods do not mix the atrazine

residue in enough soil to dilute it effectively. Consequently» sensitive crops

such as oats and alfalfa are more subject to injury.

Atrazine kills sensitive plants by blocking the photosynthesis mechanism

whereby plants manufacture their food supply» says Oliver Strand» University of

Minnesota extension agronomist. Oats and/or alfalfa will germinate normally

and appear normal until the oats are two to three inches tall and alfalfa is

in the first trifoliate leaf stage or so. Then when the food supply in the

seed is used up, the plants will begin to dry up starting at the leaf tips and

progressing downward.

-more-
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If growing conditions are good and the amount of atrazine residue is not

excessive, the plants may recover after a few days if the root system grows

down into untreated soil. Oats are uSually somewhat more susceptible to injury

than wheat or barley. All of these small grains are slightly more susceptible to

injury than alfalfa, but the differences are slight. The tap rotted growth habit

of alfalfa may favor survival of alfalfa over the more fibrous-rooted grasses

if the atrazine carryover zone is primarily just below the soil surface.

In some southeastern Minnesota fields most of the small grain appeared to

be dying, but the alfalfa seedlings still looked green and growing. With the

relatively high cost and scarcity of alfalfa seed and the great need to establish

forages this year, it may be advisable to observe the field closely for a few

days and give the alfalfa a chance. Even if only 50 to 75 percent of the

expected stand remains, it may pay to take a chance on the alfalfa. Much of the

injury in some fields is in overlap strips or on headlands or high spots in the

field where application rates may have been too high. If a power-till seeder

is available, these thin spots could be seeded later in the season, when more

atrazine will have broken down and dissipated. Or, a cyclone seeder and a

harrow can be used to seed in these spots.

On the other hand, if the stand loss of alfalfa and/or small grain is more

than 50 percent, the best bet may be to work up the area and plant corn which is

tolerant to atrazine.

# # # #
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\-/ORLD FOOD
HELP URGED
AT UM MEET

Immediate release

Minneapolis--With serious famine risks in the world,"the United States

plainly can and should help with emergency needs for food," Ford Foundation

Executive Vice President David E. Bell, New York said at the conference

that ended May 7 in Bloomington.

Bell spoke at the three-day "The U.S. University and Title 12" Conference

at the Registry Hotel sponsored by the University of Minnesota and cooperating

agencies.

Title 12, the famine prevention and freedom from hunger amendment to the

1975 Foreign Assistance Act, is intended to promote an expanded role for u.S.

agricultural colleges and universities in helping solve critical food problems

of the developing world.

"With the world's population still shooting upward and food supplies

precariously keeping pace and subject to the hazards of weather and other sources

of instability, there could be serious emergencies any year. Such situations

raise important questions about how to make relief activities more efficient

and how to share costs fairly, but surely the case is unassailable for the

United States to contribute generously to emergencies," Bell said.

He added that U.S. support of economic growth and development in other

countries pays off. "The huge U.S. farm exports today are a direct result of

successful U.S. foreign aid programs to Europe and Japan after World War II

and the evidence of recent years suggests that strengthening the economies of

developing countries will also result in larger export markets for U.s. farm

products," Bell said.

-more-
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Ermond H. Hartmans, Rome, Italy, agricultural operations division director

of the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAD), said larger, richer, more

progressive farmers took up the technologies of the green revolution. While

this increases gross national product, it does little to improve income

distribution and has in many cases made it worse, Hartmans added.

He said Third World countries university students still come from the richer

and urban classes with little concept of, nor inclination for, getting involved

in the simple farm or village level type of problem. Also, little has been done

to reach the masses of women in agriculture, even though they do a large part

of the agricultural work and take a leading role in family decisions, he added.

Assistance programs for training people of developing countries have not

given due attention to tackling the problems of peasant farmers, Hartmans said.

"But the key to bridging the gap between rich and poor, the key to a new social

order and the key to feeding the ever increasing population is the mobilization

in the development process of the masses of small underprivileged poor peasant

farmers, the FAD official said.

Alcorn State University President Walter Washington, Lorman, Mississippi,

noting that developing countries have a poverty and malnutrition tradition, said

the U.S. Land-Grant colleges that educate black people "have a tradition of

delivering services to the poor and the hopeless." He said these institutions

have a reservoir of strength in delivering services to the poor, but the

institutions must be strengthened to respond to the Title 12 mandate.

-daz-
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La1~eshore Sewage Treatment. Lakeshore home owners are now getting ready

for summer activities. Some may be modernizing or building new homes. Extension

Agricultural Engineer Roger Machmeier says an important part of any lakeshore

home is the sewage treatment system.

Persons with lakeshore homes may need some technical advice on sewage

treatment. Assistance is available from the County Extension

Office, the shore1and (or zoning) administrator at

Natural Resources regional office at

available at these offices.

* * * *

_________ or Department of

Publications are

Tree Problems. Trees that are slow to leaf out or fail to leaf may have

been damaged by low temperatures last winter. Introduced tree species, newly

planted trees and trees growing in shallow soil are more susceptible to low

temperature kill. Pines also are showing winter drying of needles. The above

symptoms are also related to drought. The two years of low rainfall will weaken

trees. Deciduous trees appear to die from the top down and hav~ small, off-

colored foliage; pines die from the bottom up. Individual trees vary in their

resistance to drought and winter injury.

# # # #
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COUNTY 4-H
DELEGATES
SET FOR CAMP

Immediate release
4-H NEWS

Attending the five-day Minnesota 4-H Conservation Leadership Conference

at Lake Itasca starting June 6 will be _

(names, home towns).

About 80 4-H junior leaders and about six adult leaders are expected

to be at the conference which will help youth and adults gain increased

knowledge about management of the state's natural resources and leadership

competence in planning and conducting environmental programs.

Drought stress effects will be pointed out wherever possible at the

University of Minnesota Forestry and Biological Station and tours of the

Huntersville-Badoura forest fire of 1976.

The conference is sponsored by the Federal Cartridge Corp. and the

University of Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service.

-daz-
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Immediate release

METRICS TO GAIN ACCEPTANCE
THROUGH USE BY OUR CHILDREN

Today's chtldren will lead us into the metric system as surely as any

government legi~lation predicts Mary Darling, extension nutritionist at the

University of M~nnesota.
I

She sees u$e of metrics in schools, 4-H projects, scouting and other youth

activities as a Ikey to metric changeover in the U.S. When they become adults,
I

today's youths 4il1 be comfortable with the metric measure.
I

As more an~ more distances and quantities are expressed in metric measure,
I

consumers will flind it more convenient to use only that system. Thus, "going

metric" will be ~radual, she says. While both systems co-exist there will be

little need for ~onversion between systems, but the shorter the time that both
I

systems are usedl the better.

In the kitc en, volume metric measures will be the standard and similar to

the volume measu ements that are used now, Miss Darling predicts. The words "cup"

or "spoon" will ot be used on new metric measuring utensils or metric recipes.

Instead the meas rement will be given in milliliters such as 125 milliliters (~ c.)

A 250 milli iter metric measure, which is just slightly larger than a

customary 8 oz. up, is calibrated at e~ch 25 mi1liter mark. Measures such as ~,

~ and 2/3 ed in customary recipes Will not be used.

Spoon-like easuring utensils may be marketed in 1,2,5 and 15 milliliter sizes.

These will elimi ate tablespoon, teaspoon and fractional teaspoon measurements

now in use.

-more-
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Miss Darli g doubts that weight measurement will gain acceptance in

American kitche~s because homemakers are used to dealing with volumes. Weight
I

is more accurat~, however, and it probably will be the rule in large quantity
I
I

cooking, she sa~s.

i

"Good cooksl use their skills and judgment to turn out a good product,"
I

Miss Darling sa~s. "The experienced cook notices major imbalances in the levels

of ingredients b~ the way the food looks, feels or tastes, and adjusts

accordingly.

changeover is

CA

i

Th~se skills will
I

uterwaYo"
I

I

prevent some problems while the metric
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Immediate release

Have you

i,

i
eyer

CONSIDER COLOR
WHEN CHOOSING PORK

flipped through pork chop packages in the supermarket seeking
,

pale, delicatelt colored meat? Recent research ranked pale chops lower in

organoleptic (s~nsory) acceptability than normal or dsrk chops, according to

Richard J. EPlel' extension meats specialist at the University of Minnesota.

"This poin s out that there is a difference between visual appeal at the

market and cons mer acceptance of the cooked meat," Epley says. "Often, what
I

people think th4y want to buy and what people actually enjoy eating are two

different thingJ."
I

The pork q1ality research was conducted by David Topel and others at Iowa

State Universit~ among Des Moines consumers. Most consumers who chose normal
!

rather than paId or dark chops also preferred the normal chops in taste tests.

Consumers who p~eferred the pale chops at the meat counter, however, favored the
i

taste of the dar er pork.

Both the co sumers and a trained laboratory panel rated the cooked pale

chops lower in 0 ganoleptic acceptability than darker chops. Pale pork lost

retail meat case. It developed a greenish-gray cast after

on display.two or three

more moisture in cooking, and it was more unstable in color when stored for

several days in

Epley urges consumers to do some experimenting. He suggests buying various

colored meat pro ucts or meat with varying amounts of fat. Decide which type of

meat delivers th best combination of appeal, price, nutrition and eating quality.

"Consumers eed to decide what type of meat suits their needs best and then

select according y," Epley says.
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TRY IMPA TIENS ,
HORTICULTURIST SAYS

Immediate release

Glossy-leaved impatiens, a shade loving cousin of Balsam or Touch-me-not,

is available in ground-hugging varieties that spread to 12 to 16 inches in diameter.

If grown with only moderate applications of fertilizer and water, modern

compact varieties will grow no higher than six to eight inches, says Jane P.

McKinnon, University of Minnesota extension horticulturist. Heavy feeding and

watering will balloon plants up to twice as high and reduce the number of blossoms.

Recently developed colors include scarlet, orange, salmon, pink, white,

crimson, purple, and bicolors. You can start seeds indoors; sprout them at

75 degrees F. Impatiens transplants easily and is adapted to gardens across the

USA and Canada except where summers are quite hot and dry. Impatiens will thrive

as a houseplant in pots or hanging baskets but does not like an air conditioned or

a very dry environment. Set pots on a tray of moist pebbles to evaporate water

and raise the humidity.

-0-
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USE PROPER
SIZE MOTOR
ON BOAT

Immediate release

I'

f (

Can you use a 70-horsepower outboard motor on a boat rated for 65-

horsepower? Minnesota Extension Safety Program Specialist Robert A

Aherin says you cannot.

Besides being illegal in Minnesota, Aherin gives these reasons for not

overpowering:

1) If the overpowered craft is involved in an accident, civil penalties

may be assessed in a lawsuit against both the owner and operator for

negligence.

2) Your insurance may not cover you, if you knowingly overpower your

watercraft and then are involved in an accident.

3) The transom and other parts of the craft may not be strong enough

to take the extra weight and increased speed of a larger engine.

4) A larger engine may cause the stern of the boat to drop and the bow

to rise, reducing visibility and increasing the chances of collision. Lowering

the stern also increases the chances of water coming in over the transom,

swamping the boat.

-daz-
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CUT FOR QUALITY,
SAY UM SPECIALISTS

Immediate re lease

Skyrocketing soybean meal prices--more than $300 a ton--and limited

forage supplies on dairy farms will make forage production critical.

University of Minnesota Extension Dairyman Michael Hutjens and Extension

Agronomist Neal Martin answer common questions related to insuring top

quality forage:

1. How much is alfalfa-grass forage quality worth in the dairy ration?

Alfalfa-grass forage
Late bud 1st flower Mid-bloom Mature

Dry Matter Intake ( 1ho)
Grain 20 20 20 20
Forage 25 22 19 16.3

Milk Potential 68.2 63.8 48.4 39.6
(lb. 4% FCM)

Income-over-feed cosJi $4.14 $3.97 $2.79 $2.15

YGrain = 5¢/1b.; forage • 4¢, 3.5¢, 3¢, and 2.5¢/1b., respectively;
and milk = 9¢/lb.

2. What is the correct stage of maturity to harvest?

Attempt to produce high quality forage for your dairy herd. Because protein

prices are high, forages should contain enough protein to minimize protein needs

in the ration. Using protein values, producers can lose $2.29 per day by delaying

harvest past 1110 bloom stage.

Forage quality and value of alfalfa-grass mixtures at various stages
of maturity

100% D.M.

Stage of Cutting

Prebud
1/10 Bloom
1/2 Bloom
Full Bloom

% Protein

20.0
17.2
14.3
12.5

Energy (Meal/lOa 1b~

64.4
56.2
53.4
50.4

$ va1ue/t~ny
as proteln

136.00
116.96
97.24
85.00

lICalculated pounds protein times protein cost in SBM ($15/cwt)

-more-
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3. How can I maximize yield?

Maximum seasonal dry matter yield occurred when the first crop was harvested

at 1/2 bloom. Maximum pounds of protein were harvested per season where the first

crop was harvested at 1/10 bloom and the lowest when the first cutting was delayed

until full bloom. The lower yield of alfalfa cut at pre-bud can be partially com-

pensated for by harvesting at 1/2 bloom in the second crop.

Alfalfa yields when cut at various stages at 1st and 2nd cutting, Rosemount.

1st cut 2nd cutY 3rd cut'll Season
date stage DM r/A stage DM r/A DM r/A Yield r/A

6/13 pre-bud 1.2 1/2 b1 1.9 0.7 3.8

6/17 1/10 bl 2.0 bud 1.5 0.7 4.2

6/24 1/2 b1 2.4 bud 1.5 0.7 4.6

7/1 Full bl 2.8 succ 1.1 0.5 4.4

YAll treatments cut 7/29

'llAll treatments at succulent stage of maturity, cut 9/1

4. What level of dry matter is recommended for proper storage?

% Dry Matter
Haylage

Bunker or pit silo
Conventional tower silo
Air-tight structure

Hay

5. Is a preservative needed with hay1age?

25-35%
40-50%
50-60%

75-85%

Probably not if you can meet the following requirements:

1. Harvest at the correct stage of maturity.

2. Ensile at the correct dry matter level.

3. Chop fine enough to compact (1/4 inch chop).

4. Rapid filling and even distribution in the silo.

5. Seal the silo if necessary.

Determine if the additional cost will be recovered. Also, will your

preservative actually prOVide beneficial preservative value?

-daz-
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Noxious Weeds. Minnesota Extension Agronomist Oliver Strand says most

noxious weeds arebroadleaf and can be controlled with a timely application

of 2,4-0 or similar herbicide.

Five herbicides are cleared for grass pasture use in Minnesota, including

2,4-D, MCPA, Silvex, 2,4,5-T and dicamba (Banvel). Strand says 2,4-D alone

will control many troublesome weeds and pasture brush species. Mixtures of

2,4-D with dicamba, Silvex or 2,4,5-T will control most broad leaf weeds and

brush. For specific spray rates, refer to Extension Bulletin 400, "Cultural

and Chemica 1 Weed Control in Fie ld Crops."

* * * *
Container Gardens. Use containers or window boxes to grow vegetables

on balconies, patios and porches. Minnesota Extension Horticulturist Orrin

Turnquist says fill the bottom half of the container with light material such

as perlite or coarse vermiculite. Fill the top half with good potting soil or

synthetic soil from a garden center or greenhouse.

Grow bush-type tomatoes, such as Pixie, Presto or Patio. The hybrids

Small Fry and Fantastic will grow larger, but should be tied to a strong stake

in the tub. Plant herbs or Bibb lettuce near the edge of the tub.

* * * *
Tree Info. Two new Extension Service publications on trees are available

from the _____________County Extension Service. Ask for Minnesota Tree Line 2,

"Shade Trees for East-Central Minnesota," and Minnesota Tree Line 3, "How to

Plant a Tree."

/I II /I /I
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SEW SUMMERY
WITH T-SHIRTS

For cool summer comfort, T-shirt tops can't be beat. And their continued

popularity proves it says Lois Goering, extension textiles and clothing

specialist at the Un versity of Minnesota.

Whether your sp ing sewing involves blouses made of T-shirt knits or

classic T-shirt sty1 d tops, a few sewing tips will help.

Neckline and sl

suggestions for bind

fabric for maximum s

To make and att

finishing can be done several ways. Here are two

and ribbings. Bindings use a crosswise strip of the knit

They shape easier if kept narrow, about ~-~ inch wide.

binding, cut a crosswise strip of fabric three times

the finished width p us ~ inch.

When working wi a pattern that doesn't call for a binding, stay stitch

the binding.

the raw edge of the crosswise strip extended and

strip so it is even with the stitching line and

from the right side. This method reduces bulk,

the garment at a distance from the raw edge that isStitch the bind

Turn the bindin to the wrong side of the garment. Then either turn under

side of the garment

inch seam allowance. Pin the right side of the crosswise strip to the right

around the neck or a opening 3/4 inch from the raw edge and trim away 5/8

the raw edge of the

slip stitch in place

equal to the finishe

machine stitch "in t

Mrs. Goering says.

-more-
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A strip of your garment fabric can be used as ribbing if it is quite

stretchy. Cut it as indicated on your pattern or use these guidelines: The

width should be twice the finished width plus two seam allowances, and the

length should be shorter than the edge to which it is attached. Be sure

that it is comfortabl and long enough to get on and off the body once the

two short edges are s wed together to form a ring.

Fold the ribbing in half and pin the wrong sides together. Pin both

layers of the ribbing to the right side of the garment, dividing the

garment edge and the into quarters for even stretching.

With ribbing on op, stretch the ribbing to the sides of the garment

as you stitch the Press the seam toward the body of the garment.

For durability, chine topstitch hems in place, or use the blind hemming

stitch on your machin, Mrs. Goering advises.

# D # D-
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MINNESOTA WOMEN'S MEETING
SET FOR ST. CLOUD, JUNE 2-5

More than 100 rkshops on health, aging, employment, education problems of

minorities, parentin and other topics will be among the features of the Minnesota

Women's Meeting. conference, which is expected to draw some 3,000 women, is

scheduled for June 2 5 on the campus of St. Cloud State University.

The state meeti g and a national conference to be held in Houston in

November are sponsor d by the National Commission on the Observance of International

women's Year as part of the United Nations Decade for Women, which extends through

1985.

The St. Cloud meting has four goals: to promote discussion of women's

concerns, to develop a State Plan of Action to be presented to public officials,

to recognize women's achievements and to elect delegates to the national women's

conference.

In addition to he workshops, several nationally known speakers are expected

to appear at the con erence. Secretary of State Joan Growe chairs the 39-member

coordinating committ e planning the event. The committee hopes the conference

will attract

and areas within the

all ages, occupations, income levels, cultural backgrounds

Speakers, infor tional materials, volunteer forms and registration forms are

available by writing to Minnesota Women's Meeting, 400 SW, State Office Building,

St. Paul, MN 55155.
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JOHNNY BENCH
SPEAKS OUT
ON 4-H

4-H NEWS

Immediate release

(Reprinted from National 4-H News, April 1977)

(Editor: For photos, send to: Publicity Dept., Cincinnati Reds, Inc.,
100 Riverfront Stadium, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202)

There are more than 36 million 4-H alumni. Doctors, lawyers, farmers, business

executives ••• peop1e from all walks of life have had the benefit of 4-H experience.

One of 4-H's most prominent alumni is Johnny Bench, star catcher for the Cincinnati

Reds. We asked him to share some thoughts about his 4-H days in Binger, Oklahoma.

Here's what he said:

NATIONAL 4-H NEWS: Mickey Mantle was your boyhood idol. How does it fee 1 now

to have people idolize you?

BENCH: It's very nice. There are so many good things that go with it: at ten-

tion, being respected by peers on a very high level, and by the press, who really

put you there, and are the ones Who keep you there--make you or break you. I don't

dwell on it though. I know I have a responsibility to a lot of kids, influencing their

lifestyle and the way they grow up.

NATIONAL 4-H NEWS: Tell me about your 4-H days in Binger, Oklahoma.

BENCH: Well, in a small town there wasn't much todo, but 4-H made up for that.

There were always lots of projects, like public speaking, for example. I found that

through 4-H I could 1etrn to discipline myself. I knew that there was a blue ribbon

or red ribbon waiting or me if I did the job. And of course, the harder I worked,

the greater the reward were. I think winning a blue ribbon is everybody's idea of

success, whether you'r a cook or a speaker.

-more-



I got in some projects that I normally wouldn't have

add 1--johnny bench i

i
i

Growing up in a tPwn
I

a little more polished!.

of 660 people, 4-H gave me an opportunity to be creative,

studied. I don't know if I spent as much time as I should have ••• I did get all blue

ribbons.

I made a few tie racks, but my main project was public speaking--and the style

shows that went along with speaking. We had dress codes, and we were almost young

models. Of course I never had a body that could wear clothes and look good. My

hips and legs have always been out of proportion to my waist. I never did get in

the top ten on the style shows.

I went to state with my speech and won a blue ribbon, though I didn't place at

the top. I think my speech wasn't that exciting. The subject probably hurt me more

than anything. The judges probably weren't too interested in sparrows. "Birds of

the world ll was my speech. I don't remember all of it now so please don't ask me

to quote it.

NATIONAL 4-H NEWS: Do you feel 4-H helped you in any way for your successful

career?

BENCH: Definitely. I was thrown into a maze of sports writers and interviews

when I was very young. So I knew how to stand on my feet. I felt I had a pretty

good grasp of the English language, that I wouldn't embarrass myself and could

carry on a conversation with anyone.

NATIONAL 4-H NEWS: How did you decide at age four that you wanted to be in

pro baseball?

BENCH: I had two !older brothers and my father was a semi-pro around the
!

Oklahoma area. I reme~ber playing baseball when I was two years old--playing ball

of some sort, throwing and hitting the ball. My daddy wanted us all to play and

talked about it so

was when I decided I

When I was four I saw Mantle playing on tv. And that

going to be a major league baseball player.

-more-
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NATIONAL 4-H NEW : What advice would you give 4-H'ers and other young
I

people?

BENCH: 4-H serves such a great purpose. I think-discipline is the main benefit.

You have to discipline yourself to do certain things. 4-H gives you your own special

growing up period when you can learn to accept responsibility.

I think it's so important for kids to have their own responsibility and learn

to discipline themselves. I know it's helped me in my adult life.

You have to make your own 4-H projects and I think that's important because

you achieve. No matter if you win a blue ribbon or you don't even place, the reward

is that you've succeeded in something you set out to do.

The thing about 4-H public speaking is that you're not debating people, but you

learn to get up, handle a certain subject and make it interesting to the people

listening.

Too often parents come over to me and say, "Can you sign an autograph for my

boy, he's too shy to come over." I just say "No, if he wants it he can come and ask,

because I like to see kids stand on their feet. Sooner or later he's got to learn

to stand on his own feet." This is where 4-H can really he lp kids.
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AVOID SPREADING INSECTS AND DISEASE
ON GROWING PLANTS

Anytime you travel during the growing season, take care not to spread insects

and diseases that destroy plants. Plant pests travel on cars, trailers, camping

equipment and on souvenirs such as rocks, plants and pieces of wood. There's

also the possibility of spreading plant pests when you trade plants and bulbs

with friends, University of Minnesota extension entomologists say.

You may not notice destructive grubs in the soil, nematodes on plant roots,

or insect eggs on the undersides of leaves, but just one destructive pest is

enough to start a pest outbreak that can cause millions of dollars damage to

crops, lawns, flowers and trees.

To avoid spreading such destruction, the United States Department of Agriculture

suggests these precautions. When traveling don't dig up souvenir plants from a

strange wood or the roadside. First find out if that area is under quarantine

regulations that require precautions to be taken against spreading pests.

Before leaving a campsite, carefully inspect your car, camper, trailer and

camping equipment for caterpillars, egg masses, and cocoons. Remove and crush

any you find.

When trading plants or bulbs with friends from other sections of the country,

or sending them gift plants, be sure to comply with plant quarantine regulations.

Contact the Bureau of Plant Industry, 670 State Office Building, St. Paul 55155.
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Immediate release

"The Mad Hugger of Brainerd," Joseph Plut, a Brainerd Community College

English instructor, will address delegates attending the 4-H Junior Leader

Conference at 8:30 a.m. June 23 at the 4-H Building on the Minnesota State

Fairgrounds, St. Paul.

Plut began his "love course" at Brainerd Community College because he

wants "each person to be more aware, more loving toward themselves and others.

I want them to know that love is not possessive and not sick." His course

consists of how to become a "whobody" instead of an "anybody."

The Junior Leader Conference, which starts June 20 and ends June 24,

has set a theme of "Arise." Registration starts at 1 p.m. June 20. The

State 4-H Federation meeting will be held concurrently with the conference

with election of officers at 9 a.m. June 24.

Some of the highlights of the five-day program include a picnic at Como

Park, discussion sessions, tours of the Twin Cities court systems and insti-

tutions; attending a Minnesota Twins game, a performance at Orchestra Hall

and a show at Dudley Riggs Theater; and the annual banquet sponsored by the

Greater Minneapoli~ Chamber of Commerce Thursday evening, June 23, at the

Leamington Hotel, Minneapolis.

This program ~s open to all persons regardless of race, creed, color,

sex or national origin.
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WOMEN IN WORK FORCE-
RULE NOT THE EXCEPTION

Take an infor 1 census on any highway or bus route during rush hours.

You'll find that t e 9-to-5 routine is as much a woman's world as a man's.

For the first time in our history, the woman with a paying job is the

rule instead of the exception, says Ronald Pitzer, extension family life

specialist at the U iversity of Minnesota. More than half of all women between

the ages of 16 and 5 work outside the home--double the number in 1950.

And the ranks f working women includes more than half the mothers of

school age children and more than one-third of the mothers of pre-schoolers.

"The influx of women into the labor force has had a great effect on the

fami1y~" Pitzer say. "But our cultural customs and institutions lag behind.

Often the working m ther finds herself juggling her dual roles of 'mother'

and 'worker' and wr stling with guilt and confusion without any support from

her family or conunu ity."

Why do they do it? Pitzer says that most women work because they must.

More than seven mil ion divorced, separated or widowed women are heads of their

own households. An ther ten million working women are single.

Among the Ilion working wives, many seek jobs because their husbands'

jobs don't pay enou h to support their families adequately. Without the wife's

earnings, the famil be among the very poor.

Many women wor so that they can furnish more advantages for their children

and themselves such as better homes or schools, a second car or a vacation home,

Pitzer says.

-more-
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add l--women in wo k force--

"But, in addi ion to those who work mainly for money, millions of women

are finding out wh t men have always known--the world of work is interesting,"

/I II /I /I

an aD-hour week?" he asks.

to Pitzer, "The average working woman spends 35-40 hours

job and then comes home to 40 or more additional hours of

reasons for working, women often find that the routine isWhatever

Pitzer adds. "It ffers stimulation, variety, new ideas and opportunities."

exhausting. ing

per week on her pating

home and family care."

"How many men work

I

I
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ATT:

Immediate release

JOIN THE SUN WORSHIPPERS
IN A SUMMERY SUNDRESS

With a long, hot summer looming, sundresses offer cool comfort. Lois

Goering, extensio textiles and clothing specialist at the University of

Minnesota, cautio s people sewing at home that sundress patterns allow less

bustline ease tha other garments.

Most women's clothing allows 3-3 ~ inches ease in the bustline, but

have only 1 - 1 ~ inches of ease.

you usually buy a pattern that is smaller than

because you prefer a snug fit, check to be sure the

top of the dress. The kind you select depends on your

go around you. This is particularly important if you

ic.

Mrs. Goering

the facing around

To keep sundr ss fabric crisp and snugly fitting, use interfacing in

strapless and hal

sundress pattern

sundresses must f t snugly so they will not gap. Most of them as well as

your bust measure

choose a

dress fabric, Mrs. Goering says. A knit dress calls for fusible or stitch-

in interfacing tha offers some give around the body. It should be lighter

lighter weight than your garment fabric, she says.

t dress or top? That's just about what you have with the

bric needs a stable stitch-in or fuse-in interfacing.

th elasticized shirring along one edge, Mrs. Goering says.

Woven dress

Need

Again, it should

weight than the dr ss fabric.

fabric available

-more-
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add l--join the un worshippers

Buy five in hes less than your bust measurement or three inches less than

a child's chest easurements. The dresses can be worn strapless or you can

add matching ruf led or narrow tubular straps, which usually are available with

the fabric.

Add a ruffl around the bottom using the ruffled strap fabric or hem

as Presto! With one seam and some trim, your dress is

ready to wear, M s. Goering says.

II II II II
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Immediate release

Mastitis Meeting. "Mastitis Control on the Farm" will be the theme of a

regional National Mastitis Council meeting starting at 8:30 a.m. August 18,

1977 at the Hilton Hotel in Sioux City, Iowa.

"We're encouraging area dairymen to attend this practical meeting on

mastitis control," says Bob Appleman, extension dairy specialist at the

University of Minnesota. The program should also be of special interest to

sanitarians and milk plant fieldmen who work closely with dairy farmers.

Outstanding speakers from Maryland, Louisiana, Wisconsin plus three local

dairymen are on the program.

For more information contact Bob Appleman, Extension Dairy Specialist,

University of Minnesota, St. Paul 55108.

******

Field Days. Crops and soils field days have been scheduled at five

University of Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station locations in June and

July. The latest in crops research will be presented at each event. Dates

and locations: Waseca, June 28; Lamberton, June 29; Morris, July 14; Crookston,

July 20; Grand Rapids, July 21. More information is available from specific

research stations.

******

CA. IA. D.
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ABCs OF FARM
EQUIPMENT LEASING

Immediate release

Since capital requirements are high for necessary machinery acquisition,

it often requires financial over commitment by the farmer. Estimated annual

ownership costs range from 14-20 percent of the new machinery's purchase price.

So leasing may be one method to insure the farmer has proper machinery

mix and control. His inability to perform essential jobs satisfactorily and

on time often results in decreased yields and profits, according to Fred Benson,

extension economist at the University of Minnesota.

"Leasing does not involve a credit extension, but is more a means of

gaining control of machinery. Payments must be adequate to cover depreciation,

interest and risk over the lease period."

Probably the most interest in leasing farm machinery, Benson feels, comes

from retiring parents who wish to lease their equipment to 1) shift some sales

to future years to avoid additional capital gains, 2) avoid losing the

investment credit, and 3) help the next generation get started on the farm.

The leasee receives tax deductions while the leaser pays tax on the revenue

source. An offsetting effect is that the machinery remains on the depreciation

schedule. Also, the lease earnings are considered unearned income and do not

affect social security payments Benson says.

"In a typical l~ase agreement between farmer and son all the repairs, upkeep,
I
I
I

insurance and housin~ are the responsibility of the leasee (son)."

iThe lease payme~ts must cover the machinery's average annual depreciation

and interest charge Qn the average amount tied up over the lease period.

-more-



add l--abcs of farm equipment

"Leases should always be written for the protection of both parties.

They may vary from a simple letter to a written agreement drawn up by an

attorney."

A lease agreement should always contain the names of the involved

parties, dates of the agreement, rights of assignment (responsibilities of

both parties), description of property--include model and serial number,

annual charge, payment dates and penalties for late payment. Also, stipulate

major overhaul intervals including who should assume these costs and

depreciation.

-dcc-
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Cattle Conference June 7, 1977.

employee.

cattle industry and community.

Immedia}~ release
) I .,

CATTLEMEN TO BE
HONORED JUNE 7

experimental trials ~i1l start at 2 p.m. Range and pasture management in

The Northwest E~eriment Station will host the conference, starting at

Many prominent statewide beef producers were nominated for these awards for

as Minnesota's Young Cattleman of the Year according to C.J. Christians,

Jack Delaney, Lake Benton Hereford breeder, will be awarded the coveted

Three outstanding Minnesota cattlemen will be honored at a Crookston Beef

Robert E. Jacobs, University of Minnesota, extension livestock specialist,

their excellence in beef cattle performance testing and service to the beef

Minnesota Purebred Cattleman of the Year Award. Arnold Wyffels, Pillager

Commercial cattleman, will receive the Minnesota Commercial Cattleman of the

his lifetime career and continuing service in Minnesota's beef cattle industry.

University of Minnesota extension animal scientist.

1 p.m., June 7. A beef cattle research review will be presented by Animal

will be recognized by the Minnesota Beef Cattle Improvement Association for

northwest Minnesota will be presented by Phil Buckley, Northwest Experiment

Scientist, Harvey Windels. Tours of the beef cattle research facility and

Jacobs has served more than 40 years as a University of Minnesota extension

Year Award, and Brian Larson, Mabel Polled Hereford breeder, will be recognized

Department of Information
and Agricultura~ Journalism

Agricultural Extens~on Service
University of Minnesota
St. Paul, MN 55108
Tel. (612) 373-0710
May 23, 1977

Station specialist.
-more-
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add l--cattlemen

---------------~----------- ----

A "Beef Cattle Performance Update" will follow at 3 p.m. at the Red River

Valley Winter Shows building. Influence of performance records, type and

conformation of herd sire, and female selection will be key features. National

reputation cattle from the Strickler's Angus, Michaelson Polled Hereford, and

Baker Hereford herds will be used in the update discussion.

For further information, contact C.J. Christians, 101 Peters Hall,

University of Minnesota, St. Paul, 55108.

II II II
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IMPROVING PROFITS
IN THREE YEARS FOR
BEEF INDUSTRY

Immedi~te release

An extension economist predicts improving cattle prices and returns to

the beef industry in the next three years, but profits will be very slim for

most feeders during this period.

Paul Hasbargen of the University of Minnesota says cattle feeding margins

will remain low because of the present over-capacity in the industry. Total

U.S. feedlot capacity with current feeding programs is sufficient .to feed about

28-million head a year, but only 25 to 27-million head will probably be fed

in each of the next several years.

Hasbargen says this suggests that feeder prices will be bid high enough

to wipe out any return to feedlots. Only those few cattle feeders who are above

average in buying and selling abilities will retain large enough margins during

this period to cover all their nonfeed costs. All costs will be covered again

for the average feedlot operator when total beef demand expands enough to push

total fed cattle marketing requirements over 28-million head. This should occur

about 1980 with normal growth in the economy and continued expansion in per

capital beef demand. It may take until 1982 until this point is reached if the

growth in demand slo~s significantly from past growth rates.

The economist says feeder calf prices have a long way to go before they are

high enough to cover all costs of keeping a beef cow herd. It would take calf

prices of about $80 per hundredweight to cover all production costs if all the
!

resources used to maintain a beef cow herd in 1977 were priced at market value.

Current prices are 01ly one half this level!

-daz-
CA-L
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SWINE STATION
OPEN HOUSE
SET JUNE 10

Immediate release

About 50 pens of Minnesota's leading swine breeding stock will be on display

Friday, June 10, at the New Ulm Swine Evaluation Station.

The day's activity will begin with an evaluation of the pens on test and

an evaluation contest at 1 p.m. according to C.J. Christians, extension livestock

specialist at the University of Minnesota and supervisor of the station.

Special awards will be presented to those contestants who score higher than a

super judge committee.

Breeding soundness problems and possible disease or microorganism infection

will be discussed by Dr. H.D. Hilley, University of Minnesota veterinarian.

Current status of the pseudorabies swine disease will be discussed.

Individuals who evaluate the live hogs closest to the actual cut out

information will receive $150 worth of credit certificates to be used at any

of the Minnesota Pork Producers' Association performance tested boar sales.

-ft#ftlt-
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Programs are available to all ~
pe~sons regardless of race,
creed, color, sex, age, or
national origin.

SPECIAL SHORT COURSE SCHEDULE (June - November 1977)

June 8

June 20

June 22-23

June 24

June 28, 29
July 14, 20,
21

July 5-8

July 12,13,
14, 26,27,
28,
August 8-12

All Together Now In Agricultural Education, Radisson South Hotel,
Bloomington, Minnesota. Summer conference of the Minnesota Council
for Coordinating Education in Agriculture involving faculty,
administrators and students from institutions and systems offering
educational programs in agriculture in Minnesota. To discuss
current trends, issues, problems and opportunities in agricultural
education and the possibilities for dealing with them through the
use of coordinated efforts and resources.*LF

DHI Supervisors Conference, American Legion Club, Hopkins. A training
conference for DHI Supervisors.*GW

3rd Symposium on Forestry Education, St. Paul Campus. To identify
issues relating to forestry education of concern to symposium
participants.*PS

A Seminar on Ultra High Temperature Processing of Dairy Products,
Rm 15, Food Science &Nutrition Bldg. The purpose is to update
on the technology of URT processing of dairy products. Discussion
and presentation of current uses and future developments. Audience
are personnel in the dairy processing industry.*GW

Branch Station Field Days, June 28, Waseca; June 29, Lamberton;
July 14, Morris; July 20, Crookston; July 21, Grand Rapids.+

Agricultural Education Seminar, Kahler Hotel, Rochester, MN. For
instructors and administraotrs of vocational and technical educational
programs in agriculture.*CN

Professional Improvement Seminars for Vocational Agriculture
Educators in Minnesota. July 12,13,14, Diesel Tractor Service
and Maintenance, Mankato AVTI; Carpentry Construction, July 26,27,
28, U of M, Crookston; Oxyacetylene Welding, August 8, 9, 10, 11
Staples AVTI. These seminars are deisgned to meet specific technical
needs of vocational agricultural instructors in Minnesota and to pro
vide them with specialized information in the area of agricultural
engineering.*CN

*FOr further information
LF--LaVern Freeh
CN--Curt Norenberg
RM--Richard Meronuck
PS--Paul Stegmeir
GW--Gerald Wagner
+For further information

designated.

call Office of Special Programs
612-373-0725

II

II

II

II

call the Research or Experiment Station
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I, Page 2 - Special Short Course Schedule

July 18-22 Minnesota Dairy Tour to Batavia, New York Area. For dairy farm
operators and their wives and others interested in learning about
feeding, breeding, management and equipment systems in western
New York area.*GW

August 18 Irrigation Crops and Equipment Field Day, Staples Area Vo-Tech
Institute, Staples. This is a combination of Staples Irrigation
Demonstration Farm and University of Minnesota Research plots.

Sept. 15-16 Seminar on Diseases C01lDJlon to Animals and Man, U of M, St. Paul
Campus. The program is being planned for the exchange of informa
tion and clinical medicine of humans and animals, and public health
and research workers.

Sept. 15-16 Sanitarians Conference, Sheraton Inn Northwest, Brooklyn Park.
To discuss a variety of developments in dairy and food plant sanita
tion and field work.*GW

Sept. 15 Corn and Soybean Day, Southern Exp. Station, Waseca.+

Sept. 19-20 Minnesota Nutrition Conference, Marriott Inn, Bloomington. A North
Central area regional conference for animal nutritionists represent
ing producers, industry, and universities.*GW

Sept. 22 16th Annual Meeting and Conference, North Central Cheese Industries
Association, Sheraton Inn, Northwest, Brooklyn Park, Minnesota. The
program provides a forum for the Annual Meeting of the North Central
Cheese Industries Association. The afternoon portion of the program
is the technical part of the day intended to be an updating on
technology used in the manufacture of cheese. For members of North
Central Cheese Industries Assn. and individuals interested in the
manufacture of cheese and associated techno10gies.*GW

Oct. 11 C01lDJlercia1 Flower Growers, Sheraton Inn, Northwest, Brooklyn Park.
For c01lDJlercial flower growers, garden store operators and greenhouse
managers.*RM

Nov. 21-23 Farm and Individual Income Tax Short Course, Radisson Downtown Hotel,
Minneapolis. For tax practitioners and consultants, accountants,
lawyers, bankers, insurance agents, real estate agents, educators
and others involved in preparing income tax returns.*CN
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4-H'ers TUNEUP
BIKES FOR SPRING

V
Immediate release

4-H NEWS

Bicycles need a spring tuneup, just as cars do, advises --------
of the County Extension Office.-------

Since most bicycles are stored or out of service during the winter, they

need checking for necessary repairs.

The national 4-H bicycle program supervised by the Cooperative Extension

Service and supported by Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co. suggests this safety

checklist:

*Check the head, both wheels and crank cones. These cones should be tight

and still permit the front fork, wheels and crank to turn without drag.

*Check the chain tension. Chain should have between one-half inch and

one-inch slack.

*Check brakes for correct adjustment, and brake cables for fraying.

*Be sure seat and handlebars are adjusted to fit the driver of the bicycle.

*Be certain bicycle is equipped with safety devices such as horn, headlight

and reflectors.

Critical repairs on brakes and gear-shifting mechanisms should be made by

a qualified serviceman. Simple adjustments on seats and handlebars can usually

be performed by cycl~sts themselves, especially if they are among the more than

half million girls a1d boys enrolled in 4-H bicycle projects and activities.

-daz-
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DAIRY CONFERENCE
4-H INTERVIEWS
SET AT ST. PAUL

~'} .'\"'\"7V

'- ,- :~:'!~\,;I"-' "\
! .j,/

,j 0
Immediate release

4-H members will be evaluated on their knowledge of the dairy industry

and husbandry at the St. Paul Campus Animal Science Workshop on June 14.

They will be interviewed by University of Minnesota extension dairymen

on various phases of dairying. About 17 4-H'ers will win trips to Madison,

Wis., for the National Dairy Conference. Finalists from each group will

reinterview for the top dairy member award and for a $500 scholarship award.

Participating from County (is, are)

-daz-
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ATT: Extension H me Economists

I •
lmmfdiate release

WAYS TO CONSERVE
MOISTURE IN THE GARDEN i

I
Weather forecas ers are saying that we may be in for

are several walysyour garden and flo erbed in mind, here

I
Orrin • Turnquist, extension horticulturist

i
\

I* Do not waste ter on weeds. Do a little weedtng
I

through the garden. I
I

* Thin or space plants within each row. Well-sp~ced
I
I

best use of what moi ture there is. Root crops shoulq be
i

inches a~rt, while omato plants need 15 to 20 feet df space.
!

I* Spread ass clippings, hay, straw or com~ost along

individual plants af er the soil has lotarmed, mulching !reduces soil

as well as aiding we d control. I
* Catch rain wa er for later use. You may be able to pipe rai water

directly to your gar en or flowerbed. if poJSibl.. e.

* Plant your ga den away from large trees, ~ Tree rots compete
I

for moisture. i
* You may need 0 put up some kind of wind protec!tion until the sweet corn

i

is tall enough to do the job. I

* Add large amo nts of barnyard manure or compostl to improve th
I
I .

capacity and nutrien content of the soil. commercial\ fertilizers i

vigor and help devel p larger root systems for more efficient use of water.

* Plant early sort-season vegetaples since they ~ften escape

drought. Sweet corn tolerates fairly dry conditions, khi1e broccoli cauliflower

and turnips do not. \

May 31, 1977
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HOW DO THE KIDS FARE
WHEN MOM TAKES A JOB?

Immediate release

ATT: Extension Home Economist

Jean is a bright, competent nurse with a tempting job offer and a promising

career, but she has ualms about returning to work after nearly 10 years as a

full-time homemaker a d mother. Her qualms are named Scott and Jenny.

How they fare whe Jean returns to the work force probably depends more on

how the children and ean and her husband view the situation than any other

factor, says Ronald P tzer, extension family life specialist at the University

of Minnesota.

"Just as staying ome with your children won't automatically make you a good

mother, going to work won't automatically make you a bad one," Pitzer says. He

stresses that when ot er factors such as social class, child care arrangements

and parents' attitude are held constant, research shows little relationship

between maternal empl yment and children's personality characteristics, adjustment

or delinquency.

Social scientists have found, however, some general contrasts between employed

mothers and those who stay at home.

Working mothers t nd to have smaller families than mothers who don't work,

and they usually have husbands who are more favorable toward combining work and

motherhood than other husbands.

Working women's r lationships with their husbands are neither more nor less

satisfactory than thos of nonworking mothers. But the families of working women

usually are more acti in the routine running of the household than is typical

in other families. y tend to divide chores and authority more evenly among

all family members.

-more-
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add l--how do kids ~are

Children's well being seems more closely related to their mother's emotional

adjustment than to ~hether she is employed. A recent study of maternal satisfaction

with her employment status showed that.nonworking mothers who preferred it that

way and working mot ers who chose to work ranked almost identically on scales of

warmth, nurturance nd other traditionally "motherly" qualities. Working mothers

who would have prefErred to be at home ranked third and nonworking mothers who

would rather have hE ld jobs ranked las t.

"This just undellines the fact that the better you feel about what you are

doing, the more pos tively your children will adjust to the situation," Pitzer

says. The outcome cf a mother's working depends on the kind of mother, the kind

of children, and the kind of family. It also depends on such things as why the

woman works, how much she works, how old her children are and what provisions

she makes for their care.

"Any. answer to the question 'Should a mother go to work?' must fit the family

asking it," Pitzer s~ys. "And even with the same family, the same answer may not

always fit at different stages of their lives. Families can outgrow solutions

as fast as winter coats."

CA
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Immediate release

Mite Bites. Minnesota Extension Entomologist Mark Ascerno says tiny

insects biting people indoors have been identified as northern fowl and chicken

mites. These mites normally live in association with nesting birds.

The mites bite humans when they move indoors after young birds leave the

nest or a bird dies. The mites will die in two or three weeks without feeding

on birds. Locate and remove nests and spray window sills and other points of

entrYwithcarbaryl (Sevin). Check the label for rates and cautions.

* * * *
Crazy Top. Heavy rains in some areas resulted in standing water in corn

fields for a few hours or several days. Minnesota Extension Plant Pathologist

Herbert Johnson says if the standing water was for a few hours the corn is likely

to survive.

But this situation can result in the downy mildew fungus infecting corn

plants. Nothing shows until later in the season when the large leafy tassels

emerge that are the typical symptom of crazy top disease. Occasionally some

unusual corn plants occur that have narrow strap-like leaves and this may also be a

symptom of the same disease.

* * * *
Seed Piece Decay. Extension Plant Pathologist Howard Bissonnette reports

during the past three weeks seeing many fields with exceptionally poor potato

stands. He says in some cases where seed was still available the seed stock was

severely diseased. fusarium dry rot and Fusarium wilt seemed to be the most

prevalent organisms ~nvo1ved. The rotted seed pieces in the soil were rotted but

not slimey as usuallr occurs with a bacterial rot. In addition, most seed was

planted very deep--e~ght inches or more. Cut seed planted with dry cold soil
I

does not suberize qUfckly, then some areas received rather heavy rains, sealing

the soil which resulted in ideal conditions for seed piece decay.

II II II II
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ENTOMOLOGISTS
TELL CUTWORM
PROBLEMS

M<;("
C''J A,

;
_./

Immediate release

f
I f·.J

Minnesota extension entomologists John Lofgren and Dave Noetzel say

several cutworm species continue to damage a wide range of crops in most

parts of Minnesota.

Since Iowa is experiencing a black cutworm problem, that may be next for

Minnesota, especially in the heavier soils in southern counties. The present

outbreak seems to be heaviest in fields which had little or no tillage last

fall or which had a lot of crop residue on the surface.

Many efforts at control have failed mainly because inadequate concentrations

of insecticide have been used. The two pounds active ingredient of Toxaphene or

carbaryl, or one pound Dylox should be concentratec in a 12-inch band over the

row. Most failures reported to Lofgren and Noetzel have been broadcast

applications so that the row received less than an effective rate.

They appreciate hearing of any cases in which a corn rootworm chemical was

used and did not control cutworms, or cases in which a check strip was present

and evidence that a rootworm chemical did control cutworms.

Sevin, Dylox and Toxaphene, on whatever crop applied to, will likely only

provide limited cutworm control unless there is adequate plant material upon

which the cutworm ca~ feed. None of the above compounds are in a class with

chlordane as a soil insecticide. So the grower should not work the soil after
i

application and he s~ould apply them on plant material late in the day. It is also

critical that a fair~y large volume, 20 to 30 gallons, of water be used per

acre and that bandin~ of the material is required.
I

-more-
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add l--entomologist~

In oil seed sunflowers, you can obtain normal yields from plant populations

down to 15,000 plants per acre. In soybeans, greater stand reduction also will

give normal yields; however, in corn a 10 percent stand reduction will reduce

corn yields.

Lofgren and Noetzel say the grower can make better judgements as to needs

of control by basing the threshold on plants remaining rather than actual cutworm

populations.

-daz-
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REGISTRATION BEGINS FOR
NATIONAL BEEF REFERENDUM

Immediate release

(county)
County cattle producers can register to vote in the--,..---------

national beef referendum Monday, June 6 through Friday, June 17, at the

Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service (ASCS) office in

(town)

At stake is the beef research and information plan--a producer's self-help

plan to strengthen beef markets here and abroad, increase research to solve

beef industry problems and improve communications throughout the cattle business.

The plan would be funded by a deduction of 30 cents per $100 on all cattle

sales. But any producer who does not want to participate can get a prompt

refund.

"The beef research and information plan will benefit every producer right

"I urgeCounty," according to _
(Extension Director)

all local producers to study up on the plan and vote."

here in ------

Producers will return to their ASCS office July 5 through July 15 to actually

cast their ballots.

Any legitimate cattle producer is eligible to register and vote, including

FFA and 4-H youths who own their own cattle. There is no age limit.

It It It

CA. L.
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SEPARATE
CATTLE, SWINE
FOR DISEASE

Immediate release

A University of Minnesota extension veterinarian says from the standpoint

of the pseudorabies threat in Minnesota, cattle and swine should be separated

on the farm.

Dr. Allen D. Leman says with regard to practical management, the producer

needs to determine how much he is willing to put his cattle at risk. Leman

recommends keeping pseudorabies out of the swine population by purchasing

pseudorabies-negative breeding animals and refraining from bringing in swine

of unknown origin.

As of May 25 in Minnesota, pseudorabies in cattle was diagnosed on one

premise and on 18 premises in swine in 1977, according to the State Livestock

Sanitary Board.

Iowa Extension Veterinarian John Herrick says in many cases the natural host

swine have transmitted the virus directly to cattle. Swine have been known to

transfer the disease to cattle by biting or from nasal discharges into the

cattle's feed and water.

Pseudorabies in cattle is often called "mad itch," causing cattle to twitch

and itch with convulsions, bellowing and a high temperature. They will bite their

i
affected flanks til~ the hide is removed and they will itch till they actually

destroy themselves.!

-daz-
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CATTLE PRODUCERS
TO VOTE IN
BEEF REFERENDUM

Immediate release

Voting in the national beef referendum starts Tuesday, July 5, at the

(town)
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service office in _

Voting ends Friday, July 15.

Any ---,;-- ---,- _
(county name)

is eligible to vote.

County cattle producer who registered June 6-17

One vote per business entity will be allowed. Any principal in the

entity--husband, wife, partner--may cast the vote for the business.

"It's important to remember that if you registered and then don't show

up to vote, it's almost the same as casting a 'no' vote since 50 percent of those

registered must vote to validate the referendum," says Christy Olsen,

Minnesota Beef Development Task Force chairman.

To many cattle producers, the referendum is a long awaited,chance to build

a more profitable future in the cattle business.

II II II II
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RODENT BITES NOT RABID

IJ

, I
-+, ~.

~

On the cover of a fairly recent issue of the Journal of the American

Medical Association, there was a photograph of a red squirrel and a statement

which said the bite of the squirrel II can leave one with rabies. 1I

The fact is there has never been a reported case of human rabies

attributed to the bite of a squirrel or any other rodent (chipmunk, mouse or

rat) in the United States. Rabies, according to a University of Minnesota

veterinarian, is not endemic in rodents.

In 1976, the Minnesota Department of Health and University Veterinary

Diagnostic Laboratory tested approximately 400 rodents for rabies. None

showed the disease.

The Minnesota Department of Health has not reported any positives in

small rodents since 1960. The rare positives reported by the Department in

these animals prior to 1961 may have actually been laboratory false positives,

says University Veterinarian Michael Pullen.

IINo case of human rabies has ever been traced to a rodent, despite 24,000

persons being bitten by rodents annually in the United States. II

Available data suggest that many of the 4000 persons in this country who

received antirabies treatment each year after being bitten by rodents do so

unnecessarily. An example of the type of exposure for which treatment would

be warranted is a bite by a rodent that has laboratory-confirmed rabies.

Most states have stopped the routine examination of rodents for rabies,
although many will test rodents if the attending physician insists. The
reasons given, according to Pullen, are that rabies is rare if not nonexistent
in rodents, and the money spent on these programs can best be spent on some
other health problems.

IIHowever, treatment to prevent i nfec ti on, i ncl udi ng a tetanus immun i
zation, should always be administered."

-dcc-
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STATE 4-H DAIRY
GOAT SHOW SET
JUNE 25, LAKE ELMO

Immediate release

4-H NEWS

The second annual State 4-H Dairy Goat Show will be at 3:30 p.m. June 25

at the Washington County Fairgrounds in Lake Elmo.

Minnesota 4-H dairy goat members are invited to show their animals at

the event. Lots to be judged will be junior doe kids (up to four months),

senior doe kids (four to eight months), junior doe yearly (8 to 12 months),

senior doe yearling (12 to 24 months), does under two years, does two to

three to four years and does five years and older.

Judges will identify five top animals and the young people showing them

to exhibit at the 1977 Minnesota State Fair, St. Paul. The top showmanship

person also will be invited to participate in the State Fair.

-daz-
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ATT: Extension Home Economics

Immediate release

(third in a series of five articles)

MOTHERS WRESTLE WITH
EMPLOYMENT VS. STAYING HOME

Women who are wrestling with the question of staying home to raise their

children or taking a job should remember that either way, they are in good company.

Ronald Pitzer, extension family life specialist at the University of Minnesota,

says that nearly 55 percent of all mothers with children under age 18 have paid jobs,

but many women, even those who don't have children, choose to stay at home. About

two-thirds of the m~thers of pre-schoolers are at home.

Doubts about d4y care quality keep some mothers at home who might prefer to

take jobs. Pitzer ~ays their worries focus on five areas.

First, many parents are afraid of weakening an infant's or young child's

emotional attachmen~ to its mother by regular separation. Pitzer says that research

by Jerome Kagan of ijarvard indicates that this doesn't happen. Kagan found that

both children raised at home and those raised in day care centers went to their

mothers rather than!a substitute'when distressed, tired or bored.

"If a child co~es from a relatively stable family and the day care is of

good quality, the c~ild's development seems to be normal," Pitzer says. He

defines good quality! day care as having no more than three infants (under age

two) to one adult an no more than six older children to each caretaker.

Parents also wo ry about the effects on a child's intellectual development.

Here, again, Kagan's research indicates no major differences between children

raised in day care a d those raised at home on scores for perceptual ability,

language skills, int llectual development and social and emotional adjustment.

-more-



add l--mothers wrest e with employment

Most parents wa t their children to learn to control their impulses,

particularly display of aggression, tantrums, disobedience and extreme

dependency. Some patents fear that day care workers won't be as conscientious
I

about responding to fhese impulses as they would be, according to Pitzer.

Research has fo+nd little to support this fear. More likely, Pitzer says,

I

"If a mother works a'fay from home, her child has a chance to spend time with

another kind of pers~n from whom he or she can learn and grow. The child has
I

both mother's love aryd outside support."

A fourth common:concern is that a child is vulnerable to the influence of
,

I

other children. Thi1 might cause a well behaved youngster to adopt unwanted

traits from other ch4ldren at a day care center, some parents reason.

Pitzer doubts t~at this should concern parents who place their children in
,

!

good day care facili~ies. "Children of working mothers are often uniquely

Iresourceful in handl~g themselves and in making friends, both adults and

children," he says.

A final reason f r resistance to day care often comes from a mother's notion

of herself as morally responsible for her child's growth. She anticipates feelings
I

of guilt and criticis~ from relatives and friends if she fails to honor this duty.

Pitzer warns tha this guilt, which he says many employed mothers feel, is

as potentially harmfu to a mother's parenting as any other factor associated

with her job. It is ikely to interfere with her relationship with the child when

she is not at work.

He says, "The be ter you understand yourself, the better off both you and

your children will be Children who can perceive their mothers not only as parents,

but as people with go Is and concerns, are very lucky. They have a head start

on the way to becomin emotionally nourished and nourishing adults."

/I /I /I /I
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CU1W ORM UPMTE
GIVEN BY UM
ENTOMOLOGIST

} i

Immediate Release

Minnesota Extension Entomologist John Lofgren reports widespread occur-

rence of glassy and possibly sandhill cutworms, which are subterranean feeders.

There is no way to use sprays or baits on these. The best bet, if the

stand is reduced to warrant replanting, is to delay the replanting until after

the cutworms are past the feeding stage. Some reports of black cutworms have

been received, but army cutworms (plus a scattering of other species) are more

common in corn, soybean, sunflowers, sugarbeets and oats.

Variegated cutworms are fairly common in alfalfa and may move into adjacent

crops such as soybeans when the hay is cut. Heavily infested alfalfa may need

treatment if the regrowth is being damaged. Variegated cutworms will produce

several broods during the season, so another batch may show up later in the

summer. Several years ago they caused damage by feeding on soybean pods late

in the summer.

"The other cutworms we're having trouble with now have one generation a

year, so when these are full grown they will become inactive in the soil, either

as larvae or pupae, and emerge as moths to lay eggs later in the year. Most of

them overwinter as partly grown worms," Lofgren says.

-0-
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ATT: Extention Home Econom~s r
Immediate release

HEARING SET
ON FOOD PROGRAM FOR
WOMEN, INFANTS, CHILDREN

i

The U. S. D~partment of Agriculture is asking Minnesota residents for

their opinions oq the special supplemental food program for women, infants

and children (WIJ) that the department administers. A public hearing is

scheduled at 9 a.lm. Monday, June 13, in room B-15 of the Federal Building, 110
,
I

South Fourth Str~et, Minneapolis.
I

Through the !WIC program, pregnant and nursing mothers and infants and

children up to f" e years old receive monthly allotments of about $22 worth of

milk formula, che se, eggs, cereal and juice.

About 9,500 innesota women and children currently participate in the 13

WIC projects oper ting in the state. To be eligible, participants must be

determined to be "at nutritional risk" because of inadequate nutrition and

income.

The public haring, which is one of seven scheduled across the country,

seeks comments on whether the program should strive to prevent or simply treat

nutritional defic"encies, eligibility standards, program expansion, the WIC

food package and he role of nutrition education.

In Minnesota WIC programs are operated by the health departments in

Minneapolis, St. aul and Olmsted county (Rochester); county nursing services

at Aitkin, Wadena and Fergus Falls; Indian reservations at Mille Lacs (Onamia),

White Earth, Nett Lake, Grand Portage and Leech Lake (Cass Lake); the Mobile

Health Unit at Be idji; and the Clay-Wilkins Opportunity Council at Moorhead.

/I /I II /I
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SMALL GRAIN
WEED CONTROL
AFTER lAST BOOT

Immediate Release

Because of high temperatures and good growing weather, many small grain fields

developed so rapidly that broad1eaf weed control chemicals were not applied at the

proper time. Questions are being asked about the advisability of applying herbi-

cides after the boot stage of the small grain. Minnesota Extension Agronomist

Oliver E. Strand suggests:

--2,4-D amine or ester is labeled on small grain (wheat, barley, oats, rye) as a

spring postemergence treatment to be applied after the grain begins to tiller

and before the boot stage. 2.4-D should not be applied from the late boot stage

to the dough stage of the small grain or severe injury to the crop could result.

2,4-D may be applied after the small grain is in the dough stage to control weeds

that may interfere with harvest. Do not permit dairy or meat animals to graze

treated fields within two weeks after treatment. Do not feed treated straw to

livestock. See label for rates and special use precautions.

--MCPA amine or ester can be used for broadleaf weed control in small grains from

the three-leaf stage to the boot stage. Do not spray from boot to dough stage.

MCPA does not carry the label stipulation that it can be used in small grains

after the dough stage. However, there are no grazing restrictions with MCPA.

--Bromoxyni1 may be used in wheat, barley, and oats from the two-leaf stage to

the boot stage to control susceptible broad leaf weeds such as wild buckwheat,

smartweeds, and common 1ambsquarters. Bromoxyni1 is not effective on perennial

weeds. Spraying after the boot stage is not permitted on the label nor would

it be effective on larger weeds.

-more-



add l--small grain weed control

--Dicamha (Banvel) may be used on oats and wheat for control of certain broad

leaf weeds but only from the two-leaf stage to the five-leaf stage of the

small grain. Spraying after the five-leaf stage often results in severe crop

injury.

--Picloram (Tordon 22K) plus 2,4-D amine can be used in wheat or barley from

the five-leaf stage to the boot stage. Treatment should not be made after

the boot stage. Label restrictions allow only a grass or grain crop the year

following treatment.

--If perennial broadleaf weeds such as Canada thistle or perennial sowthistle

are a problem in small grain, they generally occur in patches. Spot treat

ment of these patches at a higher allowable label rate than usual may be

warranted to control the weeds and reduce the injury potential to the rest

of the field. Severe infestations of perennial weeds can also be controlled

by mowing and herbicide treatment may be delayed on these areas until after

harvest. The perennial weeds could then be controlled with 2,4-D, dicamba,

or MCPA if the field is not underseeded to a legume.

-0-
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CATTLE PRODUCERS
FACE DECISION IN
JULY VOTING

Immediate release

Beef producers will soon be faced with the most important decision they've

had to make in a long time. Basically, here's the question: Will producers

continue to take their lumps in an erratic, boom-or-bust industry like they have

for the last several years, or will they take charge of the beef business and

run it like a business?

Cattlemen will answer that question themselves when they register June 6

through June 17 and vote July 5 through July 15 on the national beef referendum,

according to C.J. Christians, University of Minnesota Extension livestock specialist.

Being considered is the beef research and information p1an--a producer program to

strengthen markets here and overseas, step up research on producer problems and

improve decision-making information throughout the industry.

Producers will fund the program through a deduction of 30¢ on each $100 of

cattle sales, but the program is voluntary. Any producer who does not want to

participate can get a quick refund.

A Beef Board of 68 working cattlemen will decide how the money will be invested

and will contract with appropriate organizations, such as universities, or the

National Livestock and Meat Board, to do the actual work.

The program came from farms, feedlots and ranches, and was developed by

producers. Producers wrote the law and worked it through Congress and producers

themselves are paying for the referendum through voluntary donations and fund-

raising projects, Christians says.

-more-



add 1--catt1e producers

At six U.S. Department of Agriculture hearings held last autumn where

almost every recognized cattle organization sent a representative. 150 people

testified in favor of the p1an--just six against. This is an opportunity--maybe

the last for a long time--to take charge of the beef industry and build a profitable

future. The beef research and information plan is a serious and down-to-earth

approach to everyday problems that face cattle producers. It deserves your

serious consideration, Christian adds.

# # #
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Immediate Release

Apple Rust. Minnesota Extension Plant Pathologist Herbert Johnson says

apple rust is now quite evident on the leaves of apple trees. Bright yellow

spots with sharp margins are now very obvious on infected leaves.

The spots are small now, generally not over one-fourth inch in diameter.

They will grow larger during the next two months and may be over one-half inch

in diameter by that time if the spots are not crowded on the leaf. Also, a red

spot develops in the center of the yellow area. On the lower side of the leaf

a cushion-like structure will develop.

Fungicide sprays for rust control should be continued until about the

middle of June. Be sure that the fungicide selected will control rust. Some

do not.

Cereal Crops. Extension Plant Pathologist Howard Bissonnette says recent

rains and heavy crop stands make for ideal conditions for cereal leaf diseases

to get started. Now is the time to make decisions about controlling these leaf

diseases. THE FIRST APPLICATION OF FUNGICIDE MUST BE APPLIED AS THE GRAIN STARTS

TO HEAD.

* * * *
Beef ~argin. A University of Minnesota extension economist says the margin

between what a producer gets for a pound of retailable beef from a choice steer

and what a consumer pays for the meat has widened and likely will continue to

widen.

-more-



add l--in brief

Ken Egertson says inflationary increases, labor increases and energy

increases will widen the margins. The margin for beef is about 54 cents a

pound as compared to 28 cents a pound in 1965. From each pound of live animal,

there is only 44/l00ths of a pound of meat. The rest are waste and by-products.

In other words, it takes 2.28 pounds of animal to get one pound of retail meat.

# # # #
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HELPS FOR HOME ECONOMISTS:
SUMMER POTPOURRI

--Diedre Nagy, extension *
information specialist *

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

The following items cover a
topics. Adapt them to meet
and radio material.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
*
*
*
*
*
*

In this issue:

Vegies--Are They Fresh?
Launder Swimsuits After Use
Attention Travelers
Summer and Mildew

Vegies--Are They Fresh?

* * * * * * * * * * * * *
broad range of seasonal *
your needs for column *

*

Toss Up A Salad
Fired Up for Outdoor Cooking
Use Barbecue Starters Cautiously
Tips For Storing Clothing

The big months for fresh produce are upon us. The United Fresh Fruit

and Vegetable Association offers some consumer tips:

* Vegetables with yellow or wilted leaves are out. Similarly, yellowish

cucumbers are likely to have been around too long, and they may have hard instead

of soft seeds.

* Look for asparagus with as much green as possible since that is the tender

portion. Stalks should be firm with compact closed tips.

* Grapes and citrus are as ripe when you buy them as they'll ever be, so

refrigerate them immediately. Cantaloupe, however, is picked while still firm

and will benefit from three or four days at room temperature before going into

the refrigerator.

* Buy peaches that are as near tree-ripened as possible. Never buy green

peaches, and use peaches fast if brown rot appears because it spreads quickly.

-more-
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add 2--he1ps for home economists

Toss Up A Salad

h f th lad bowl There are manyplays havoc with appetities, reac or e sa .

University of Minnesota.

When hot, muggy weather

kinds of greens available, according to extension specialists at the

* Iceberg or head 1ettuce--firm, compact, light green leaves

* Bibb 1ettuce--round, loose head, broad light green leaves

d h d d from dark green to white, slightly bitter* Endive--twisted leaves with curly outer e ges, s a e

1 narrow head, ~haded from green top to white heart, mild cabbage flavor.* Chinese cabbage-- ong, ~

* Escaro1e--f1at head, loose leaves, bitter flavor

* Romaine--10ng head, slender plume-like leaves

* Watercress-tiny leaves on thin stalks, peppery taste

When purchasing head lettuce, which is the most popular salad ingredient, avoid hard, compact

heads. Don't choose a head that lacks green color or is irregularly shaped or hard in spots. These

could be symptoms of an overgrown central stem.

Fired Up for Outdoor Cooking * * * *

If outdoor appetites are "raring to go," be certain to start your barbecue fire well ahead of

time. Nothing ruins a cookout faster than a long delay.

Richard Epley, extension meats specialist, reminds consumers that coals need a slight grayish

covering before they should be used for cooking. Knock the ash off and separate the coals for even heat.

Epley slashes the edges of fat to prevent the meat from curling on the grill. Don't cut into

the meat, however. Place the meat four to six inches from the heat. To retain the juiciness, turn

the meat with tongs rather than a piercing fork. Epley also suggests, "If you cook meat rather than

burn it, you'll be happier with the results."

* * * *
Use Barbecue Starters Cautiously

Smoke signals rising from backyard barbecues can spell danger for the outdoor cook. Blanche

Erkel, consumer affairs officer with the Food and Drug Administration, warns that briquet lighter fluids

give off flammable vapors. Make certain the container is sealed when not in use. Keep it a safe

distance from the fire.

Ms. Erkel says that warning labels appear on containers of all highly flammable liquids. Read

the directions carefully and follow all instructions, she advises.

* * * *
Tips For Storing Clothing

As you prepare clothing for storage, give some attention to the hangers you use. Shaped wooden

hangers are recommended for coats and suit jackets. Padded hangers are useful for lightweight garments,

but the padding should be smooth and even to retain the garment's shape.

Be sure all garments are clean before storing them. Wash-and-wear and durable press finishes tend

II II II II

to hold soil and stains. Unless soil and stains are removed, they will "set" during the storage period

and be difficult to remove next season.
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UM ECONOMIST SEES
HIGHER PRICES FOR FARM
PRODUCTS IN THE FUTURE

Immediate release

Continuation of food and agricultural investment policies of the early

1970's through the year 2000 could result in an upward push in the real

price of grains, predicts University of Minnesota agricultural economist

Willard Cochrane.

The real price increase in grains (explained in terms of increase in

money price of grain relative to per capita money income) may be difficult

to calculate, says Cochrane. But he stresses that higher prices will be

required to pull additional and scarce productive resources from other

sectors into agriculture.

Past record shows a growing gap between what the world produces and

what its four billion inhabitants consume. World grain consumption between

1961 and 1971 has outstripped production at the rate of one million metric

tons (MMT) a year. The 1970-72 trend indicates an increase in the yearly

shortfall by about 10 million tons. The result: a decline in the world

grain stocks from 187 MMT in 1969-70 to 148 MMT at the beginning of the 1972-73

crop year, pressure on prices especially since 1973 and severe difficulties

for the less developed countries (LDC's) with precarious balance of payments.

Cochrane refers to a few solutions. But they are costly ones. Land used

for cultivation can be increased from 11 percent of the total mass to 24

percent. But that would call for higher product prices since the land to be

transformed will be less productive. Water--another scarce resource--can be

replenished from greater depths and transported over longer distances, but

only at increased cost.

-more-



add l--um economist sees higher prices

There are, however, other facts to be reckoned with. Increasing world

population and growing scarcity of petroleum is accentuating the problem.

And changing consumption tastes in the developed world in favor of animal

products means more demand for supply-short feed grains and oil meals and a

persistent upward pressure on prices.

Cochrane does not share the views of "confirmed optimists" that farm

technological advances (such as the "Green Revolution" in Asia in the early

1970's) and increases in food production would cushion the pressure on prices

and close the demand-supply gap. "The world appears to be in a period of

refinements, not major breakthroughs." he points out.

The agricultural economist expects the world grain prices to swing widely

and unpredictably, creating problems for most people. Consumers may feel that

food prices rarely decline in one period as much as they advanced in the

previous period. Grain producers will have to be cautious in their investment

decisions when their product prices fluctuate widely, and livestock producers

can be ruined financially if grain prices advance sharply but product prices

lag behind by a production period or two, says Cochrane. Price and income

protection is necessary to induce grain farmers to expand output, he adds.

To tackle the problem of shortrun fluctuations in grain prices. Cochrane

advocates a reserve stock program--with the U.S. acting alone or in cooperation

with other nations to even out supplies between crop seasons and stabilize

prices. "There is no alternative to such a policy where crop production varies

unpredictably as the result of unpredictable variations in the weather."

he notes.

Cochrane also feels the U.S. might be involved in redistribution policies

aimed at contracting demand and increasing supplies to moderate the upward

trend in real grain prices. He sees three possibilities:

-more-



add 2--um economists sees higher prices

1. Provide food and economic aid to those countries that pursue

effective agricultural development and population control

policies;

2. Limit exports to developed countries under some internationally

agreed-on formula; and

3. Develop an international agreement involving the petroleum

exporting and importing nations to subsidize the use of

energy in agricultural production.

# # # #
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DAIRY TOUR
JULY 18-22

Immediate release

/

The annual Minnesota dairy tour will be held July 18-22, 1977.

The event includes visits to 14 outstanding dairy farms in the Batavia, N.Y.

area and the south shore fruit belt of Lake Ontario.

The tour group will be limited to 76 people and will be accompanied by

University of Minnesota dairy specialist Joe Conlin and McLeod County extension

director Vernon Hoysler.

The tour group will get an opportunity to see, among other things, stanchion

and freestall barns, several types of manure handling systems, a rotary parlor,

and a nationally known breed using ova transplants. The group will also see

intense dairying, poultry farms, production oats, hay potatoes and truck

crops. A horse race at Batavia, N.Y. and a trip to the Niagara Falls are the

other highlights of the tour.

A $50 fee per person will hold a reservation as long as space is available.

The balance of $260 is due by July 10. Applications will be accepted in the

order they are received.

For more information, contact the Office of Special Programs, University

of Minnesota, St. Paul 55108. Phone 612-373-0725.

- EHD -
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CATTLE PRODUCERS
ENCOURAGED TO
VOTE IN REFERENDUM

Immediate release

Cattle producers who previously registered are encouraged to vote in the

national beef referendum in July.

Voting starts Tuesday, July 5 and ends Friday, July 15 at the Agricultural

Stabilization and Conservation Service Office in Any
(town)

County cattle producer who registered June 6-17 is eligible
(county name)

to vote. One vote per business entity will be allowed. Any principal in the

entity--husband, wife, partner--may cast the vote for the business.

"Vote your opinion one way or the other on the referendum," advises

Charles Christians, extension livestock specialist with the University of

Minnesota. "Be sure you understand the referendum then vote, either for or

against. "

If you registered but don't show up to vote it's almost the same as casting

a "no" vote since 50 percent of those registered must vote to validate the

referendum.

Detailed information on the referendum is available from county extension offices.

If If If
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ATT: Extension Home Economists

BEATING THE HEAT
CALLS FOR CLOTHES
KNOW HOW

Less clothing usu lly yields more comfort during the hot, sticky days of

Fitted necks, wrists and waists all work against this

p you warmer.

making you feel

air circulation

summer. Sherri Gahri g, extension textiles and clothing specialist at the
I

University of Minnesota says, however, that style, color, fabric and accessories
!

also affect how well ~ou beat the heat.

Loose fitting ga~ents with large neck, arm and leg openings are good choices

for summer. They all air to reach your skin, evaporating perspiration and

Light colored clot ing reflects radiant heat while dark garments absorb it.

woven fabrics such as sheers, gauze and voile

er garments, Ms. Gahring says. They let air in and

Use a light hand i adding accessories to summer outfits, she recommends.

Lightweight and 10

Dressing in pastels an whites may help you to "think cool," Ms. Gahring says.

Natural fibers suc~ as cotton and linen are comfortable for summer because

they absorb moisture atd allow perspiration to evaporate from the skin. Synthetic

fibers such as nylon a'd polyester absorb little moisture, leading to uncomfortable

clamminess on a hot da

are good choices for s

keep heat out. Loose1 knitted fabrics can offer the same kind of comfort.

Jewelry, belts and tigh scarves will make you warmer. If an outfit calls for

a scarf, Ms. Gahring su gests wearing a cotton one rather than one of a synthetic

fabric.

Cotton socks are co 1er than those made of synthetic fibers, and sandals or

open-toed shoes offer a deQ.comfort. Hats also shade you from the Sun and prevent
overheating.

CA II {I (/
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LAST CALL FOR ARTS-IN
REGISTRATION

Immediate release

4-H News

From Aug. 11-17, over 150 4-H youth will attend Orchestra Hall and the

Guthrie Theatre as part of a week-long workshop in the arts called Arts-In.

Teens will also meet with many artists and professionals in the state,

such as Paul Granlund, noted artist from St. Peter.

The 4-H Arts-In is for teens 16 years and older. It provides activities

and instruction in music, dance, photography, communications, visual arts,

draroa, costume design and construction, and technical support. Arts-In, held

at the Minnesota State Fairgrounds in St. Paul, is sponsored by Cargill Co.

and the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

During Arts-In, delegates spend their time working in their specific areas

of interest in the arts. An open house at 1:30 August 17, culminates their

efforts in a display of the programs and projects they've created.

Arts~In participants return to the fairgrounds later in the month to perform

and otherwise support th~ State Fair program.

Any 4-H'er planning to attend the Arts-In should get an application form

from the County Extension Office and submit it with $40 tuition to

the State Youth Development Office during the month of June.

# # #
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COMBINING WORK, PARENTHOOD
CALLS FOR THOUGHT, PLANNING

So you've deci ed to enter the ranks of the working mother. Ronald Pitzer,

extension family li~e specialist at the University of Minnesota, says that
!

millions of employe~ mothers at some time have shared the anxieties that you

probably feel about rll you have to do and the effect of your job upon the

children. .
!

A good place tol start is with a careful look at your and your husband's

Iattitudes about work\ and child care. He stresses that aside from giving birth

and breast-feeding, men and women can perform all aspects of parenthood

interchangeably.

There's a lot f~r you and your husband to talk about if he claims that your

growth and happiness are as important as his, but he assumes that child care

will remain solely YQur responsibility. Pitzer says child care and household

!
duties shouldn't be garceled out mechanically so that they're equal, but they

Neither parent should feel "used" as a result of carrying

ests making sure that your children understand both yourPitzer also

more than his or her

should be shared

and your husband's j bs and why you work. "If you're beginning work or returning

after an at-home peri d, you can expect that your children will need extra

affection and reassur nee during the initial stages. Don't let a statement such

as 'I liked it better when you were home all the time' trigger guilt feelings."

-more-



a child understand and accept the changeInstead, he re

add l--combining wo k, parenthood

"by encouraging him r her to talk about any misgivings. You also could try to

find ways to fill t e gaps with challenging people or activities.

Pitzer encoura s working mothers to enjoy their work as much as possible.

to do everything, so set priorities and accept your

oy your job, you will have more energy and love available

Be gentle with ourself, Pitzer warns working mothers. Time is limited

and you won't be

shows that if you

for your family.

It doesn't diminish our enjoyment of motherhood. In fact, he says, evidence

limitations. As onelwoman said, "working mothers must do first things first,

I
and second things neter."

An evening of f mily fun or some quiet time alone might be worth a
I
I

hundred scoured sinkf in terms of your and your family's well being. He says,

"If you are the last priority, you will wear down quickly. It is important

to the whole family hat you feel good, so consider it your duty."

CA # # # #
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4-H POULTRY FAIR
EXHIBITORS NEED
PREMIUM LIST

Immediate release

4-H News

Get a premium list for the County Fair or the 1977 Minnesota

State Fair if you are planning to exhibit, advises 4-H

poultry project participants.

The premium list tells you the type of bird that can be shown and the sex

and number of birds in each exhibit at the fair.

The State Livestock Sanitary Board has health requirements for fair poultry

exhibits. Blood tests must be made on chickens and turkeys for pulloru~typhoid

or a statement of origin from the hatchery. The birds should be in good health

and be sure to check for lice and mites.

Wash the bird in warm, soapy water (85 to 90 degrees) followed by two clear

water rinses. Sponge and towel the bird dry, working with the grain of the

feathers. Water fowl will do a lot of the cleaning up themselves, making your

job easier, if they have access to a pond or a tub of water. Clean dirt from

around the comb, beak, shanks and feet with a small brush. A nail file can be

used carefully to remove dirt under scales.

Pen birds on clean straw after washing to keep them clean. Also, do not

wait until the day before the show to get ready. Start working on your poultry

exhibit a week or two ahead of time.

-daz-
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MINNESOTA NUTRITION
CONFERENCE SEPT. 19-20

Immediate release

The annual Minnesota Nutrition Conference will be held Sept. 19-20,

at the Marriot Inn, Bloomington.

Animal nutritionists representing the producers, industry, universities,

research and sales will exchange, among other things, current information on

the use of supplemental fat, wheat and whey in livestock diets.

Many firms now include fat in ruminant diets, explains course coordinator

Don Otterby. This could raise problems in intake that might affect the animal's

performance. If its use is economical and there is good response from the

animal, it might be advantageous to use supplemental fat.

Otterby says that some livestock producers are feeding liquid whey, a

cheese byproduct that contains 95 percent water. Since drying it down is often

uneconomical, consumption by livestock can take care of the disposal of the

cheese byproduct and other pollution problems.

The symposia sponsored by the University of Minnesota's Department of

Animal Science, American Feed Manufacturers Assn., Northwest Feed Manufacturers

and the Northwest Agri-Dealers Assn. Registration fee is $25 per person and $4

for additional abstracts.

For more information, contact program coordinator Gerald Wagner (612-373-0725)

or course coordinator Don Otterby (612-373-1110)

If If /I /I
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Immediate rele~se

Editor, news director: contact Jim Swan at (612) 373-1060 for more information.

SAND PLAIN FIELD
DAY SET JULY 7

Research on irrigated crops will be featured at the Sand Plain Field Day

July 7 at the University of Minnesota Sand Plain Research Farm near Becker.

The farm is off Highway 10, a quarter mile south of Becker. Watch for a

sign on the south side of Highway 10, south of the railroad tracks.

The first research plot tour starts at 9 a.m. with other tours starting at

approximately half-hour intervals through the noon hour. The last full tour will

start at 2 p.m. The tours will last about two hours.

Tour highlights include conservation tillage, drip irrigation, potato

varieties, disease and insect control, nitrification inhibitors, foliar fertili-

zation on soybeans and sewage sludge as fertilizer.

Research on potatoes, sunflowers, corn, soybeans, alfalfa varieties, field

bean varieties, millet and buckwheat, dry field peas and blueberry breeding studies

will be shown. Research on potatoes includes varietal yield trials, studies on

the effect of population on yield, weed control, nematode studies and fertilizer

trials.

-daz-
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DISTRICT ALUMNI
MEETS SET FOR
MINNESOTA

Immediate release

;
i

District reunions for alumni members and former students of the

University of Minnesota's School of Agriculture, St. Paul, will be in

July and August at four locations.

A picnic dinner starts at 12:30 p.m. and the program is at 2 p.m.

Southeastern District 1 will be July 10 at the Wanamingo City Park.

Myron Alberts, Pine Island, is the district association president.

Southwestern District 2 will be July 12 at the Southwest Experiment

Station, Lamberton. William Paulsen, Redwood Falls, is the district association

president.

Northern District 3 will be July 24 at Lake Koronis Community Park south

of Paynesville. Glen Dahlgren, Bird Island, is the district association

president.

Twin Cities District 4 will be Aug. 7 at the St. Paul Campus. Mauritz

Linder, Stillwater, School of Agriculture Alumni Association president, will

preside.

-daz-
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GRASSHOPPERS MAY BECOME
SERIOUS PEST PROBLEM

Immediate release

Grasshoppers may be the next major pest crisis for Minnesota farmers.

Infestations have been spotted in many parts of the state in field margins,

hay and pastuces. There are also widespread infestations in some minimum or

no-till fields.

The grasshoppers are out early since the growing season is early, says

John Lofgren, extension entomologist, University of Minnesota. The over-

wintering eggs started to hatch before June 1 in some sites.

These young grasshoppers have started to spread from the hatching sites

and should be controlled before they reach full growth. Usually lower rates

of insecticides can be used on the immature ones and fewer acres will need

spraying if it's a field margin infestation. If pastures or hay fields are

involved some scouting will indicate whether the whole field needs spraying

or if spot spraying will do.

The choice of chemicals will depend largely on the crop being treated.

There may be hot spots of grasshoppers along roadsides which may require

the cooperation of local governmental units to control before the grasshoppers

spread into adjacent crops. Remember that if such roadsides are to be cut for

hay or grazed, they should be treated with the same restrictions as for pastures

or hay land.

More information is available in Extension Bulletin 388, available from

county extension offices.

CA,IA
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PIGS SIRED BY MINNESOTA
NO.1 GROW FASTER, REACH
~1ARKET WEIGHT EARLIER

Immediate release

Pigs sired by Minnesota No.1 boars grew faster and reached the 220 lbs.

market weight earlier than those sired by Pietrain and Hampshire boars, a University

of Minnesota study reveals.

Hampshire and Minnesota No.1 sows were mated to Hampshire Minnesota No.1

and Pietrain boars to produce the pigs for the experiment. Pigs were randomly

selected and placed on test beginning 65 days of age until they weighed 100

kilograms.

W. E. Rempel, U. of M. animal scientist says that while the pigs sired

by Minnesota No.1 boars grew faster, they were not good for carcass traits.

Pigs sired by Pie train and Hampshire boars did not record any significant breed

of sire effect for feed gain ratio. Pigs from Hampshire darns generally had

superior carcass traits and required less feed per unit live weight gain or lean

meat gain. They, however, took a longer time to reach market weight.

"Significant interactions between the breed of sire and the breed of dam

for daily gain and for feedgain ratio suggests some heterosis for these traits,"

notes Rempel.

Hampshire sired pigs out of Minnesota No.1 sows had superior carcasses but

required more feed than the others. "Hybrid vigor" for the Hampshire Minnesota No.

1 crosses was estimated at 12 percent for daily gain, 11.6 percent for age at

market, 4.9 percent for amount of feed, 6.5 percent for feedgain (liveweight) and

3.9 percent for feedgain ratio (lean meat).

were statistically significant," adds Rempel.

- ehd -
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IN BRIEF ••••

Immediate release

Grasshoppers in Interseeding. Legume (alfalfa, red clover or birdsfoot

trefoil) seedlings interseeded into grass pastures are extremely susceptible

to grasshoppper damage. These insects can completely defoliate young legume

seedlings; complete defoliation of seedlings will kill legumes. One inter-

seeding demonstration in southern Cass County has been lost due to complete

defoliation by grasshoppers. No economic threshold for grasshoppers is known

for pasture interseeding. For cropland eight per square yard is suggested.

"I would suspect five to eight per square yard would be an economic threshold,"

says Neal P. Martin, extension agronomist at the University of Minnesota.

But if you see chewed seedlings and grasshoppers are present, spraying will

be beneficial unless legume plants are taller than six inches. If plants

are taller than six inches, then eight per square yard would be a good economic

threshold.

Vegetables. Now is the time to protect cucumbers and muskmelons from

bacterial wilt disease, advises Francis L. Pfleger, extension plant pathologist,

University of Minnesota. The pathogen overwinters in the bodies of striped

and spotted cucumber beetles. The beetles can transmit the disease to

cucumbers and muskmelon as they feed on the leaves. The beetles can be con-

trolled with the insecticides Sevin, Methoxychlor or Thiodon. Get a copy of

Plant Pathology Fact Sheet #32 from your county extension office for additional

information.

-more-
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New Bravo Formulation. Bravo (Chlorothalonil) is a fungicide that is very

effective to control many vegetable crop diseases. The fungicide has been available

only in five-gallon units, which are not practical for home garden use. Now the

company is making the Bravo 6F formulation; it is available in two-gallon units and

also three-lb. bags of 75 WP. The smaller amounts will be more convenient for home

gardeners and vegetable growers who have only a few acres of vegetable crops, says

Francis L. Pfleger, extension plant pathologist, University of Minnesota.

* * * *
Forage Tour. The Minnesota Forage and Grassland Council's summer tour is

scheduled for Thursday, July 7 in Dakota and Goodhue counties. Five stops are

scheduled on the tour, including alfalfa irrigation, the Northrup King research

farm, forage plots and irrigation systems, an alfalfa dehydration and pelleting

mill, and pasture renovation and fertilization plots.

The tour begins at 9:30 a.m. on the Richard Fox farm, Coats, Minn. A bus

will be leaving the University of Minnesota's St. Paul Campus at 8 a.m. A $5

registration fee includes the bus, a noon meal and refreshments. More information

is available from county extension agents in southeastern and central Minnesota.

Or contact Neal Martin, Minnesota Forage and Grassland Council, Extension Agronomy,

University of Minnesota, St. Paul 55108.

# # # #
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DESPITE CONSERVATION PLEAS,
FEW ENERGY USE HABITS CHANGE

Even if our h ads know it's folly, our feet continue to press the accelerators

too hard. We bemoan lectricityand gas prices, but we're quick to buy air con-

ditioners, campers to nudge our thermostats up a few degrees on sub-zero winter

days. \

This reaction fS typical and widespread, says Janice Hogan, associate professor

of Family Social SCie!Ce at the University of Minnesota. What Americans say and what

they actually do to s ;ve energy are very different.

She cites Ford \Foundation research that as family income rises, natural gas

consumption rises gra4ually. electricity use rises slightly faster and gasoline

consumption climbs sh~rply.

Our cars, which\ account for 42 percent of direct household energy use, are the

biggest energy ers for most families. Yet, Ms. Hogan says, Federal Energy

Administration figures show that most car buyers still choose intermediate and full-

size cars despite the uel economy of smaller models. And about three-fourths of
i

all cars today are air'conditioned.

Heating and air conditioning gobble another 40 percent of the energy used in

households. Only half of all families turned their thermostats down to 68 degrees

during the day, and a re 15 percent honored the 60 degree nighttime setting.

'~nd while 76 percent of the people polled by the Federal Energy Administration

say they are willing to use carpools, nearly the same percentage admitted to driving

alone to work," Ms. Hog n adds.

Indirect energy se, that consumed to produce the goods and services we buy,

also is spiraling. Ms. Hogan says upper income families spend about two-thirds of

-more-
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their energy indirec ly compared to one-third for lower income households. "Easy

care fabrics, conven ence foods and throwaway goods such as paper towels, styrofoam

cups and disposable iapers have diminished the amount of human energy required.

In exchange, we have increased the amount of fossil fuel-based energy used to

produce the 'time sa

These trends

she states.

Ms. Hogan. She thinks solutions to our energy problems

will come only when onsumers change their decision making.

"Families can onserve energy when they make choices in housing, cars,

vacations, gifts and lothing," Ms. Hogan suggests. "We need to learn to buy

appliances based on 1 fe cycle costs, not just the price tag. An energy-efficient

refrigerator may cost more initially, but over the life of the appliance, the reduced

electricity bill shou d offset the price difference."

The more energr we use, the more problems we create for future generations,

she says. Americans ~se twice as much energy today as they did 30 years ago and also
I
i
1

twice as much energy,s the average European does today.

'''We live in an· interdependent world," she says. '''Will we say to the rest of

the world, '''We're sor y, we know our ways are wasteful but we are hooked. "'

CA
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ATT: Extension Home

WHAT ARE CHILD CARE OPTIONS
WHEN MOM TAKES A JOB?

Unless you can fford a full time housekeeper or have relatives who will

take care of Junior, you, as an employed mother, probably are faced with three child

care alternatives.

Ronald Pitzer, xtension family life specialist at the University of Minnesota,

lists these , daily babysitter, a family day care home or a day care

center.

If you opt for babysitter in your home, Pitzer urges parents to rely on their

intuition. If you dtn't like the person, your child probably won't either.

He suggests que~tioning potential babysitters about their experience, their

views on discipline, their health and their ability to handle emergencies. Come

to an agreement with the person about work schedule, salary, duties and any

limitations on such hings as smoking, drinking, telephone use and television

watching.

A less expensiv option is the family day care home. When licensed by your

local county Welfare Department, day care homes are limited in the number of

children they canace must meet space, fire and safety requirements.

climate will meet your own standards. He recommends

Pitzer says, ho ver, that a license is no guarantee that the social,

emotional and

spending some time in the home, observing the children and their interaction.

If you choose to place your child in a day care center, you will want to

visit the facility an meet the staff first, Pitzer says. He suggests asking

yourself the followin questions:

- more -
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add l--what are ch ld care options

* Does the s ce seem safe?

r attractive and comfortable? (Are there plants, pets and* Is

* Is there e ugh space and is it planned to avoid crowding?

* Is play equ·pment varied, sturdy and easy for a child to use?

areas for s ecial activities?)

* Can childre get inside and outside safely and use bathrooms easily?

* Are meals n tritious and attractive?
I
,

* Is there a ~omfortable, quiet place for naps? How about facilities for

a sick Chil1?

To get a feel tor the emotional climate at a day care center, Pitzer advises
!

parents to watch h"i the staff relates to the children and to each other. Ask

yourself:

* Do the children seem to like and trust the adults?

* Are they ha~py and relaxed?

* Does the staiff communicate easily with each child?
I* Does the dis ipline reflect your philosophy?

* Are children allowed to pursue their own interests according to their

abilities?

* Does the dir ctor or teacher answer questions openly and handle problems

well?

Pitzer says, "I you can answer 'yes' to most of these questions, the chances

are good that the ce ter will provide fun and learning for your child--and peace

of mind for you."
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Programs are available to all V
persons regardless of race,
creed, color, sex, age, or
national origin.

SPECIAL SHORT COURSE SCHEDULE (July - December 1977)

July 5-8

July l2 t 13

July 14,20
21

July 18-22

August 18

Sept. 13
14

Sept. 15-16

Agricu1~ural Education Seminar, Kahler Hotel, Rochester, MN. For
instrucdors and administrators of vocational and technical educa
tional programs in agricu1ture.*CN

Professional Improvement Seminars for Vocational Agriculture
Educators in Minnesota. July 12,13,14, Diesel Tractor Service
and Maintenance, Mankato AVTI; Carpentry Construction, July 26".27,
28, U of. M, Crookston. These seminars are designed to meet specific
technical needs of vocational agricultural instructors in Minnesota
and to provide them with specialized information in the area of
agricultural engineering.*CN

Branch S~ation Field Days, July 14, Morris; July 20, Crookston;
July 21,' Grand Rapids.+

Minnesota Dairy Tour to Batavia, New York area. For dairy farm
operators and ~heir wives and others interested in learning about
feeding, breeding, management and equipment systems in western
New York area.*GW

Irrigati n Crops and Equipment Field Day, Staples Are Vo-Tech
Institut , Staples. This is a combination of Staples Irrigation
Demonstr tion Farm and University of Minnesota Research p1ots.+

Fumigati g Enclosures and Commodities-A Training Program, Sheraton
Inn N.W. Brooklyn Park, Minnesota. This training program is
designed to review the basic principles about fumigants and
fumigations. The program is intended for persons involved in apply
ing, contracting fur use, or regulating the use of fumigants in
enclosures and/or commodities.*EA

Sanitarians Conference, Sheraton Inn Northwest, Brooklyn Park. To
discuss a variety of developments in dairy and food plant sanita
tion and field work.*GW

Sept. 15-16 Seminar oh Diseases Coomon to Animals and Man, U of M, St. Paul
Campus. TfS program is being planned for the exchange of infor
mation an clinical medicine of humans and animals, and public
health an research workers. *GW

----------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------
*For further information call Office of Special Programs
LF--LaVer Freeh 612-373-0725
CN--Curti Norenberg "
RM--Richa d Meronuck "
GW--Geral Wagner "
EA--Eugen Anderson "

+For furt er information call the Research or Experiment
Statio designated.
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d Soybean Day, Southern Exp. Station, Waseca.+

Minnes ta Nutrition Conference, Marriott Inn, Bloomington. A North
Centra area regional conference for animal nutritionists represent
ing producers, industry, and universities.*GW

Sept. 15

Sept. 19-20

Page 2 - Special Sho t Course Schedule

Sept. 22 16th Annual Meeting and Conference, North Central Cheese Industries
Assn., Sheraton Inn, Northwest, Brooklyn Park, Minnesota. The
progra~ provides a forum for the Annual Meeting of the North Central
Cheese 'Industries Assn. The afternoon portion of the program is the
technical part of the day intended to be an updating on technology used
in the manufacture of cheese. For members of North Central Cheese
Industries Assn. and individuals interested in the manufacture of
cheese and associated techno10gies.*GW

Oct. 11 Commercial Flower Growers, Sheraton Inn, Northwest, Brooklyn Park.
For commercial flower growers, garden store operators and green
house managers.*RM

Oct. 25,26,
27,28,
Nov. 7,8,
9,10

1977 Property Valuation Short Course. Oct. 25, St. Johns Univ.;
Oct. 26, Hibbing Community College; Oct. 27, Northland Community
College, Thief River Falls; Oct. 28, Holiday Inn, Fergus Falls;
Nov. 7, Willmar Community College; Nov. 8, S.W. St. Univ., Marshall;
Nov. 9, Holiday Inn S., Rochester; Nov. 10, S. Hennepin AVTI, Eden
Prairie. The course is planned to familiariz~ local assessors,
local board members, public officers and interested citizens.*LF

Nov. 21-23 Farm and Individual Income Tax Short Course, Radisson Downtown Hotel,
Minneapolis. For tax practitioners and consultants, accountants,
lawyers, bankers, insurance agents, real estate agents, educators
and others involved in preparing income tax returns. *CN
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Attention: Extension Home E,onomists

Immediate Release

CHECK OUT OPERATING COS TS
ON REFRIGERATORS, FREEZERS

Among refrigerat rs and freezers with similar features, the price tag should be

the consumer's main c cern. Right?
I

Wrong, says Wand~ Olson, extension hous~hold equipment specialist at the University
I
\

of Minnesota. Differe~ces in energy consumption can erase the savings on a cheaper,
I

poorly insulated appli~nce and will inflate your electricity bill for years to come.
I

Mrs. Olson advise~ consumers to inquire about energy use before deciding upon an

appliance. If the infprmation isn't given on the hanging tags, sales personnel can
i

provide it from a dire~tory published by the Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers

(AllAM) •

Although there ar. general patterns for energy use, some refrigerators and freezers
I

use more electricity t~an most models in their size range. It is these electricity-

hungry appliances thaticonsumers should be aware of, Mrs. Olson says.

For example, most IsmaIl refrigerators (between 12 and 15.9 cubic feet) with manual
I
Idefrost use between 40 land 60 kilowatt hours (KWH) of electricity monthly. A couple

of models, however, fa~l into the 130 to 160 KWH range. At about four cents per kilo

watt hour, it could coslt the owner about four dollars a month more to operate the less
I

efficient model than t4 run the others. This added electricity charge could add up to

about $50 a year for th~ life of the appliance, about 16 years, Mrs. Olson says.

Small refrigerator~ which have automatic defrost systems use between 90 and 150

KWH monthly, while smal~ refrigerators with only the fresh food area self-defrosting

use between 60 and 110 H monthly.

Freezers offer oth r examples. Most manual defrost units (15 to 16.9 cubic feet)

in both chest and uprig styles use between 80 and 110 KWH per month. A few uprights

use between 130 and 140 KWH monthly, however. Upright automatic defrost freezers in

this size range typical y use between 110 and 140 KWH monthly, but a few models top

the scale at 180 KWH or more.

These may seem lik small differences, Mrs. Olson says, but multiplied by the

price per kilowatt hour (presently about four cents) and the months of service, the

cost differences become izeable.

Mrs. Olson says the energy use figures given on appliance tags or the AHAM

directory are based on s andardized test conditions. A family's actual expense to run

a refrigerator or freeze will depend on many factors, including room temperature where

the appliance is located and how often the door is opened.
CA -dmn-
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FUSARIUM BLIGHT
IN MERION BLUEGRASS

Immed 1a te re leas c

Fusarium blight has been reported in established Merion bluegrass lawns,

says _Laura Sweets, research assistant at the University of Minnesota Plant

Disease Clinic, St. Paul.

Symptoms first appear as two- to six-inch light green spots that develop

into somewhat circular dead spots, frequently with some liVing grass in the

center.

Control involves cultural practices. Avoid excessive nitrogen fertilization,

water deeply to prevent drought stress, and control thatch buildup. Recovery from

this disease may be slow.

Powdery mildew has been observed on older, lower leaves of grass plank,

especially grass growing in shady areas. Infected leaves have patches of a

whitish, powdery-like growth on leaf surfaces. Control powdery mildew by keeping

lawn vigorous with proper fertilization and watering and mowing frequently at the

recommended height.

Slime molds have been occurring frequently this season and appear suddenly

following heavy rain or watering. Slime molds produce small white, gray or cream-

colored growths on grass blades. When crushed between the fingers, the growths

disintegrate into a black powdery mass. If left alone slime molds will soon

disappear and will not cause damage to lawn. Growth may also be removed by raking,

brushing, or mowing lawn.

CA
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HIGH CAPACITY
EXHAUS T SYSTEM
FOR DA IRY BARNS

Immediate release

A University of Minnesota extension agricultural engineer says you need a

reasonably high capacity exhaust system to keep cows cool in your dairy barn during

the summer.

Donald Bates says a system with a number of exhaust fans that provide about

300 cubic feet of air per minute per 1,500 pound cow is needed to bring fresh air

into the building.

The fans should be on the south or west side of the barn to bring as much cool

air from the north or east as possible. To provide a comfortable feeling for the

animals, stimulate the air with large fans attached to the ceiling or placed on

the floor.

Try to keep the barn temperature in summer about the same as the outside temp-

erature. Keep doors next to fans closed for the greatest cooling efficiency.

For naturally ventilated, free stall barns, you will need wall openings to let

the air in. There should be a clear opening in the ridge at least six inches wide.

If the roof is galvanized, paint it white to reduce the temperature inside the barn.

Install insulation under the roof if you have a chance when the barn is being built.

-daz-
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DA lRYMEN: CONS IDER
FEEDING WHEAT

Immediate Release

Current wheat prices of $2 to $2.50 per bushel favor adding wheat to the

dairy ration, according to Mike Hutjens, extension dairyman at the University

of Minnesota.

The nutrient value of wheat is $5.13 per 100 pounds (or $3.08 per bushel),

figured as follows:

.875 (Energy wheat constant) x $4 (value 100 lb. of shelled corn) = 3.50

.125 (Protein wheat constant) x $13 (value 100 lb. soybean meal) = 1.63

Nutrient value of 100 lb. of wheat $5.13

Wheat can be substituted up to 50 percent of the grain mixture without

palatability or intake problems. Since wheat can powder and be mealy, coarse

grinding, rolling, or crimping is recommended. Adjust cows gradually to avoid

off-feed or feed refusals. Higher levels can be fed when wheat is mixed with

forage as complete rations.

The nutrient content is approximately 14 to 16 percent crude protein, 85

percent TON, 3 percent fiber, and .41 percent phsophorus (100 percent dry matter

basis). This results in a high energy, moderately high protein feed grain

resource.

-0-
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4-H NEWS

Immediate Release

LOCAL 4-H'ERS
SET FOR
CITIZENSHIP '77

Joining 6,000 4-H members from 43 other states will be 465 Minnesota 4-H'ers

including from County for Citizenship '77 leadership
(number)

and citizenship programs at the National 4-H Center in Washington, D.C.

(date)
(List names of local participants.)

The County group will be in Washington

to --:'_~:--__-_-
(date)

This week-long living experience in the nation's capital is designed to help

young'people from 14 to 19 years of age to understand the structure and function

of government, their national heritage and roles citizens will play in the nation's

process of change.

Using the nation's capital as a classroom, the program includes a day each week

on Capital Hill to meet Congressional representatives and field trips. The partici-

pants will discuss citizenship elements and ways in which skills and knowledge gained

during the week can be applied to 4-H programs at the local level.

Special emphasis programs will be planned and conducted by 4-H alumni who have

been sponsored through fellowships from private corporations and foundations. Among

them is Steve Kraus of Waseca, who was awarded a fellowship from Sun Co. of Radnor,

Pa., to design a focus on citizenship values.

-daz-
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DAIRY FARMS DECREASE BUT
HERD SIZE UP IN MINNESOTA
UM STUDY REVEALS

Immediatp r~lcnBC

A sharp drop in the number of dairy farms and cow numbers and an increase

in per-cow milk production and herd size are some of the changes that have

taken place in Minnesota in the past decade, a University of Minnesota study

reveals.

The study on the "Characteristics of Milk Production in Minnesota 1967-76"

was made by Wallace C. Hardie and Jerome W. Hammond of the University's

Department of Agricultural & Applied Economics.

The two economists report that milk production per cow increased at the

annual rate of 1.6 percent. The number of dairy farms fell 6.62 percent a year.

Though total cow numbers were down 19 percent during the decade, the average

herd size has been increasing. The economists project that by 1986, two-thirds

of the dairy farmers will have herds of 30 or more cows.

The economists regard the adoption of the pipeline milking system (which

transfers milk directly from the milking cow to the storage unit via a milk

line and vacuum system) as "one of the most significant changes in dairy

production technology." The percentage of farmers using pipeline milkers

increased from 4.2 to 34.6 during the 10-year period, according to sample

estimates. There was also an increase in the use of bulk tank milk storage

and cooling systems during this period.

-more-



add l--dairy farms decrease

"Adoption of labor-saving devices has occurred in all milk production

activities--feed production, feeding, milking and manure handling," the economists

note. About 35 percent of the farmers with silos now unload silage by hand

compared to 59 percent 10 years ago. In dairy housing, however, conventional

stanchions continue to enjoy popularity over cold free stalls. The small size

of Minnesota herds probably is the reason. Management specialists feel that

until a herd size of 60-70 cows is reached, conventional stanchion barns will

remain competitive.

Another significant improvement is the increase in the number of milk cows

artifically bred from 55 percent to 70 percent in 10 years. "This trend indicates

that we are rapidly moving to a situation where almost all dairy cows will be

artificially bred," the economists observe.

The study also reveals that educational background is an important determinant

in the type of milk or cream produced. Grade A milk producers, generally, were

younger (average age 47 years) and had more schooling (11 years) than their

counterparts in the Grade B category (49 and 10 years respectively). Schooling

was also related to the size of the herd among the Grade B milk producers; those

with eight to 12 years of formal education had an average of 32 cows while those

who spent less than eight years managed an average of 26 cows.

The survey points out that a "substantial share of the producers" did not

plan any adjustment in the herd size and at least 17 percent of Grade A producers

and 31 percent of Grade B producers wanted to dispose of all their cows in the

next five years. Strict standards for Grade A milk and high cost of conversion

from Grade B with little price differential hindered conversion from Grade A to

Grade B unit. However, 22 percent of the respondents felt they were too old to

reap possible benefits from a conversion of their dairy unit to Grade A standards.

"Currently, 28 percent of Minnesota farms are Grade A quality and they

account for 40 percent of the milk produced. Unless major Grade A to Grade B

(price) differentials develop, the proportion of farms that are Grade A is not

likely to exceed 46 percent by 1985." the University economists add.

-ehd-
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IN BRIEF

Immediate Release

Fertilizing Lawn. Fertilize in hot weather only if you have an ample water

supply, says Minnesota Extension Horticulturist Jane P. McKinnon.

Otherwise, wait until August and September for your next two lawn fertilizations.

Skipping fertilizing in July during extremely hot weather will not hurt your lawn.

* * * *
Loose Smut. University of Minnesota Extension Plant Pathologist Herbert

Johnson reports on the status of loose smut of oats. Twenty-five percent of the

southern Minnesota oat fields recently surveyed had 10 to 30 percent smutted heads

and fifty percent had one - to five percent smutted heads. In northern Minnesota

the disease ranges from zero to five percent smutted heads.

* * * *
Recommended Oat Varieties. Extension Plant Pathologist Herbert Johnson says

the susceptible oat variety Froker is believed to be the most widely grown variety

in Minnesota. Recommended oat varieties Noble and Dale have fairly good resistance,

but the other recommended varieties are susceptible. The disease also can be con

trolled with seed treatment.

* * * *
Disease Spread. Loose smut of oats does ~ spread from plant to plant during

the growing season. Spores of the fungus come in contact with the healthy kernels

during combining and they winter over in storage. The spores germinate in the soil

as the seeds germinate and infection takes place at that time. Much of the smutted

oats will be used as silage. There is no indication that this smut will cause any

feeding problems in livestock either in silage or dry grain.

* * * *
Cereals. Bacterial leaf blotch has been found in many wheat and barley fields

in the Red River Valley. Extension Plant Pathologist Howard Bissonnette says this

disease may be recognized by large chlorotic blotches on leaves. Leaf blotch occur

rence is thought to be associated with the recent rain and the disease is not con

trolled by maneb-type fungicide.

* * * *

-more-
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European Corn Borer. Minnesota Extension Entomologist John Lofgren says

first brood European corn borers are coming on fast and strong in southern

Minnesota. Early corn in all parts of the state could possibly have economic

levels. When shotho1ing in the whorl hits 50 percent and live borers are

found established in the whorls and leaf axi1s, treatment will probably pay.

* * * *
Sunflower Insects. All weevils affecting sunflowers are active, but sunflower

growth is excellent, even in the driest areas of the state. It is doubtful that

we will see stalk breakage similar to that in west central Minnesota during 1976

because plant quality is so much improved. Conditions are such that Extension

Entomologist Dave Noetzel says he does not feel weevils will be an economic

problem this year even if they might have been last year.

The sunflower moth is a migrant into Minnesota, so you should begin to watch

sunflowers as they come into bloom. The moth larvae (a white longitudinal-banded

larva) cause brown webbed trails on the sunflower head. Treatment with Supracide

at a half-pound per acre (be sure there are two such applications) prOVides good

control of this insect. We feel that the insecticide is effective enough that

you can delay spraying until pollination is more or less complete, Noetze1 says.

Supracide is toxic to honey bees and should be wisely used.

# # # #
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4-H'ers LOOK
AHEAD TO
AGRIC. CAREERS

4-H NEWS

Immediate

Farming and agriculturally related jobs are the top career choices of

many young people now enrolled in the Minnesota 4-H agricultural program

conducted by the Agricultural Extension Service and supported by International

Harvester Co.

Their 4-H experiences may start a career in farming, ranching, research,

business, technical work, education or communication. More than 500 ag-related

occupations are recognized with many more likely to be identified in the future.

One individual 4-H'er who is learning about agriculture through 4-H project

work is Mark Waletzko, 19, Route 2, North Branch. The oldest of six children,

he moved with his family from suburban Burnsville to the Chisago County farm

about six years ago. "We really didn't plan on farming, but before we realized

it we were out planting corn, feeding calves and giving iron shots to baby pigs.

I guess it was only natural to take agricultural projects in 4-H..•my 4-H

training really came in handy," Waletzko says.

"We started out with 15 baby calves we bought ••. My dad gave my brother,

sister and I each heifer calves as payment for our work. I really learned a lot

that first year. I can remember my first trip to the St. Cloud Dairy Day and how

proud I was of my red ribbon. I thought that was pretty good for someone who a

year before hadn't seen a cow close up," he adds.

Waletzko's activity in the 4-H agricultural project has run the gamut from

showing dairy cows at fairs to keeping bees. "It has helped me try new things

and I know it will be invaluable experience in whatever I choose to do in the

future," he says.

For information on the 4-H agriculture project, contact at the-------
County Extension Office.--------
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Immediate relea~e

POWDERY MILDEW ON ROSES
NOW CAN BE EFFECTIVELY CONTROLLED,
SAYS UM SCIENTIST

Powdery mildew on roses now can be effectively controlled by use of

fungicides such as Bupirimate, Parnon, Pipron and benomyl, says University of

Minnesota plant pathologist Frank L. Pfleger.

Experiments were conducted recently with the rose cultivar Forever Yours.

Bupirimate, a new experimental fungicide, was applied to 4 x 10 ft. plots at the

rate of five ounces per hundred gallons of water at 10-day intervals. Several

other plots were sprayed with Parnon and Pipron also at 10-day intervals but at

eight and four ounces per gallon of water.

Bupirimate provided excellent control of powdery mildew on the test plant

Forever Yours for 18 days, says Pfleger. Parnon and Pipron were effective for

only six to seven days. After that period, mildew infections began to increase

and by the tenth day, mildew was severe and difficult to control.

Pfleger also points to other practices that could limit development of mildew

in the greenhouse. Before sunset the upper vent of the greenhouse should

be opened and the heat increased to create convection currents to expel warm

moist air. The lowered humidity in the greenhouse is unfavorable for mildew

development, he adds.

-EHD-
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EXTENSION VET
GIVES INFORMATION
ON BLACKLEG

Immediate release

The old adage, "an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure," applies

to blackleg disease, says University of Minnesota Extension Veterinarian Dr.

James O. Hanson.

Blackleg, a highly acute, infectious disease of cattle and sometimes sheep,

usually affects young calves and animals under two years of age in the herd.

The infected animal has a high fever, 105 to 106 degrees and gaseous swellings

under its skin, usually on the hips or shoulders where they cause stiffness,

lameness or even paralysis.

The swellings, small, hot and painful at first, enlarge and become cool

and painless. Infected animals are depressed, do not eat, breathe rapidly and

frequently, just before death, the temperature drops and the animal goes into

convulsions.

Since the disease strikes suddenly, the first signs generally are one or

more dead animals rather than the classic symptoms described above. So

prevention is important, Dr. Hanson says.

Commercial bacterins used in advance of a disease outbreak give excellent

protection, but it takes seven to 14 days for good immunity to develop in an

animal. So vaccinating during an outbreak can be costly.

Clostridium chauvoei primarily is responsible for most blackleg in cattle,

but in recent years other clostridial organisms have found to be capable of

causing blackleg or blackleg-like diseases. Production of single and multiple

strain bacterins have resulted to protect against this disease.

Dr. Hanson encourages cattlemen to consult with their local veterinarian
to discuss a vaccination program and which bacterin to use in their herd.

CA,L -daz-
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Immediate release

Aphids. Some locally very heavy infestations of English grain aphid

and perhaps other species are reported in small grain, mostly from west central

and northwest counties. Extension Entomologist John Lofgren says usually it

does not pay to spray grain after it has headed out.

Some of the late seeded grain may be in for some aphid problems. The

Minnesota Department of Agriculture has approved a state label for the use of

Penncap-M formulation of methyl parathion on small grain with a 15 day pre-harvest

interval. Other chemicals for use at this time are ethyl or methyl parathion

by air or malathion by either air or ground.

* * * *
Moths Flying. Armyworms are cropping up at a few places in small grains

and large numbers of the moths are flying. Extension Entomologist John Lofgren

says much of the early small grain may get by but the late seeded grain, corn

and grasses will be subject to armyworms. Check spots in fields that have lodged

or where hail or heavy rains have flattened the grain or rank grass. Infestations

in corn usually start near patches of grassy weeds.

* * * *
European Corn Borer. Economic levels of more than 50 percent shotholing

in the whorl are showing up in some of the biggest corn and some fields have been

treated.

Treating first brood corn borer is a compromise between treating too early

and missing some of the later hatching eggs, and too late missing some of the

large larvae already in the stalks. Granules, which give longer control, can be

applied early with better results than sprays, but realize that 100 percent control

is not possible. We just hope to kill enough of them to pan off, especially with

a single treatment, says Extension Ent~mologist John Lofgren. Second brood could

be a big one too and that may pose a threat to the late corn.

If If If If
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ATT: Extension Horne Economists

Immediate release

BRIGHTEN DINGY
POLYESTER, NYLON

Do some of your polyester and nylon clothes from past summers look dull

and dingy? Lois Goering, extension textiles and clothing specialist at the

University of Minnesota, suggests an easy technique for brightening them.

Dissolve one cup of dishwasher detergent in one gallon of warm water.

Soak your garments for several hours or overnight. You may want to wear

rubber gloves to protect your hands during this procedure, Mrs. Goering

suggests.

Rinse the garments thoroughly and wash and dry them as you normally would.

All traces of grim~ should disappear.

tI tI tI tI
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UM ECONOMIST GIVES
FEEDER PRICE OUTLOOK

Immediate release

Corn prices, fat cattle prices and feeder supplies will be the major factors

affecting feeder price movements during the next six months, according to Paul R.

Hasbargen, extension economist at the University of Minnesota.

The bumper corn crop now developing is good news for the feeder cattle

producer. Low priced corn means high priced feeders. If corn is $2 instead

of $2.50, cattle feeders can pay about $5 per cwt. more for feeders.

Fat cattle prices have remained lower than expected in spite of the expected

drop in supplies. Consumers simply are not demanding as much beef--and retail

beef outlets are not promoting it. Therefore, although domestic production and

beef imports were both below year ago levels during the first half of the year,

slaughter prices have been below 1976 levels for cows as well as for choice steers.

Fed cattle marketings will be at their lowest level of the year in July,

Hasbargen says. By the time you're reading this, if choice steer prices have

not responded to this reduction in beef supplies and climbed from early July

level of $40 at So. St. Paul, the outlook is indeed bleak for the remainder of

the year.

"My price outlook would be bleak because I expect beef marketings to be

increasing from July to November. If this happens, choice steer prices could be

expected to move down between August and October. This would pull down feeder

prices--especially yearling prices--enough to almost offset the gain over last

year due to the probable lower corn prices."

-more-
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Feeder cattle supplies are still shaping up as discussed in previous

issues. Heavy yearlings and two-year-old steers are still in greater supply

than a year ago. However, the supply of light yearlings--last year's calf

crop--is down by seven percent from 1976.

This year's calf crop should be down further becau~e of the reduction

in the cow herd. And calf slaughter for the first half of 1977 was 12

percent greater than in 1976, thus, reducing potential lightweight feeder

animals by 285,000 head.

With the supply of lightweight feeders down in the face of a higher

demand for them because of lower corn prices, feeder calves will definitely be

priced over year earlier levels for the remainder of 1977. (They have been

running a couple dollars below 1976 prices during the April-June quarter.)

"I expect choice steer calves to sell in the low to mid-forties in

contrast to the mid to high-thirties last fall. Light yearlings will sell for

$3.00 less and heavy yearlings for $5.00 less. I expect the pattern of feeder

prices to follow that of choice steers--to drift down from July through October

with some possible recovery near year end," Hasbargen concludes.

/I II /I If
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ATT: Extension Home Economists·

Immediate Release

II DECORATED T-SHIRTS
DISPLAY YOUR CREATIVITY

Whimsically decoJated T-shirts can be bulletin boards for your personality

and creativity, says ~iS Goering, extension textiles and clothing specialist
I

at the University of ~nnesota. Whether you sew your own or start with a
I

readymade shirt, the dFcorating possibilities are endless.

I
Mrs. Goering suggtsts coming up with your own design. If you have children,

use some of their draw ngs as inspiration.

Choose from any 0 the following decorative touches, or invent your own:
I

I* Trims and lace ~f all types
I

!,

* Hand embroidery!

• Iron-on embrOidiry or transfers

* Nailheads and suds

* Appliques

* Fabric (textile) paints and crayons

* Do-it-yourself t ansfers

# # # #
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MINNESOTA 4-H'ers
CARVE OUT CAREERS
IN WOOD SCIENCE

4-H NEWS

Immediate Release

While the demand for wood and wood products continues to grow t many young

people in the 4-H wood science program are deciding on careers as scientists t

technologists, home builders and craftsmen relating to forest products.

The wood science program is conducted by the Cooperative Extension Service

and supported for the second year by Weyerhaeuser Co. Foundation. Formerly

called 4-H woodworking, the program has been renamed to reflect its revised and

broadened objectives.

One member of this fascinating 4-H project is Daniel F. Gransee, 19,

Route 2, Sanborn, who hopes to earn a living in construction or mechanics having

been inspired by his project work.

"I chose this project because I found in the school shop program that this

is something I can do well. Because I have dyslexia, most school subjects are

very hard for me, but working with my hands gave me a chance to excell at

something," Gransee says.

Leslie V. Hanson, 18, Route 1, Glyndon, says, "Shop is a good project

because it helps prepare you for the future so you will know different kinds

of tools and how to repair things in your own home ... It's a good way to save

money if you can do your own repair work or do changes that you would have to

have a carpenter do."

-more-
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Tomato Diseases - Now is the time to begin a spray program for control

of early blight. The disease can be easily identified by the target spots on the

leaves. Fungicides such as maneb or zineb will help control this disease, says

Francis L. Pfleger, extension plant pathologist, University of Minnesota.

Blossom end rot on tomatoes can appear at any stage of the fruit's development.

Water-soaked areas appear on the end of the fruits and soon secondary organisms

move in and colonize the affected area. Now is the time to take steps which will

minimize the problems. These include the avoidance of root pruning, extreme

fluctuations in water supply and heavy application of nitrogen.

* * * *
Dutch elm disease - A number of elm trees are showing the "flagging branches"

characteristic of current year beetle vectored infections. From the initial

flagging branch symptoms may spread throughout an entire large branch in just a

matter of days. Effective root graft berries and good sanitation programs are

essential. To have samples of elm tested for Dutch elm disease, send several

twigs one-half inch in diameter and 6-10 inches long from portions of the tree that

are wilting but not completely dead to the State Dutch Elm Disease Laboratory,

Division of Plant Industry, 670 State Office Building, St. Paul 55155.

* * * *
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LIGHTWEIGHT KNITS
CAUSE SEWING PROBLEMS

I

Knit fabrics that are lightweight but dense are giving some people who

sew problems t accord~ng to Lois Goering t extension textiles and clothing specialist

at the University of ~innesota. Skipped stitches are among the most common .

complaints.
I

To avoid this t MFs. Goering suggests using the straight stitch (small hole)

throat plate and a st~aight stitch presser foot on your machine. This should

hold the fabric firmly so that the needle can penetrate and stitch properly.

The larger hole in a ~igzag throat plate sometimes permits the needle to push

the fabric into the h+le without penetrating for a stitch.
I

If your machine tacks interchangeable throat plates t try a sheet of tissue
I

paper under the fabri~ for support during sewing t Mrs. Goering advises. Another
\

technique is to put t1Pstitching tape across the throat plate hole. The needle

will pierce a small h~let but the fabric won't go through it.

If zigzagging is a must for the garment t tissue paper under the fabric is

your best solution t s e says.

II II II /I
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4-H'ers DECORATE;
EXPLORE SURROUNDINGS

4-H NEWS

Immediate release

Exploring home furnishings, equipment and housing in a variety of learn-

by-doing projects is possible in the 4-H home environment project.

Some boys and girls visit museums to study period furniture designs and

life-styles of the past. Others plan structural changes for a home or

investigate a tenant's rights and responsibilities.

liThe 4-H home environment project has taken many large steps in growth

and development through my years in this project," says Brenda Lee Johnston,

15, Aitkin.

I~y first few years in home environment were spent learning to develop

housework skills and making simple exhibits. Now I have become more aware of

my decisions, designs and surroundings," Miss Johnston says.

She has participated in much of the work in remodeling her family's home.

"I have helped to install partitions, wallboard, windows, flooring, carpeting,

laying linoleum in the kitchen, painting bedrooms and painting and siding our

home," she says.

The home environment program offers recognition to 4-H members at each level

of participation. Six national winners will receive $1,000 scholarships, 24

sectional winners will attend the National 4-H Congress Nov. 24-Dec. 1 on expense

paid trips and one 4-H'er in each state will be awarded a $50 U.S. Savings Bond.

As many as four 4-H'ers per county can earn medals of honor. For more information,

contact at the------- ___________County Extension Office.

-daz-
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Immediate release

RURAL TRANSPORTATION
CAUSE FOR CONCERN,
SAY UM RESEARCHERS

Lack of transportation for the rural elderly should be of concern to

Americans since it can lead to poor health, loneliness, institutionalization

and dependency, notes a recent University of Minnesota study.

Many rural Americans do not own a car or cannot drive one. Hiring a taxi

is beyond their means and increased out-migration of the young has made it

difficult to rely on neighbors, relatives or friends for transportation, say

the researchers.

The study was made to determine how the level of ridership would influence

costs and choice of transportation in Meeker County, MN and was conducted by

research assistant Steve Levy and agricultural economics professors Herald

Jensen, WilJiam Easter and Jerry Fruin.

A sound rural transit system could improve the quality of life, but

sparse and scattered populations can make it unprofitable and difficult to

organize, says Levy. Some form of subsidy--at least at the initial stage--

may be needed. After a trial period of three years, the project should be

analyzed to measure the degree of self-support and determine the amount of

community subsidy necessary for continued operation. One possible option for

decreasing public support would be to expand service to the general public,

thus increasing the ridership pool.

-more-



add l--rural transportation

Easter believes there is a latent demand for transportation in rural areas.

One inexpensive way to test the demand is to rent a school bus part-time and

see how many people use the service. Other transportation systems for older

Americans in Minnesota, he says, indicate that the moderate ridership of 12

percent (of those 65 or older) is the most likely. Though several alternative

modes of transportation were considered, the most workable one, according to

Levy, was a combination of fixed route (vehicle going through the same route at

regular intervals) and demand responsive systems (the rider is picked up at

home and taken directly to the destination).

Past programs, the study notes, indicate that the public feels it is

worthwhile to subsidize older Americans' demands for transportation as a means

of improving the quality of life. But in Litchfield, the largest city in Meeker

County, the researchers met with both pro and con views on the need for subsidizing

a rural transit system.

The researchers emphasize that "it is vitally important that citizens be

involved in the decision-making and evaluation of the transit program. Since tax

dollars will probably be used for some level of support, the entire community

should be cognizant of the benefits as well as the costs of such a system."

-ehd-
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ATT: Extension Home Economists

Immediate relea.e

MAKE SUMMER
A SAFE SEASON
FOR CHILDREN

Children and pfaygrounds are an unbeatable combination, but 80metimes they

also can be an unsate one. Ron Pitzer, extension family life ~pecialist at the

University of Minne~ota, reports that the Consumer Product Safety Commission
I

logs more than 100,qOO injuries requiring hospital emergency room treatment

yearly as a result ~f playground accidents.

There are some !safety checks you can make on a piece of playground equipment,
i

Pitzer suggests •

.. Screws and bollts should have protective caps. If the caps are lo.t,

screws and bolts ca~ be wrapped with heavy, waterproof tape •

.. Swing seats should be lightweight and flexible •

.. Slides ShOUldl
i

have horizontal steps and good tread. There should be at

least a one inch rim on the sides of the slide to prevent tumblina off.

.. S-shaped hook on swings should be pinched shut tightly to prevent parts of

the body or clothing \from becoming entangled.
,

.. Rings or clos.d loops that measure between five and ten inches in diameter
I

are potential strang~ers. If a swing set has rings in that size range, remove them•

.. Playground eq ipment should be set up at least six feet from obstructions

such as fences and w lIs. It is safest to place it on a soft surface such as

dirt or a covering 0 sawdust, shredded wood or sand.

.. Playground eq ipment should be anchored either with anchoring devices or in

cement. Be certain hat anchoring devices are placed below ground level so children

don't trip over them.

Pitzer

habits such as

ts have the responsibility to teach children safe play

in the center of a swing seat, not twisting chains and

not walking in front f moving swings.

Small wading swimming pools also offer much enjoyment for children, but

Pitzer warns that the smallest pool should be emptied when not in use.

Larger pools fenced and the gate locked.

Both playground pools require adult supervision, Pitzer says.

"Children, especially young children, don't anticipate danger," he says.

"Parents and adults m st be willing to spend the time that is necessary to
supervise children's lay properly."
CA # # # #
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DON'T RUSH INTO
PARTNERSHIP WITH SON,
SAYS UM ECONOMIST

Immediate release

Are you considering setting up a partnership with your son? Take Ken

Thomas's advice and don't rush into things. "Remember, a partnership usually

is a 'marriage' of four or more people," says the University of Minnesota

extension farm management specialist.

Before you go into partnership, Thomas suggests that you check whether

your son really wants to farm and whether both of you will be able to get

along on a personal and business basis.

A testing period of two to three years would be a good way to check. "Start

your son out on a good wage J and then build in incentives or let him buy some

personal property if things appear to be working well," says Thomas.

Once you two are ready, consider one of the two share arrangements. One

is the fixed contributions approach where expenses and income are shared in

proportion to the contributor's capital and labor. The second is a fifty-

fifty share with the partners being paid for use of their fixed contributions

and profits split fifty-fifty.

Whichever approach is selected, two things should be kept in mind, says

Thomas. One, the business should be big enough to enable the partners to meet

their living expenses and debt commitments, and make progress. Two J the son

normally should buy into the personal property first. "However J consider the tax

consequences of any sale or transfer. It may be well worth it to consult a

tax consultant."

-more-



add l--don't rush into partnership

Though by law, partnership agreements need not be in writing, Thomas

feels today's farm families have no business operating without one. He likens

the agreement to a plan of action. "The short-run part indicates what each is

to contribute, how the business is to be managed and how profits are to be

shared. The longer-term aspects deal with such items as how will we finance

expansion programs and what plans do we have for the eventual transfer or

disposition of the business."

For more information, ask for regional bulletin NCR-50 "Farm Business

Arrangements, Which One For You" available from the County Extension office

or the Bulletin Room, University of Minnesota, St. Paul 55108.

-ehd-
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ATT: Extension Home Economists

Immediate release

DON'T LET A LAWNMOWER
CUT YOUR SUMMER SHORT

Nearby toes and fingers are little match for rotary power mower blades making

more than 2,000 revolutions per minute. Robert Aherin, extension safety program

specialist at the University of Minnesota, says blade tips whirring at about 200

miles per hour will cut or throw almost anything in their path.

He urges lawnmower operators to follow safety tips or risk having summer

fun turn into a nightmare.

First, Aherin says, always disconnect the spark plug wire before checking

the blade. Turning the blade with the spark plug connected is the same as pulling

the starter rope. Before mowing, inspect the area for toys, stones and wire that

could become deadly missiles, and as you're mowing, keep looking three or four

feet ahead of the mower so it can be stopped before the blades pick up objects.

When refueling, be sure your mower is shut off and cool or the vapors could

be ignited by a hot manifold or a spark from the spark plug. Refueling should

be done outdoors and stored gasoline should be in a properly labeled safety can,

Aherin advises.

To start a mowet, place one foot firmly on the ground and the other on top

of the blade housing deck. Give the starter rope a steady pull and never leave a

running mower unatte*ded: Plug-in mowers should not be used in the rain or when the
I

grass is wet.

-more-



add l--don't let a awnmower

Aherin says ch ldren shouldn't be permitted to operate a power mower until

\they are strong enough to control it and well enough informed to use it safely.

People and pets should stay completely out of the area where a mower is operating

and the operator should stay behind the machine at all times because objects are

thrown to the side. Never carry riders on riding lawnmowers, he cautions.

Safety toed shoes are ideal, but any sturdy leather shoe is preferable to

tennis shoes, sandals or bare feet. Steep slopes are best mowed up and down and

the operator should never stop or start suddenly on hills, Aherin says.

# # # #
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Immediate release

SOYBEANS CAN BENEFIT
FROM FOLIAR FERTILIZATION t
SAYS UM SCIENTIST

Spray application of plant nutrients in the past has increased fruit yields.

The same benefits may now accrue to soybeans.

In 1976 t scientists sprayed plant nutrients on soybeans at the University of

Minnesota experiment fields. The result was a nine-bushel increase in yield

under irrigated conditions t says George Ham t University soils science researcher.

Ham explains that during the development of plants t sugars are channeled

from the leaves to the seeds. Foliar fertilization prevents the depletion of

sugars during the seed-filling period and keeps the leaves green longer.

He recommends that fertilizer applied to the soybeans contain nitrogen t

phosphorustPotassium and sulfur in the ratio of 10:1:3:~. Two to four applications

during the seed-filling period have given good results in university tests t he

says. Each application should not contain more than 20 lbs. of nitrogen per acre.

Ham has some advice for the experimenters. He recommends that they:

* Do not make any application when the plants are under moisture and stress.

* Do not use any fertilizer they get. Proper source of nutrients should be

tried. "Foliar fertilizer is not intended to replace or compete with soil

fertilization t rather it is a supplement to soil-applied fertilizers t " he says.

Ham feels that although there's potential for increasing soybean yield by

foliar spraying t there is much to learn before recommending it for use. "But if

you must tryon your farm t do it on a small scale and leave an unfertilized area to

compare t " he adds.

-ehd-
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GOOD TIME TO LOOK
AT WEED CONTROL,
SAYS UM AGRONOMIST

Immediate release

Now's an excellent time to evaluate this year's weed control practices,

says University of Minnesota assistant extension agronomist Paul Groneberg.

Examine what kinds of weeds are still growing in the field. "Weeds that

haven't been controlled are easy to find and identify in growing crops," he says.

"They are mature or nearing maturity and can be identified more easily than at the

seedling stage in the spring. A different rotation or combination of herbicides

may be needed to get these hard-to-get weeds."

Groneberg feels the important question to consider is the pattern of the weeds

in the field. If it follows along the soil type, then a herbicide not affected by

soil type may be needed in the field. If it is a streaking pattern, then the

streaks may indicate a problem in application technique. If a particular type of

weed is prevalent, it could mean that a more effective chemical is needed for that

specie.

A map of each field showing where the weed problems are and what species are

the most troublesome is a handy reference when planning a weed control program next

winter.

Though perennial-weed control is a year round battle, fall provides a second

chance to attack problem weeds, says Groneberg. Herbicides are playing a more useful

role in this fight. Glyphospate (Roundup) can effectively be used for quackgrass

control and dicamba (Banvel) or 2,4-D can help overcome problem areas of Canada

thistle. A combination of tillage, mowing and herbicides is needed to effectively

control perennial weeds, says Groneberg.

His advice: Properly evaluate your weed control results this year and you will

be well on your way to planning an effective weed control program for the next crop

year.

-ehd-
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MANY LAWS ENACTED
ON FOOD, AGRICULTURE
BY STATE LEGISLATURE

The creation of a Water Planning Board in Minnesota will turn out to be very

important to the production and processing of food in the long run, says Arley

Waldo, University of Minnesota extension public policy specialist.

Chapter 446 defines power of the state board, sets water use priorities,

regulates permits and fees and requires conservation of public water supplies.

lilt is of particular interest to farmers in view of the growing trend toward more

crop irrigation that we have been seeing," says Waldo.

During the first session of the biennium just completed recently, the state

legislature also:

Banned the sale of milk in nonreturnable plastic containers;

Prohibited the sale of artificially colored potatoes in the state;

Dealt with regulation of weather modification;

Made changes in the Family Farm Security program passed earlier in

1975-76 guaranteeing loans to eligible farmers for buying farms;

Limited ownership of agricultural land by nonresident aliens; and

Regulated the use of IIFarmstead Cheese ll as brand name by dairy farms

making cheese.

"This is not the end as far as this legislative biennium is concerned,1I says

Waldo. IIThere are many bills introduced this year which have not been acted

on. They will be taken up by the legislative committees between now and January.1I

-ehd-
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4-H'ERS READY
FOR FALL
LIVESTOCK SHOWS

4-H NEWS (
Immediate release v

Minnesota state 4-H animal sci~nce judging and educational programs start

with the Minnesota State Fair Aug. 22 through Sept. 5 and conclude with the

State 4-H Market Livestock Show Sept. 19-21.

About 1,300 4-H'ers will participate in livestock and poultry activities at

the 1977 Minnesota State Fair at the fairgrounds in St. Paul.

Livestock exhibitors will arrive at noon Friday, Sept. 2, with the Lamb

Lead at 6:30 p.m. and sheep judging at 7:30 p.m. in the Sheep Barn.

On Sept. 3, dairy judging starts at 8 a.m. in the Coliseum and the swine

educational program starts at 9 a.m. in the 4-H Building. At noon Sept. 3, rabbit

and poultry judging start in the Poultry Barn and beef judging starts in the

Coliseum.

Herdsmanship Awards will be presented in the Sheep Barn at 3:30 p.m. Sept. 5.

4-H general livestock and dairy judging teams will compete at 7:45 a.m. Thursday,

Sept. 1, for top honors. The dairy judging teams will be in the Coliseum and the

general livestock teams will meet in the Livestock Pavilion on the University's St.

Paul Campus adjoining the fairgrounds. The top general livestock judging team at

the State Fair will compete in the National 4-H Livestock Judging Contest at the

North American Livestock Exposition in Louisville, Ky., in November. The second

place general livestock judging team will compete at the American Royal Judging

Contest in Kansas City, Mo. Both trips are sponsored by the Minnesota Livestock

Breeders Association and the Minnesota State Fair. The third place team will

represent Minnesota at the Western National Stock Show at Denver, Colo., with its

trip sponsored by the Minnesota State Fair.

-more-
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add l--4-h'ers ready

The first place dairy judging team will represent Minnesota in the 4-H

judging contest at the Dairy Exposition in Madison, Wis., with the trip

sponsored by the Minnesota State Fair and the Minne$ota Livestock Breeders.

The second opportunity for 4-H livestock project members to participate in

a state event comes Sept. 19-21 at the State Fairgrounds for the Minnesota

4-H Market Livestock show. The Stat~ 4-H Horse Show is Sept. 18-20 at the

fairgrounds in St. Paul.

-daz-
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f/lSC
Programs are available to all . 'A '?7
persons regardless of race, creev '-/_J
color, sex, age, or national
origin.

SPECIAL SHORT COURSE SCHEDULE (August 1977 - January 1978)

August 17-18

August 18

August 25

September 6-9

September 12-16

September 13-24

Prairie Management, Restoration & Research Tour, NW Experiment
Station, Crookston.+

Irrigation Crops and Equipment Field Day, Staples Area Vo-Tech
Institute, Staples. This is a combination of Staples Irrigation
Demonstration Farm and University of Minnesota Research plots.+

Environmental Balance Workshop, Classroom Office Building.
The purpose of the issue forum is: (1) to develop a better
public understanding of the various issues regarding the Future
of the Boundary Waters Canoe Area: (2) encourage responsible
dissent on the various issues among all interest groups. (3)
to enable the expert participants to discuss in greater detail
the significant issues.*CN

Fusarium Workshop, Stakman Hall, U of M, St. Paul Campus.
The purpose is to inform participants about: (a) species
concept in Fusarium; (b) identification of fusarium; (c)
role of conidiophore and spore morphology in taxonomy;
(d) role of Fusarium in mycotoxicology; (e) taxonomic
systems in fusarium; (f) fusarium roseum and cultivar concept. *RM

Microbiolgical Examination of Foods, Food Science and Nutrition.
The course is intended for individuals involved in the
microblological examination of food. The course is not intended
for beginners or individuals who have not previously been exposed
to microbiological techniques. Subjects to be covered during
the course include: (a) determination of total number of viable
aerobic bacteria; (b) isolation and identification of salmonellae
species; (c) isolation and identification of staphylococcus aureus;
(d) isolation and identification of escherichia coli; (e) enumer
ation of yeasmand molds; (f) enumeration of coliforms; (g) detec
tion of staphylococcal enterotoxins. *RM

Fumigating Enclosures and Commodities-A Training Program, Sheraton
Inn N.W., Brooklyn Park, Minnesota. This training program is de
signed to review the basic principles about fumigants and
fumigations. The program is intended for persons involved in
applying, contracting for use, or regulating the use of fumigants
in enclosures and/or commodities.*EA

September 15-16 Sanitarians Conference, Sheraton Inn Northwest, Brooklyn Park.
To discuss a variety of developments in dairy and food plant
sanitation and field work.*GW

--------------------*F~i-f~rth;r-i~f~~ati~~-caII-Offic;-of-Sp~cial-Programs----------------

CN--Curtis Norenberg 612-373-0725
RM--Richard Meronuck "
GW--Gerald Wagner "
EA--Eugene Anderson "
+For further information call the Research or Experiment
Station designated.



Page 2 - Special Short Course Schedule

September 16

September 15-16

Master Planning For Fire Protection, Sheraton Airport Inn,
Bloomington. Information on long range planning for fire
protection will be presented in a worshop by personnel of
the National Fire Prevention and Control Administration and
the National League of Cities. The course is intended for
city officials and planners, private planners and consul
tants and fire chiefs.*EA

Seminar on Diseases Common to Animals and Man, U of M, St.
Paul Campus. The program is being planned for the exchange
of information and clinical medicine of humans and animals
and public health and research workers.*GW

September 16-17 Logging E~uipment Demonstration, Buffalo House, Duluth.
Timber Producers Association, 200 Christie Bldg., Duluth

*Minnesota
55802

September 13-15

September 19-20

September 19-23

September 22

October 6

October 5-6

October 18

Corn and Soybean Days, Sept. 13, Morris Exp • Station ; Sept.
14, Lamberton Exp. Station; Sept. 15, Waseca Exp. Station.+

Minnesota Nutrition Conference, Marriott Inn, Bloomington.
A North Central area regional conference for animal nutritionists
representing producers, industry, and universities.*GW

Food Mycology Workshop, Food Science and Nutrition Building,
St. Paul Campus. To . inform participants about factors that
influence the growth of fungi; identity of molds and yeasts
found in food; methods of enumerating fungi in food products;
machinery mold and its significance; fungi found in baking
products, cereal products, intermediate moisture products,
fruits vegetables, jams, jellys, syrups, pickles, meats, fish,
cheeses, spices, flour, cocoa; tolerance levels of fungi in
various foods; growth inhibitory substances used for fungistatic
purposes.*GW

16th Annual Meeting and Conference, North Central Cheese
Industries Assn., Sheraton Inn, Northwest, Brooklyn Park, Min
nesota. The program provides a forum for the Annual Meeting of
the North Central Cheese Industries Assn. The afternoon portion
of the program is the technical part of the day intended to be
an updating on teChnology used in the manufacture of cheese.
For members of North Central Cheese Industries Assn. and indi
viduals interested in the manufacture of cheese and associated
technologies.*GW

Beef Cattlemens Institute, NW Exp. Station, Crookston.+

Environmental Education Workshop for Secondary Teachers.
Teachers, Metro area and Stearns County. One day in-service
workshops for secondary teachers on land use planning.

Commercial Flower Growers, Sheraton Inn, Northwest, Brooklyn
Park. For commercial flower growers, garden store operators
and greenhouse managers.*RM
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October 25 t26 t
27 t28
Nov. 7t 8
9 t 10

November.16

November 21-23

December 5-8

December 12-14

December 13

December 15

December 7

January 16-20

1977 Property Valuation Short Course t Oct. 25 t St. Johns Univ.;
Oct. 26 t Hibbing Community College; Oct. 27 t Northland Community
College t Thief River Falls; Oct. 28 t Holiday Inn, Fergus Falls;
Nov. 7t Willmar Community College; Nov. 8 t SW St. Univ. t
Marshall; Nov. 9 t Holiday Inn South t Rochester; Nov. lOt South
Hennepin AVTl t Eden Prairie. The course is planned to familiarize
local assessors t local board members, public officers and interested
citizens.*GW

Sheep DaYt NW Exp. Station t Crookston.+

Farm and Individual Income Tax Short Course t Radisson Down
town Hotel t Minneapolis. For tax practitioners and consul
tants t accountants t lawyers, bankers, insurance agents, real
estate agents t educators and others involved in preparing
income tax returns.*CN

Forest Owners and Users Conference t St. Paul t Duluth t Grand
Rapids and Bemidji (exact dates to be matched with locations
at a later date). For forest landowners and othe~interested

in management of forest lands.*EA

Combined Soils t Fertilizer and Agricultural Pesticides Short
Course t Minneapolis Auditorium. To present information on
soils t fertilizers t and pesticides used in the production
and marketing of food and fiber. For professional and technical
personnel and those engaged in production agriculture.*EA

•
Forest Owners and Users Conference t Rochester. For forest
landowners and others interested in management of forest lands.
Topic is alternative methods of increasing recreational t
aesthetic t wildlife and timber values of forest land.*EA

Beef DaYt Southern Experiment Station t Waseca.+

Beef Cattle DaYt NW Experiment Station t Crookston.+

Better Process Control, Radisson Downtown Hotel t Minneapolis.
Provides training t examination, and certification for employees
of canning factories.*GW

It is the policy of the Agricultural Extension Service of the University of Minnesota
that all persons shall have equal opportunity and access to its programs and facilities
without regard to race, creed, color, sex, age, or national origin.
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SEVERE CUTWORM
DAMAGE IN STATE

Immediate Release

Ii

The 1977 cutworm infestation cost Minnesota farmers an estimated $4.8

million, according to estimates by county extension directors.

And the loss figure is "conservative" since cutworm damage is still

occurring, according to John Lofgren, extension entomologist at the University

of Minnesota.

Almost 500,000 acres of crops suffered economic losses, about 100,000

acres were treated with insecticides and over 50,000 acres were replanted

because of cutworm damage.

Corn was the major crop infested, while sunflowers, soybeans, sugarbeets

and other crops suffeired less damage. Crop damage was reported from 68 counties.

Horne gardens were also reported to have been damaged over much of the state.

Control measures applied after cutworm damage was detected were state

rated only fair by most county extension directors.

i

Ac es Infested
Corn $3 0,110
Soybeans 8,000
Sunflowers 56,000
Small Grain 33,667
Sugarbeets 16,000
Flax 400
Sorghum 300
Alfalfa 700
Dry Beans 650
Gardens!/ :7,000
-T-o-t-a-1-s-------4J2 ,650

i

Treated
53,305

6,000
29,000
1,000

10,150
400

90

150
2,140

102,530

Re lant
24,545
5,810

15,820
1,600
4,050

150
150

100
550

52,740

Estimated $
Loss

2,687,500
535,800

1,088,970
82,000

408,500
8,000
7,000
7,000
5,500

98,000

4, 913~ 000

!/ Incomplete, not al~ counties estimated horne garden data.
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POISONOUS PLANTS
IN PASTURES
CAN BE A PROBLEM

Immediate release

Many livestock are poisoned from poisonous weeds in permanent grass

pastures during the late summer and early fall months when pastures are

normally dry and short.

Bracken fern, water hemlock, whorled milkweed, white snakeroot, bouncingbet,

hemp dogbane and black cherry are common plants that can poison livestock. In

addition, several common weeds such as pigweed species and common 1ambsquarters

can accumulate high levels of nitrates and cause nitrate poisoning in livestock.

Most of these poisonous plants can be controlled with herbicides applied

when perennial weeds are six to ten inches tall and before bloom stage. Annual

and biennial weeds should be controlled before bloom, advises Oliver Strand,

extension agronomist, University of Minnesota.

Many of these weeds species can be controlled with 2,4-D but some 2,4-D

resistant weeds such as milkweed and dogbane species can be more readily

controlled with dicamba (Banvel). Bracken fern can be controlled fairly well

in grass pastures with high rates (2 to 4 qts!A) of dicamba.

If poisonous pasture plants become too mature (past bloom stage) it is

best to mow the plants and spray the regrowth when it is six to 10 inches tall.

However, when

removed from

poisonius

I
the past~re

!

plants such as bracken fern are mowed, they should be

because dried plants do not lose their toxicity and

may still be readily daten by livestock.

-more-
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add l--poisonous plants

Woody plants such as black cherry will be more readily controlled by using

2,4,5-T or Silvex. With any of these broadleaf weed control herbicides, take

care to avoid wind drift to desirable broadleaf plant species, Strand advises.

If poisonous plants are identified in a grass pasture, it may be necessary

to remove livestock from the area until the weeds are destroyed. If help is

needed in poisonous plant identification, mail a weed specimen to O. E. Strand,

205 Agronomy, University of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota 55108.

A paperback reference book, Poisonous Plants in the Midwest (SP-24) is available

for a charge of $2.00 from the Office of Agricultural Publications, 123 Mumford Hall,

Urbana, Illinois 61801.
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HIGH NITRATE
LEVELS IN STATE'S
SOILS, WATERS

Immediate Release

Minnesota soils and waters are naturally high in nitrates due to the 1976

drouth, according to Curt Overdahl, extension soils specialist at the University

of Minnesota.

There are three reasons for high nitrate nitrogen accumulations in many

parts of the state. Last year's rainfall was not sufficient to leach or move

the nitrates out of the soil; due to crop failure there was little removal

through crop production; and there was little nitrogen lost to the atmosphere

(denitrification) since there was little excess moisture to trigger this normal

loss.

Soil tests in the fall and winter of 1976 showed that fine textured soils

in western Minnesota were unusually high in nitrates. In Lac Qui Parle County,

most soils had values of more than 100 pounds of nitrate nitrogen per acre in

the top two feet. Several fields had more than 1,000 pounds per acre of nitrate

nitrogen in the top two feet. Samples collected by soil scientists in other

western Minnesota counties showed similar accumulations of nitrogen, says Overdahl.

With good rains, runoff waters or underground waters can be abnormally high

in nitrates the year after a drouth, says another University soils scientist,

Charles Simpkins. However, it's doubtful if the nitrate problem will persist

after this year unless we have another severe drouth, Simkins says.

-more-



add l--high nitrate

It's important to recognize that soils release nitrates "naturally and

continually" due to decomposition of organic matter in the soil, says Overdahl.

"This is a natural process and farmers can do little to change the process.

"In fact, it's this process that makes many Minnesota soils so fertile.

Most soils, except sands, are naturally high in organic matter, so considerable

nitrogen is released each year. Crops in many areas of Minnesota will be bountiful

this year because of a good nitrogen supply," says Overdahl.

# # # #
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ATT: Extension Home Economists

Immediate release

DON'T RISK
HOME CANNING
WITH NO LIQUIDS

Beware of a hom canning fad where no water is added to jars of some

vegetables. Isabel olf, extension food and nutrition specialist at the

University of Minnes ta, says this way of canning low acid vegetables risks

botulism food poison ng. Low acid vegetables are everything except tomatoes.

The fad involve packing raw vegetables into jars without adding water

and then processing n a pressure canner. Mrs. Wolf says home canners may

try the method becau e they think it will produce canned vegetables similar

to low liquid commer ia1ly canned ones.

Tests on carrot at the University's Department of Food Science and

Nutrition show that he vegetables receive only one-third of the minimum heat

needed to kill the s ores that cause botulism. The commercial methods for

low liquid canning a e safe, but they cannot be duplicated in home kitchens,

Mrs. Wolf says.

Water is needed in home pressure canning because it allows faster transfer

of heat within the j rs. Without hot water bringing vegetables to the proper

temperature, heat tr atment is slow and inadequate to kill spores of the botu1ism-

producing bacteria.

-dmn-
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SOME FACTS ON
MINNESOTA'S
WATER RESOURCES

Immediate release

With three years of successive drought in Minnesota, continuing water

crises and rationing in many parts of the country, there is new interest in

water resources, notes University of Minnesota extension conservationist

Clifton Halsey.

Recent newsletters prepared by the University provide some explanations

to the basic questions: where does the water come from and where does it go.

Here are some facts and figures:

--About 87 percent of Minnesota's precipitation comes from the Gulf of

Mexico and the Caribbean Sea, very little from local evaporation.

--The state's average annual precipitation is about 25 inches, ranging

from 19 inches in the northwest to 33 inches in southeastern Minnesota.

Though it frequently varies, 70 to 80 percent of the moisture falls at a time

regarded favorable to crops--from April to September. About 7/8ths of the annual

precipitation evaporates or transpires into the air while the remaining 1/8th or

three inches runs off into lakes and streams or percolates through the soil into

groundwater.

--The period during September to freezeup is important for recharging

soil water reserves. About half of the rainfall during this period remains in

the soil for the following year. The rest is lost by evapotranspiration. From

December to early April, very little water is added to the soil. At least three-

fourths of the winter precipitation is lost as surface runoff in spring. About

15 to 20 percent of the precipitation that occurs between the spring thaw and

early June, remains in the soil for later use by crops.

-more-



add l--facts on Minn. waters

Of the Minnesota water drawn from lakes, streams and underground acquifers,

70 percent is used for electric power generation and 15 percent by industries.

Half of the electric and industrial water is returned to the stream for further

use. Another nine percent goes to the public and five percent to agriculture,

but very little of the agricultural water is returned to streams.

More information is available in "Managing Minnesota's Environment" from

Clifton Halsey, University of Minnesota, 16 Soils Building, St. Paul, MN 55108.

-ehd-
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SOME MEASURES TO
CONSERVE WATER

Immediate release

~' (

In these days of shortages, use water as though you have to carry it

into your house from a well a couple of hundred feet away, advises University

of Minnesota extension conservationist Clifton Ra1sey.

The big drain on fresh water could be from various sources. Flushing the

toilet 10 times a day for a week would use between 200 and 500 gallons of

water. Sprinkling an inch of water on a 1,000 square feet of lawn (32 x 32 feet)

once a week may require about 600 gallons. Seven baths a week could exhaust

between 80 and 200 gallons of water, and recharging the water softener every

day may require up to 700 gallons per week.

Halsey suggests several ways of conserving water:

--Flush the toilet only when necessary. Three gallons per flush should

be sufficient to carry the solids down to the septic tank or sewer.

--Run your dish and clothes washing machines only on full loads.

--Water only the necessary garden and important shrubs and trees.

--Change, if possible, your personal habits of washing, bathing and

brushing of teeth. Long showers are not necessary, and letting the

water run while brushing does not maintain sound teeth!

--Try reusing water. Bath and wash water can be collected and stored

in containers to use for flushing the toilet. Reasonably clean

rinse water can be used for watering flowers and lawns. If it contains

detergents, it can be diluted.

Common sense ideas at horne can conserve precious water.

-ehd-
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ATT: Extension Home

Immediate release
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PLENTIFUL FRUITS
ARE SUMMER'S BOUNTY

Summer is the t me to enjoy the abundance of fresh fruits available in

Mary Darling, extension nutritionist at the

to salads, pies or sauce toppings for cakes or ice cream.

fruits, the shopper must rely on the senses, mainlyWhen buying fre

University of Minnes ta, says summer fruits are tasty and convenient to eat "as

stores and

is" or they add appe

sight, to make a cho ce, Miss Darling says. Look for fruit of characteristic

color and medium siz , she suggests. Large fruits may be coarse and over mature,

to find ready-to-eat cantaloupes at the store. They need

Here are some t s on buying and storing seasonal favorites.

Buy fresh fruit for use within a short time. Some fruits must be held to

Canta10upe--It ou1d have a smoothly rounded, depressed scar at the stem

soften and ripen, bu long storage is not practical.

and small fruit ofte has too much waste in relation to the edible portion.

end, but

to ripen three or fou days at room temperature before being refrigerated.

Cherries--100k r fresh, firm fruit ranging from bright red to nearly black.

Hard, light colored c erries are immature and won't ripen. Keep cold and use

within a few days.

Grapes--Grapes a e as ripe when shipped as they will be so don't hold to

ripen. They should

and covered.

plump, smooth and firmly attached to the stem. Keep cool

in a week.

-more-
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add l--plentiful fru

Peaches--Never y green peaches because they will not ripen. Buy fruit

as near ripe as pass Ie and hold at room temperature to soften. Then

refrigerate and soon as possible.

Watermelon--Usua ly, ripe melons are firm, symmetrical and yellowish on

the bottom where the elan contacted the soil. In a cut melon or a melon plug,

look for very red fIe h and black seeds. Melons may be kept at room temperature or

in the refrigerator, ut they will not ripen beyond their maturity when picked.

-dmn-
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4-H COLLEGE
GRANTS
AVAILABLE

4-H NEWS

Immediate Release

1.

{
)

\

Two present or former 4-H members who plan to enroll in an accredited

college or University this fall in 15 states including Minnesota may be eligible

for $1,000 scholarships.

The grants are funded by the Edwin T. Meredith Foundation through the

National 4-H Council.

At the time they apply, candidates must have completed at least one year

of 4-H work and must be in good scholastic standing. Scholarship recipients

are chosen by the Cooperative Extension Service.

One of last year's scholarship winners was Kevin P. Maas, Walnut Grove, who

was active in 4-H sheep and horse projects for 10 years and held major club

offices. He is studying agriculture at South Dakota State University,

Brookings, S.D.

For more information, contact at the County------- --------
Extension Office.

-daz-
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ATT: Extension B9me Economists
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Immediate Release

RAINS, MOOQUITOS
UNDERLINE IMPORTANCE
OF DOG HEAR'lWORM PREVENTION

"The most

pets already are

about giving the

infective larvae

soft coughing.

and the pulmonary arte

As the

This summer's rai the accompanying jump in mosquito population should have

dog owners on the aler , according to Michael Pullen, extension veterinarian at the

University of Minnesot •

its deadly heartworm infection to dogs. Dog owners whose

entive oral medication for the condition should not grow lax

e, Pullen says. The preventive medication destroys the

they reach the heart.

early signs of heartworm are rapid tiring, exhaustion and

ence of many adult heartworms in both the right heart chamber

impairs blood circulation," says Pullen.

resses, more serious signs include dry, rough hair-coat and

weight loss and anemia. Death occurs in a high percentage of untreated cases,

according to Pullen.

Currently, the mai

metropolitan area, but

says. Domestic cats

area of heartworm infection is the five-county Twin Cities

ther areas of the state report scattered infections, Pullen

wild red foxes occasionally are heartworm victims, but man

ter a dog is infected by a mosquito bite, the adult heartworms

d begin to reproduce in the blood stream, releasing more of

egin the infective cycle allover again, Pullen concludes.

11 11 11 41

reach sexual maturity a

the microfilariae that

is rarely infected.

Pullen says, ''Both heartworm treatment and prevention require the close super

vision of your veterina ian. If adult heartworms are present in your dog's circu-

latory system, us injections are used to kill them. There is a risk,

however, because there s no way for the dead worms to escape from the dog's body.

With time they should b dissolved by the dog's natural defense mechanisms."

Mosquitos spread t e disease by taking small worms (microfilariae) into their

bodies when they bite a infected dog. Inside the mosquito, the small worms become

infective larvae that c n then be transmitted to other dogs bitten by the same

mosquito.

About six months a

CA
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SUNFLOWERS CAN BE
GOOD ANI~~L FEED
SAYS UM SCIENTIST

Immediate release

l

I

Ensiled sunflowers can be a palatable forage for animals and yield

acceptable weight gains and growth, notes University of Minnesota dairy

scientist George Marx.

But rations containing high levels of sunflower hulls could depress intake

and weight gains and therefore should be limited to yearling dairy animals.

Ensiled poultry litter can substitute a portion of the conventional forage,

concludes Marx after three experiments at the Northwest Experiment Station,

Crookston, MN to evaluate the value of sunflowers and their by-products for

cattle-feed.

In the first trial, Marx fed one of the two lots of 19 Holstein steers with

sunflowers (whole plants of D-694 variety) the other lot of 19 steers was given

alfalfa haylage. In addition, each animal received 3.6 kgs (8 lbs) of ground

barley per head and all the silage it could consume.

Animals fed sunflower silage and barley gained 0.97 kg (2.12 Ibs) daily

while those un alfalfa haylage and barley gained 1.05 kg/day (2.31 Ibs). The

differences in gain, however, were not significant, says Marx.

The second trial utilized a mixture of ensiled poultry litter and sunflower

hulls with alfalfa haylage. Two lots each with 17 Holstein steers received 4.5

kgs (10 lbs) of barley per head per day in addition to unlimited ensiled feed.

The feed contained chicken litter from caged birds mixed 50:50 with sunflower

hulls, ensiled and fermented for three weeks before the feeding trial.

-more-
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add l--sunflowers can be good

The body weight gain and the feed intake was less in the group fed sunflower

hull-poultry litter mixture compared to the group given alfalfa haylage. "This

experimental ensiled mixture created no unusual problems of unloading or feeding,"

reports Marx. "The odor was similar to other well fermented and well preserved

silage feeds. The idea of using this feed for livestock is more of an aesthetic

problem with humans than with animal acceptability."

The third experiment was conducted with 44 yearling dairy heifers and 30 head

of yearling Holstein steers divided into experimental and control groups. They were

fed a 50:50 mixture of sunflower hulls and corn silage. The control groups received

all corn silage as the forage portion of the ration. In addition, all steers

received 4.5 kgs (10 lbs) of barley per head daily.

Heifers fed sunflower hulls-corn silage mixture received 1.4 kgs (3 lbs) of

barley per head daily. Sunflowers were supplemented with urea at 7.5 kgs/metric ton

(15lb/T). No barley was fed to the heifers on the all-corn silage ration. Trace

mineral salt and dicalcium phosphate were supplemented along with Vitamin A and D

to all groups.

After 28 days of trial, three heifers in the experimental group began to walk

slowly and exhibited appetite loss. All three were diagnosed as having impacted

abomasum. They failed to respond to treatment and eventually died; impacted

abomasum was confirmed post-mortem. The steers, however, remained on trial

for three months without showing adverse reactions.

The extra grain in the steer rations probably gave sufficient mobility to

the gastrointestinal tract or was a dilutant in maintaining normal digestion and

passage through the tract, observes Marx.

Animals fed the sunflower hull-corn silage and barley mixture consumed less

feed and gained less weight than those fed corn silage and barley. Total feed to

gain ratio was 11 percent higher for the group receiving sunflower hulls in the

mixture than the control group fed the conventional corn silage.

-ehd-
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IN BRIEF •

Immediate Release

House plants. Assistant Extension Horticulturist Deborah Brown says

substandard house plants are being sold from Florida at reduced prices. Often

these plants are distressed stock, diseased or insect-ridden.

Examine any house plant carefully before you buy it. Buy from reputable

firms that stand behind their products.

* * * *
Tomato Problems. Blossom end rot and early blight are causing severe damage

in many tomato plantings. Early blight can only be controlled by initiating a

spray program early in the season. Blossom end rot can best be controlled by

maintaining a uniform supply of soil moisture through irrigation and soil mulches.

More information is available from the

for Plant Pathology Fact Sheet 14.

__________ County Extension Office. Ask

* * * *
Vegetable Diseases. Cucumbers, muskmelons and watermelons may have distinct

brown, circular spots appearing on the foliage. As the disease advances the spots

come together and blight occurs on the entire leaf. The lesions on watermelon

foliage are black and usually smaller than those on cucumbers and muskmelons.

This disease can be controlled by using Maneb or Bravo.

# # # #
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SOILS, FERTILIZER AND
PESTICIDES COURSE
DEC. 12-14

Immediate Release

The 1977 Soils, Fertilizer and Agricultural Pesticides exposition and

shortcourse is scheduled for Dec. 12-14 at the Minneapolis Auditorium.

Major features will include a national speaker, industry exhibits, current

interest topics for industry, and the latest information on research and deve10p-

ments in soils, fertilizer and pesticides.

Sponsors include the Minnesota Plant Food and Chemical Association (MPFCA)

and the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service.

For more information contact either:

Jerry Soderlind
Chairman, MPFCA Exposition and Shortcourse
Ag. Chern. Equipment Co., Inc.
4900 Viking Drive
Minneapolis, MN 55435
Tel. (612)835-2476

or

Gerald Miller
Extension Agronomist
University of Minnesota
St. Paul, MN 55108
Tel. (612)373-1181

CA, IA, FC
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4-H FASHION
REVUES SET
FOR STATE FAIR

Immediate release

4-H NEWS

The 4-H Public Fashion Revues at the 1977 Minnesota State Fair, St. Paul,

will feature about 240 4-H'ers modeling their handcrafted clothing at 10:45 a.m.,

August 27, 29 and 31 and Sept. 2.

The Revues will be on the first and second floors of the 4-H Building

at the Minnesota State Fairgrounds, St. Paul.

Five or six of the finalists will be chosen during each Fashion Revue for

the Court of Honor. After the State Fair, one of the Court of Honor entrants will

be selected to win a trip to represent Minnesota at the National 4-H Congress

starting Nov. 27 in Chicago.

About 270 4-H club members will participate in the Fashion Revue program.

(County Directors: List names, hometowns of local participants).

-daz-
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U.S. MEAT EXPORTS
EQUAL IMPORTS

Immediate release

4-H NEWS

The export of meat and meat products, measured in dollar terms, virtually

equals the import bill, points out Ken Egertson, University of Minnesota

extension marketing specialist.

In 1976, for example, the U.S. imported 2 billion dollars worth of meat

and meat products and exported about the same dollar value. Both figures were

raised by about a third the previous year.

Egertson points out, however, that the products imported are different from

those exported. About 70 percent of the imports in 1976 were fresh, chilled

or frozen beef, veal, pork and mutton. On the export side, 70 percent was

accounted for by tallow, greases, lard, hides and skins purchased mainly by

Hong Kong, Taiwan, South Korea and Japan.

Meat imports are regulated by law. If import estimates exceed 1.3 billion

pounds for 1977, quotas are likely to be imposed by the USDA. Recently,

Secretary of Agriculture Bob Bergland estimated that imports would be lower

than the allowable level mainly on account of voluntary restraints worked out

with the 15 exporting countries.

-ehd-
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Immediate release

4-H NEWS

County Director--Once again the 4-H News Bureau is located outside the south
entrance of the 4-H Building for the State Fair, Aug. 25--Sept. 5. Contact
the 4-H Publicity Trailer at 645-2781, ext. 388, during the fair or preferrably
me at (612) 373-1780 before the fair if you have any special news coverage/
arrangement requests. I will have judging results in the trailer during the
fair.--Dave Zarkin

4-H'ERS GET AWARDS
AT 1977 STATE FAIR

Several 4-H members from County received awards for excellence-----
in demonstrations and exhibits at the Minnesota State Fair, Aug. 25-Sept. 5,

says County Extension Director-------- -------
Receiving purple ribbons were:

Receiving blue ribbons were:

Selected for the Court of Honor in the 4-H Fashion Revue from -------
County were (was):

4-H'ers throughout the state modeled clothes they handcrafted at the

Fashion Revues.

Local 4-H'ers receiving top awards in 4-H livestock shows at the State Fair

were:

Dairy--

Beef--

Sheep--

Rabbit--

Poultry--

-daz-
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Att: Extension Home Economists

SHOPPING FOR DRAPERIES?
YOU HAVE MANY OPTIONS

Does your summer f x-up campaign call for new draperies? Linda Reece, extension

interior design-furnish ngs specialist at the University of Minnesota, says there may

be little you can do to

ities that draperies of

the outside view, but inside the decorating possibil-

numerous.

Ms. Reece suggests thinking about the many drapery types available before making

a decorating decision. If you have many windows to cover, short draperies may save

give a pleasant informal feel to your room. They also areyou considerable money

easier to handle, do no soil as quickly at the bottom and are less expensive to

clean when charges are sed on weight.

Over-the-counter d aperies are stocked in the store to fit standard size windows.

They usually cost less an other types of draperies, but you will be limited in

color and fabric choices. You also may need to alter them to fit odd size windows.

Special order drape ies are selected from samples in the store so the shopper

has more fabrics and st es to choose from. They also are available in a wider size

range than ready-mades, ut you may face a waiting period of several weeks before

the draperies arrive.

Made-to-measure dra eries are made to fit your windows based on your measurements.

Unlike the less expensiv options, they come in any size, but the waiting period

could stretch to two hs or more.

Custom tailored eries are made up from measurements taken by an interior

designer or drapery alist who also brings samples to your home for selection.

Ms. Reece says this ten the most costly drapery option, but accurate measure-

ment is assured. You al 0 can see the fabric and colors with other furnishings in

your home before making selection.

CA 41 41 41 41
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AREAWIDE MEETING
ON SHADE TREES
FOR LOCAL LEADERS

Immediate release

With local communities facing higher levels of tree care in future years,

University of Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service specialists will provide

information on how to best approach Dutch elm disease and shade tree replacement.

This information will be given by the Extension Shade Tree Team from 9 a.m.

to 3 p.m. at the in
--~---:----- -----:-----:----- ----.,...----:-----

(Date) (place) (city)
Community

leaders and persons involved in tree care and city government are invited to this

areawide meeting, which is one of eight being held in September in Minnesota.

The Extension specialists will provide options on disease management and

reforestation programs and will give an overview of what can be done and what

results can be expected. Information will be on sanitation programs, wood

utilizations, disposal requirements, replanting, community landscape designs

and care for existing and newly planted trees.

CA

dates, locations:

-daz-

Sept. 7, Horris, Agriculture Service Center
Sept. 8, Thief River Falls, courthouse meeting room
Sept. 9, Duluth, 209 Old Main, campus, 2215 E. 5th St.
Sept. 12, Montevideo, courthouse assembly room
Sept. 13, Slayton, new courts building meeting room
Sept. 15, Rochester, 4-H Bldg., fairgrounds
Sept. 16, Buffalo, courthouse, meeting room A
Sept. 22, Mankato, Holiday Inn (North Mankato)
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ELECTRONIC MOISTURE
TESTING OF FORAGES
SAVES TIME

Immediate release

Several electronic forage moisture testers available in the market can

display instant moisture readings and save precious time for dairy and livestock

producers, especially during the harvest season.

With ensiling forage becoming popular, faster forage drying methods are

being considered. In the past, most farmers have used conventional testers

(that use heat or air) for drying forage. The time taken for individual samples

has ranged from 20 minutes to 24 hours. The guess techniques of grab and

squeezing usually result in poor judgements and mean poor quality silage--either

too wet or too dry.

Two University of Minnesota dairy scientists working at the Northwest

Experiment Station, Crookston have tried out several of the new electronic

moisture testers for forages to determine their accuracy and practicability.

Their findings:

--Electronic testers without a mechanical packing device within the sampling

cell weren't sufficiently accurate to warrant their use in managing and controlling

moisture contents of forages.

--The Labline oven and Koster crop tester were the conventional equipment

that utilized heated air for drying control samples. Oven samples dried at 100

degree C. took 14 to 24 hours, while the Koster took 20 minutes to one hour to

dry 100 grams of forage.

--Electronic forage testers equipped with a packing device or with built-in

sensors for adjusting sample temperature had greater accuracy that those without

the impaction cell.

-more-



add l--electronic moisture testing

"The data collected on electronic testers indicate that some machines with

a compressive device for packing the forage sample may be useful as a management

tool to monitor moisture or dry matter content of forages on the farm," say

University dairy scientists G. D. Marx and E. C. Miller.

Marx and Miller say managing moisture content in forages will help:

1. Insure maximum quality

2. Reduce unnecessary field and harvest losses

3. Promote optimum fermentation in storage

4. Prevent heat-damage in storage

5. Preserve maximum nutrients in forage

6. Save time in the harvesting process

7. Obtain maximum palatibility; and

8. Maximize animal intake and efficiency resulting in

greater net return for the forage producer.

(The attached table and formulas determine the amount of water to add to

forage to raise the moisture content to a desired level.)

-ehd-



RAISING MOISTURE LEVELS OF SIIAGE TO 60% BY ADDITION OF WATER--Computer Results
for Adding Water to One Ton of Silage to Obtain 60% Moisture.

% Moisture Lbs. of H2O to Add

20 2000
22 1900
24 1800
26 1700
28 1600
30 1500
32 1400
34 1300
36 1200
38 1100
40 1000
42 900
44 800
46 700
48 600
50 500
52 400
54 300
56 200
58 100
60 00

Gal. of H20 to Add

240.39
228.37
216.35
204.33
192.31
180.29
168.27
156.25
144.24
132.22
120.20
108.18

96.16
84.14
72.12
60.10
48.08
36.06
24.04
12.02
0.00

Total Lbs. After
Water is Added

4000
3900
3800
3700
3600
3500
3400
3300
3200
3100
3000
2900
2800
2700
2600
2500
2400
2300
2200
2100
2000

EXAMPLE: If your forage sample tested 36% moisture you would need to add
1200 lbs. or 144.24 gallons of water to each ton of forage to raise the
moisture level of that one ton to 60% moisture.

This process also adds weight to your original ton of material which
now weighs 3200 lbs.

The following formula can also be used to determine amount of water to add to a
given forage to increase moisture percentage to a desired level:

Step 1 Lbs. of original forage x % dry matter (DM) = lbs. DM

Step 2
Total lbs. DM
% DM desired = Total lbs. material (forage)

Step 3 Total lbs. material (forage) minus lbs. of original forage = lbs. of
water to add

EXAMPLE: How much water should one add to one ton of 20% moisture forage to obtain
a 50% moisture material?

Step 1 2000 lbs. x 80% DM a 1600 lbs. DM

Step 2 l6005~~s. DM = 3200 lbs.

Step 3 3200 lbs. minus 2000 Ibs. = 1200 lbs. water to add to achieve a 50% moisture
forage
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Att: Extension Home Economists

IS YOUR FREEZER READY
FOR THIS SUMMER'S CROP?

procedures for freezing fruits, vegetables and other

extension office for publications outlining methods

When your garden s producing faster than your family can eat vegetables,

the time has come to f 11 the freezer. Shirley Munson, food scientist in the

University of Minnesot 's Department of Horticultural Science and Landscape

Architecture, says od place to start is with defrosting and cleaning. Thick

frost reduces your zer's efficiency and takes up space.

When frost is than one-half inch thick, scraping may be all that's

necessary, Mrs. says. Move food to another part of the freezer or put it

under a blanket the freezer. Lay towels at the bottom to collect the

frost. Scrape with a ooden or plastic paddle--never with a metal instrument,

she advises.

For a complete de rosting job, Mrs. Munson gives these tips:

Shut off the elec ricity, remove food and leave the lid or door open. To

hasten thawing, direct an electric fan into the open freezer and scrape off the

ice as it loosens. Or put pans of hot water in the freezer and close the lid or

door for an hour or so

After the ice is emoved, wash the interior of the freezer with a warm

detergent or soda solu ion, using three tablespoons of baking soda to a quart of

water. Dry the walls nd floor and turn the electricity on again. After the

remaining moisture has frozen, check the thermometer to see that the temperature is

dropping to zero and r food.

Covering shelves f upright freezers with aluminum foil will make frost

removal easier next ti

Although frost-fr e freezers will not need defrosting, they do need cleaning

once or twice a year.

If you need help

foods, stop in your co

for many foods.

-dmn-
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Attention:
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l~Z7;
Extension Home Econ~sts

DESPITE THEIR CHARMS,
PIGEONS ARE DISEASE CARRIERS

Pigeons are as ~uch a part of the city scene as people and buildings. But

the enjoyment that m~ny people get from feeding and watching the birds could be

overshadowed by the pazards of diseases they carry.

Extension veter~narian Michael Pullen of the University of Minnesota says

there are at least s~ven diseases that pigeons can transmit to humans. In

addition, insect par~sites on the birds can irritate and bite people.

The three most ~evere diseases that pigeon fanciers expose themselves to

are psittacosis, his oplasmosis and cryptococcosis. Dr. Pullen says that between

30 and 75 percent of the pigeon population may be infected with psittacosis,

which is transmitted to humans through pigeon droppings or respiratory droplets.

Symptoms are flu-lik~ including coughing, headaches and fever.

Histoplasmosis s a systemic fungal disease that can be contracted while

cleaning up dusty pi eon manure. Dr. Pullen says there are about eight cases of

the disease identifil d in Minnesota annually. Symptoms vary from a mild respiratory

illness to weakness, fever, chest pains and a cough. Cryptococcosis resembles

histoplasmosis. The fungus causing it survives in pigeon tissue and in the soil.

Fleas, ticks an< mites can invade homes from pigeon nests nearby. Dr. Pullen

says that eliminatioI of the birds and their nesting areas is the only solution

to the parasite prob ems they pose.

He also advises pigeon fanciers to inform their physicians of the contact

with the birds if they develop respiratory conditions

wearing a mask when cleaning pigeons' roosting areas.

parasites that they think could be traced to pigeons,

resembling flu. He suggests

If family members acquire

Dr. Pullen recommends

identification by an entomologist to be sure of the source.

-dmn-
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4-H NEWS

(Contact Dave Zarkin, 612-373-1780, regarding photos).

ENERGY SHOW
SET FOR
HIGH SCHOOL

"Energy Today and Tomorrow," a dramatic, fast-paced, entertaining and

educational demonstration-lecture, will be at the _____________High School

a t __,...-__.....,.- _

(time) (da te)

The program, featuring 4-H Assistant Extension Specialist Bob Anderson,

will be presented by the County Extension Office and Minnesota 4-H----------

Youth Development, Agricultural Extension Service, University of ~innesota.

The 40-minute program involves the young people by having them power

several appliances with a bicycle generator to demonstrate energy creation and

utilization. "Energy Today and Tomorrow," a high school program, is a graphic

presentation of the story of fossil fuel supply, energy conservation practices

and future technical alternative energy sources. This free educational program

presents facts, but does not advocate specific solutions to the energy situation.

Anderson, trained at Oak Ridge Associated Universities, travels to schools

throughout the state in a specially equipped van that serves as a mobile lecture-

demonstration unit. The program is supported with funds from Northern States

Power Co., i1innesota Power and Light Co., Otter Tail Power Co. and Interstate

Power Co.

-daz-
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BLOOD TEST TO DETERMINE
PSS DEVELOPED BY
U OF M ANIMAL SCIENTIS T

Immediate Release

A blood test to determine the porcine stress syndrome (PSS), a genetic

disorder in pigs that has resulted in million-dollar losses in the past, has

been developed by a University of Minnesota scientist.

Paul B. Addis, professor of Food Science and Nutrition, has developed a

"CPK-screen test" to test for creatine phosphokinase--a blood enzyme found at

a high level in market-weight pigs that are susceptible to PSS.

For $2.05, your pig can be tested for CPK. All you have to do is purchase

special cards from Genetic Information Systems, P. O. Box 15, Elk Grove Village,

IL, 60007. You put a drop of blood from the pig on the card and mail it. The

GIS will tell you whether each tested animal is PSS or not.

PSS occurs during mixing, moving, or marketing of pigs. Hhen the animal

becomes excited or stressed, it may go into metabolic acidosis and perhaps

eventually die. If it survives--and in most cases it does--the animal, when

slaughtered, will produce pork that is frequently of low quality--pale, soft and

exudative, normal or dark, firm and dry.

Richard Epley, University of Minnesota extension meats specialist, estimates

that the pork industry loses $500 million each year because of hog deaths and

decline in product quality of stressed pigs. "It is also hard to place a value

on the adverse customer response to quality variation in pork, especially the

decreased eating qualities of pale, soft and exudative pork because it usually

is less juicy than normal pork," he says.

-more-



add I--blood test to determine PSS

The PSS problem can be eliminated by culling stress susceptible boars and

gilts and by keeping only stress resistant breeding stock, says Epley. One way of

culling is by visual selection. One can tell if the pig is PSS if the following

conditions are noticeable: extreme muscularity, anxiety, muscle and tail tremors

and reddening and blanching of the skin.

'~dditionally, if a boar consistently sires pigs whose carcasses are pale,

soft and exudative or dark, firm and dry, one can be pretty sure that the boar

is PSS or a carrier. In either case, he should be culled. The same is true for

sows," reconunends Epley.

One problem with visual selection is that it's not a fool-proof method and

you may not be able to identify all of the stress susceptible pigs. But through

the dual process of proper visual selection and blood testing, the incidence of

PSS can be reduced, death losses cut and pork quality bettered, adds Epley.

Paul B. Addis and Bill Rempel of the Animal Science Department are doing

research on PSS. Dr. Addis can be contacted for more information at (612) 373-0804.

-ehd-
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MANY ADVANTAGES TO
FALL SOIL TEST

,
I j

Immediate Release

Fall is the best time to test your soil fertility, points out University

of Minnesota professor of soil science John Grava.

Sampling is easier in fall because the soil is relatively drier than in

spring and recommendations from testers usually are returned early enough for

a grower to plan ahead on how to invest his fertilizer dollars to the best

advantage.

If the tests indicate a need for lime, it can be applied before the winter

sets in, says Grava. This becomes an important factor because transportation

of heavy lime loads is not permitted in the spring.

Grava recommends that you retest your field every third or fourth year to

note changes in the level of soil pH, phosphorus, potassium, sulfur and zinc

levels. But since nitrate level in the soil changes constantly, Grava suggests

that it be checked every year. On the other hand, the organic matter content

changes very little and normally its increase or decrease is observed only after

five or 10 years. This information thus can be used for several growing seasons.

"Soil samples can be obtained at any time, except when the ground is frozen,

snow-covered or water-logged," explains Grava. ''Most instructions on proper

sampling recommend taking samples when the soil is in a physical condition such

that it can be plowed or cultivated." About 60 percent of samples tested annually

in Minnesota are received between August and December 1 and another 25 percent in

March and April.

The University of Minnesota Soil Testing Laboratory analyzes soil samples

for a nominal fee. Testing services are also provided by some private laboratories.

County extension agents, vocational agriculture teachers and fertilizer agents may

be able to provide you with information on such services.
CA, IA -ehd-
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PRUNE FARMSTEAD
SHELTERBELT TREES

> "

Immediate Release

Now's a good time to prune trees in the farmstead shelterbelt, says Uni

versity of Minnesota extension forester Harold Scholten. "It's because the

trees have stopped growing and have set their new buds. Their present form will

not change until the next growing season."

Scholten recommends that multiple leaders on pine should be cut to last

year's growth since buds form only at the branch tips. In the case of spruce

and fir, you may cut above any bud along the twig. Any conifer that has more

than one leader should be pruned. "Select the best 1eader--usually the longest,

straightest and, if possible, the one nearest the center--then cut out all other

leaders," he says.

If the leader is leaning off to one side and is not in the center, do not

worry. It will tend to straighten out and take over the center of the tree.

In a few years you will not notice any deformity.

In broad leaved trees look for forks along the trunk and cut out the poorest

branch. A fork creates a weak spot in the tree. When the tree gets older, a

wind storm may cause it to split in the crotch of the fork.

The main reason for pruning a tree, says Scholten, is to get a straight

single stem trunk and get maximum height growth. This can be done by directing

the growth to only one leader. "The sooner you prune a tree (when small), the

sooner you will see the results in terms of a tall, well-shaped tree," he adds.

Scholten does not advocate pruning lower branches. "The only time to prune

a lower branch is when it is dead," he says. "This will give the next live branch

a chance to fill in. If lower branches are pruned, it will allow the wind to

blow underneath the trees.

CA,IA

This defeats the purpose of the she1terbelt."
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U OF M PROFESSOR
INSTALLED IN
POULTRY HALL OF FAlfE

Immediate release

~, "

i I

--1/.. '" ._,

j
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Benjamin S. Pomeroy, a world authority on avian diseases and professor

at the University of ~innesota's College of Veterinary Medicine, has been

selected member of the prestigious American Poultry Hall of Fame.

The selection was made by the industry-wide review committee of the

American Poultry Historical Society. His portrait will be installed at a

special ceremony in Kansas City, UO September 28.

The Society described Pomeroy as a "tireless worker" who has relentlessly

championed causes that have reduced the incidence of many poultry diseases.

His research efforts in the heavy cost of pullorum and paratyphoid infections

got ~linnesota a pullorum typhoid eradication rating from the Federal Disease

Control Agency, controlled Newcastle disease and have virtually eliminated

bluecomb disease. His work has also given the turkey industry tools for

bringing Mycoplasma infections under control.

Pomeroy says he is appreciative of the Hall of Fame honor but credits his

graduate students and poultry industry cooperation for the success of his research,

saying "without their help it would not have been possible."

-ehd-
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Programs are avail~ to all
persons regardless of race,
creed, color, sex, age, or
origin.

SPECIAL SHORT COURSE SCHEDULE (September 1977 - February 1978)

September 6-9 Fusarium Workshop, Stakman Hall, U of M, St. Paul Campus.
The purpose is to inform participants about: (a) species
concept in fusarium; (b) identification of fusarium;
(c) role of conidiophore and spore morphology in taxonomy;
(d) role of fusarium in mycotoxicology; (e) taxonomic
systems in fusarium; (f) fusarium roseum and cultivar
concept.*RM

September 10, 24
October 27

Minnesota Woodland Field Days; September 10, Jim Sullivan
Plsstation, Grand Rapids; September 24, Trout Valley Demon
stration Woodland, Weaver; October 27, Howard Tyrell Farm,
Browerville. For owners and anyone interested in forest
management. Topics include timber stand improvement, thin
ntng methods, forestry incentive practices, erosian control
and harvesting and utilization.*EA

September 12-16

September 13-14

Microbiological Examination of Foods, Food Science and
Nutrition. The course is intended for individuals involved
in the microbiological examination of food. The course
is not intended for beginners or individuals who have not
previously been exposed to microbiological techniques.
SUbjects to be covered during the course include: (a) deter
mination of total number of viable aerobic bacteria;
(b) isolation and identification of salmonellae species;
(c) isolation and identification of staphylococcus aureus;
(d) isolation and identification of escherichia coli; (e)
en~eration of yeasts and molds; (f) enumeration of coli
fOI~ws; (g) detection of staphylococcal enterotoxins.*RM

i
F~igating Enclosures and Commodities-A Training Program,
Sh~raton Inn N.W., Brooklyn Park, Minnesota. This training
prpgram is designed to review the basic principles about
f~igants and fumigations. The program is intended for
pe sons involved in applying, contracting for use, or regu- .
la ing the use of fumigants in enclosures and/or commodities.*EA

"

"
"

call Office of Special Programs
612-373-0725

call the Research or Experiment

itarians Conference, Sheraton Inn Northwest, Brooklyn Park.
discuss a variety of developments in dairy and food plant
itation and field work.*GW

r further information
CN -Curtis Norenberg
RM~-RiChard Meronuck
GW -Gerald Wagner
EA -Eugene Anderson
+F r further information
St tion designated.

September 15-16

----------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------
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September l5~16

September 16

September 16-17

September 13-15

September 19-20

September 19-23

September 22

September 30

October 6

Seminar on Diseases Common to Animals and Man, U of M,
St. Paul Campus. The program is being planned for the
exchange of information and clinical medicine of humans
,and animals and public health and research workers. *GW

Master Planning for Fire Protection, Sheraton Airport
Inn, Bloomington. Information on long range planning for
fire protection will be presented in a workshop by person
nel of the National Fire Prevention and Control Admin
istration and the National League of Cities. The course
is intended for city officials and planners, private
planners and consultants and fire chiefs.*EA

Logging Equipment Demonstration, Buffalo House, Duluth.
*Minnesota Timber Producers Assn., 200 Christie Bldg.,
Duluth 55802.

Corn and Soybean Days, Sept. 13, Morris Exp. Station;
Sept. 14, Lamberton Exp. Station; Sept. 15, Waseca
Exp. Station.+

Minnesota Nutrition Conference, Marriot Inn, Bloomington.
A North Central area regional conference for animal
nutritionists representing producers, industry and
universities.*GW

Food Mycology Workshop, Food Science and Nutrition Bldg.,
St. Paul Campus. To inform participants about factors
that influence the growth of fungi; identity of molds and
yeasts found in food; methods of enumerating fungi in food
products; machinery mold and its significance; fungi
found in baking products, cereal products, intermediate
~isture products, fruits, vegetables, jams, jellys, syrups,
pickles, meats, fish, cheeses, spices, flour, cocoa;
~olerance levels of fungi in various foods; growth inhibi
¢ory substances used for fungistatic purposes.*GW
I

16th Annual Meeting and Conference, North Central Cheese
Industries Assn., Sheraton Inn, Northwest, Brooklyn Park,
Kinnesota. The program provides a forum for the Annual
Meeting of the North Central Cheese Industries Assn. The
~fternoon portion of the program is the technical part of
~he day intended to be an updating on technology used in
he manufacture of cheese. For members of North Central

eese Industries Assn. and individuals interested in the
anufacture of cheese and associated technologie8.*CW

se of Sewage Wastes on Agriculture Land. Field day and
our at Rosemount Agricultural Experiment Station for local,
egional and state government officials and wastewater
reatment plant operators.*EA

B ef Cattlemens Institute, NW Exp. Station, Crookston.+
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October 18

October 25,26,
27,28
Nov. 7, 8, 9,
10

October 28

October 29

November 1,2,4

November 16

November 21-23

December 12-14

December 15

December 7

January 10

Commerical Flower Growers, Radisson Downtown Hotel, Min
neapolis. For commercial flower growers, garden store
operstarsand greenhouse managers.*RM

1977 Property Valuation Short Course, Oct. 25, St. Johns
Univ.; Oct. 26, Hibbing Community College; Oct. 27, North
land Community College, Thief River Falls; Oct. 28, Holiday
Inn, Fergus Falls; Nov. 7, Willmar Community College; Nov.
8, SW St. Univ., Marshall; Nov. 9, Holiday Inn South,
Rochester; Nov. 10, South Hennepin AVTI, Eden Prairie. The
course is planned to familiarize local assessors, local
board members, public officers and interested citizens.*GW

High School Visitor's Day, NcNeal Hall, St. Paul Campus.
To understand the nature of people, to know their physical,
social and psychological needs and to put the knowledge
into a working contest - this is the role of the modern
home economist. Home Economics contains many specialist
areas, in addition to opportunities for the generalist.
To expose these areas we well as to student life on
the St. Paul Campus - this is the purpose of High School
Visitor's Day.*GW

Extension Homemakers' Day on Campus, NcNeal Hall, St. Paul
Campus. A day of exploration in the College of Home Econ
omics to probe, question, offer comment on the education
offered by the College of Home Economics.*GW

Beginning Farm Income Tax, Nov. 1, Brainerd; Nov. 2,
Owatonna; Nov. 4, Marshall .. A one day short course designed
for beginning income tax practitioners. Basic principles
and practices will be covered regarding Minn. state and
federal income tax filing procedures. *CN

ISheep Day, NW Exp. Station, Crookston.+

Farm and Individual Income Tax Short Course, Radisson Down
town Hotel, Minneapolis. For tax practitioners and con
sultants, accountants, lawyers, bankers, insurance agents,
real estate agents, educators and others involved in pre
paring income tax returns.*CN

Combined Soils, Fertilizer and Agricultural Pesticides Short
ICourse, Minneapolis Auditorium. To present information on
I

soils, fertilizers, and pesticides used in the production
nd marketing of food and fiber. For professional and
echnical personnel and those engaged in production agri
ulture.*EA

eef Day, Southern Experiment Station, Waseca.+

eef Cattle Day, NW Experiment Station, Crookston.+

eating With Wood, Downtown Radisson Hotel, Minneapolis.
rinciples, facts, and economics of using various wood burning
evices for manufacturers, distributors, salespersons,
uilders, consumers and others.*EA
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Jan. 10-12; Jan.
18-20; Jan. 31
Feb. 2; Feb. 7-9;
Feb. 21-23; Feb.
28-Mar. 2; Mar.
21-23; Mar. 28-30;
Apr. 4-6

January 16-19

February 7

February 11

February 15

February 21

February 28,
March 1,2,3,
6,7,14,15,16,
17, 21,22,28,
29,30,31

ome Sewage Treatment Workshops, Jan. 10-12, St. Cloud;
an. 18-20, Brooklyn Park; Jan. 3l-Feb. 2, Rochester;
eb. 7-9, Arden Hills; Feb. 21-23; Brainerd; Feb. 28-Mar. 2,

Mankato; Mar. 21-23, Bloomington; Mar. 28-30, Fergus
Falls; Apr. 4-6, Grand Rapids. For county sanitarians,
zoning officers, contractors, county planners, public
health inspectors and building inspectors.*GW

Better Process Control, Radisson Downtown Hotel, Minneapolis.
Provides training, examination, and certification for
employees of canning factories.*GW

Garden Store Operators, Grand Rapids. Updated horticul
tural information and current business trends and
problems. For nurserymen, florists and store operators.*RM

Green Holiday, (location to be announced). For anyone
interested in gardening and presenting the vegetables they
grow. Topics covered will include latest vegetable
varieties (where they can be obtained), proper fertilizer
and pest control and proper storage of vegetables.*RM

Maple Syrup Short Course, (location to be announced). Program
is for people interested in learning about the art and
science of working the sugar bush.*EA

Shade Tree Short Course, Radisson Downtown Hotel, Minneapolis.
To provide updated information on shade tree maintenance
problems and to provide practical information and demonstra
tion on maintenance techniques. For arborists, nurserymen,
park administrators, landscape maintenance superintendents
and all individuals concerned with shade tree preservation.*RM

Commercial Applicators Pesticide Workshops, Feb. 28-Mar. 1,
ROchester; Mar. 2-3, Mankato; Mar. 6-7, St. Paul; Mar. 14-15
~rshall; Mar. 16-17, Morris; Mar. 21-22, St. Cloud; Mar.
28-29, Crookston; Mar. 30-31, Grand Rapids. For pesticide
dealers, custom applicators, educators and regulatory person
nel. To provide information on plant and animal pest problems
apd pesticides and will enable applicators to qualify for or
rrnew their licenses.*EA

I
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ECONOMISTS NOTE
CHANGES IN CONSUMERS'
FOOD BUYING PATTERNS

The rush for scarce canning jar lids. The home gardening boom. Crowds

at farmers' markets and pick-your-own fruit and vegetable operations.

These are among the signs that lead two agricultural economists at the

University of Minnesota to predict some changes on the consumer food buying scene.

Henry Kinnucan, research assistant, and Ben Sexauer, assistant professor in

the Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics, surveyed 500 Minnesota

households and found that increasing numbers of consumers are turning to

alternative food sources.

Although this still accounts for only a small percentage of the food consumed,

the share has grown rapidly. Kinnucan and Sexauer view this as a trend that runs

counter to the trend toward huge centralized supermarkets selling highly processed

and slickly merchandised food.

"Commercial food retailers might want to develop new merchandising strategies

in response to changing values and increased cost consciousness among consumers,"

the economists said. "Less packaging is one option. In addition, direct farmer-

to-consumer marketing has strong growth potential especially for small farmers

near cities."

Kinnucan and Sexauer see several reasons for the interest in new food sources.

Food prices have increased 50 percent in the past five years and many consumers are

seeking ways to combat high prices. In addition, a survey by the Agriculture Council

of America showed that 50 percent of consumers were unhappy with the quality and

nutritional value of food.

-more-



add l--economists note changes

The popularity of home gardening and food cooperatives shows that many

people enjoy spending time supplying their own food needs. About 62 percent of

all Minnesota households had a vegetable garden last summer, Kinnucan and Sexauer's

survey showed. It also revealed that gardening is not exclusively a rural activity.

About 45 percent of city residents had gardens as did some 55 percent of suburbanites.

When gardening is on the upswing, home food preservation usually follows suit.

U.S. Department of Agriculture surveys have shown this true in recent summers despite

shortages of canning materials. Nationwide, the demand for home canning supplies

increased 170 percent between 1973 and 1974, and had supplies been greater there

probably would have been even more interest in the years since, Kinnucan and

Sexauer speculate.

Are gardening and food preservation money saving projects? Surveys show that

budget stretching is one major reason why people garden and can and freeze foods,

according to Kinnucan and Sexauer. I~oney saving is possible if no value is attached

to the time spent working in the garden."

A 1975 Cornell University study showed that a bushel of green peas can be grown

for $1.17. Purchasing the same amount from a roadside stand would cost about $6,

or $3 from a pick-your-own establishment.

Similarly, savings from home canning depends on the source of the produce and

the jars. If neither must be purchased, tomatoes can be canned at a savings of

60 to 86 cents per quart, but the potential savings can drop to as low as 13 cents

a quart if both tomatoes and jars must be bought.

Some vegetables can be more costly when purchased and packed in purchased jars

than if bought commercially canned, the Cornell study showed. Freezing is the least

economical means of preserving food when depreciation on the freezer, electricity

and packaging costs are considered.

-more-



Add 2--economists note change

Food co-ops and buying groups are other mechanisms some people are using

to gain more control over the quality and price of their food. Kinnucan and

Sexauer's survey showed that about seven percent of all households shop at a

food co-op or with a buying group. On the average, co-op shoppers spent about

half their food budget there.

Roadside stands, farmers markets and direct purchases from farms are all

receiving more use from price and quality conscious consumers. Eggs were the

mest popular item to be purchased at this type of market while beef was the food

most commonly offered directly to the public by farm households.

Kinnucan and Sexauer found that more than 13 percent of Minnesotans had

bought food from pick-your-own operations. These consumers tended to be younger,

from larger households and with generally higher incomes and education levels.

From these findings, the researchers speculated that economic motivations may be

secondary to consumers who buy from pick-your-own operations. Many customers

drive 25 miles or more and spend several hours picking between 15 and 20 pounds

of strawberries, for example, which indicates that the desire for fresh produce and

a pleasant outdoor experience are probably of greater importance than saving money.

-dmn-
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"CHILDFREE" COUPLES
YOUNGER, BETTER EDUCATED,
UM STUDY SHOWS

Immediate release

Remaining "childfree" finds favor with a large section of married Americans

who value freedom to pursue their interests and do not wish to add to the world's

overpopulation. Between 13 and 17 percent of the married couples in the U.S.

are estimated to be childfree--that is, they do not have any children, even by an

earlier marriage.

Who are these childfree couples? A "demographic" study of 275 couples in

Minnesota provides some answers. The research was conducted for three years by

Linda G. Budd and Richard N. Hey of the University of Minnesota Department of

Family Social Science.

The preliminary findings of the Minnesota study indicates that the childfree

couple, on an average, is younger (average age 29.56), h~ been married for 6.7

years, is well educated (67.5 percent have at least a college degree) and earns

a family income of $15,000. For 96 percent, it is the first marriage.

The couple generally lives in the city or suburbs (over 80 percent) and

comes from "stable" homes where the mother had been a full-time housewife since

her first child (more than 55 percent). Of those who filled in the two-hour long

questionnaire, 56 percent said they did not practice a religion. Of those who did,

over 50 percent were Protestants.

Thirty percent of the couples have had surgical procedure performed on at

least one member and another 60 percent reported using temporary methods of

contraception like birth control pills. Of the males and females in the sample,

slightly more than 50 percent were either the only or eldest child.

-more-



add l--"childfree" couples

There is no major statistical difference between men and women with regard

to age and education. But in income, the men were far ahead ($14,000) compared

to the wives' ($9,500).

The desire of the husband and the wife to have a career appears to be the

single most important reason for being childfree, says Hey. The need for

freedom to pursue their personal interests and a desire not to add to the world's

numbers were other explanations. Some of the couples also felt that by

remaining childfree, they could do more for society and families.

Though all details have not been analyzed, Hey feels there probably is a

relation between occupations chosen and the desire to remain childfree. Business

owners and administration personnal are well represented among the childfree

couples, which might mean that commitment to occupation may be of greater

importance than rearing children. Many couples who decide not to have children

are involved (one or both partners) in occupations like teaching, social work,

health services and library work which involve working with children or with

families.

-ehd-
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Immediate release

DIARIES HOLD CLUES TO 19TH CENTURY FAMILY LIFE

Paul Rosenblatt admits to being a bit of a peeping Tom, and he sometimes

gets so involved in what he sees that he weeps.

No, the family social science professor at the University of Minnesota isn't

lurking at windows. He's studying American diaries of the 19th Century for

insights into family relations.

Of the thousand or more diaries he has looked at, only about 30 have yielded

the kinds of information he is seeking. Several times, however, he has become so

swept up in the life of the writer that he wept over century-old sorrows scrawled

across the dusty pages.

Grief is a common theme and one that Rosenblatt is particularly interested

in because of a class that he teaches in grief and mourning. Rosenblatt said,

"there are two distinct types of grief--one is grief of separation from loved

ones, which many of these immigrants suffered, and there is grief over a death."

"Perhaps surprisingly, in the diaries I've been looking at, people seem to

accept and work through their grief over a death more easily than grief over a

physical separation. Even happy times were tinged with sadness, for example,

a diary entry might say, 'The baby took his first steps today. How I wish Mother

were in this country to see him now,'" Rosenblatt related.

So far, Rosenblatt has found more dairies by men than by women. Men's

journal~owever, often were financial records, weather logs or business accounts.

Women, particularly ministers' wives, generally wrote the most family life material.

Through glimpses of child rearing practices in the diaries, Rosenblatt hopes to

gather enough to draw some conclusions. From his research he has noticed the

intense emotional involvement that mothers had with their children. He speculates

that some of this could be because of family isolation in rural villages and towns.

Spouses also might not have been as close or as emotionally dependent on each other.

-more-



add l--diaries hold clues

Rosenblatt said, "There seemed to be strictly defined roles. Fathers

saw themselves as disciplinarians. Some sought to 'break the spirit' of children

even if their diaries sometimes revealed guilt at having to take that role."

In some cases, pages of diaries have been torn out or another handwriting

is evident, indicating to Rosenblatt that the writer didn't enjoy complete privacy

or that later generations in a family did some editing.

Translation has been a problem in a few diaries. German, Norwegian, and

Swedish were common languages for early Upper-Midwest settlers. A few writers

mixed English and another language within a single diary and Rosenblatt recalls

one woman writer who switched into very rough, unschooled French, which nearly

defied translation, when writing about sex or other very personal matters.

Many women kept track of their menstrual cycles in their diaries, often

devising codes so their secrets would not be known if another family member got

ahold of the book. Both men and women diary writers revealed terror about

childbirth and Rosenblatt hopes to gather diary entries on this subject as another

aspect of his research.

He admits that he's hooked on reading diaries despite the many volumes he

must read to gather the shreds of information he is seeking. "Someday I hope to

set up an archive of diaries for family life research," he said. His diary project

is funded in part by the Agricultural Experiment Station.

He urges people not to discard old family diaries and records they may find in

attics or cellars. He is interested in the information they may contain and the

State Historical Society in St. Paul is glad to receive and store such items,

which may yield valuable data for some researcher.
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COPPER SHOR~GE

ON ORGANIC SOILS

Immediate Release

A copper deficiency has been responsible for some low small grain yields

on organic soils in northern Minnesota.

Scientists recommend applying copper for small grain crops on organic or

peat soils, but emphasize that copper is n2! recommended on mineral soils such

as 10ams and clay 10ams. Likewise, copper is not recommended on organic soils

for wild rice or grass grown either for seed or hay production.

Minnesota has 7 million acres of organic soils in northern Minnesota.

Research trials in northwestern Minnesota have shown that wheat has responded to

copper applications on most of the peat fields studied. Barley yields were also

increased by copper, but response was less than for wheat. Response of oats to

copper applications is roughly the same as for wheat.

The research trials were conducted in Clearwater, East Polk and Roseau

counties.

More detailed information is available in the new publication "Copper

for Organic Soils " available from the Minnesota county extension offices or

the Bulletin Room, University of Minnesota, St. Paul, 55108.

# # # #
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PLAN NGl FOR
TREE PLANTING
NEXT SPRING

Immediate Release

Now's a good time to plan for tree planting next spring by working up

the planting site and keeping it free of weeds, says Harold Scholten, University

of Minnesota extension forester.

You also should plan the type of species to be planted in the new she1ter-

belt and decide the spacings and rows for each species. "Remember, if you have

to thin out entire rows later on, they should be the rows with the least desirable

species," says Scholten. Spring is the best time to plant. Plant the tree as

soon as the frost is out of the ground, he advises, so that the young tree can

take maximum advantage of the early spring rains.

If planted in fall, trees are subjected to frost heaving in the early

spring. The thawing by day and freezing by night tends to push seedlings out of

the ground. This loosens the roots and creates air pockets around them. Result:

roots dry out and the tree dies. "If there is frost heaving, you should go over

your planting and pack the soil down around the roots with your foot," the

forester adds.

Scholten feels fall plantings can be successful if trees are planted early

so the roots have a chance to become established before the soil freezes. "The

important thing to remember is that the bare-root trees should be dormant when

planted," he adds.

If you are thinking of ordering trees, now's the right time to do it. State

nurseries usually accept orders until March 1, though many species usually are sold

out by September. Before purchasing from private nurseries, check what species

and what sizes of stock are available, says Scholten.
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KNOW WHAT YOU'RE
GETTING IN A
GRAIN PRESERVATIVE

Immediate release

You can protect high moisture corn from spoilage by treating with propionic

acid, sold under various trade names.

And Chemstor, manufactured by Celanese Chemical Corp., also is an effective

preservative of high moisture corn, according to a newly revised University of

Minnesota publication.

However, many "worthless and costly" compounds have been "promoted and sold

to the unwary as grain preservatives," say the authors of the publication, C. M.

Christensen and H. H. Kaufmann.

"We know of no effective grain preservatives other than the 99+ percent pure

propionic acid or Chemstor," they say. "Corn treated with propionic acid or

Chemstor is suited only for feed and is not welcomed in commercial channels,"

Christensen and Kaufmann emphasize.

Other topics covered in the publication include field and storage fungi,

conditions causing damage in stored grain, sampling and testing, and mycotoxins.

The publication, called "Good Grain Storage," is available from Minnesota

county extension offices or the Bulletin Room, University of Minnesota, St. Paul

55108.

Christensen is Regents' professor emeritus of plant pathology at the University;

Kaufmann is director of the Grain Research Laboratory at Cargill, Inc., Minneapolis.
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STATE 4-H HORSE SHOW SEPT. 18-20

4-H NEWS
Immediate release

ST. PAUL--About 450 Minnesota 4-H'ers will provide the action for the

State 4-H Horse Show and Judging contest starting 7 p.m. Sunday, Sept. 18,

in the Coliseum on the Minnesota State Fairgrounds, St. Paul.

The three-day event is held concurrently with the 4-H Market Livestock

Show.

Minnesota 4-H'ers will participate in halter showmanship, horsemanship,

western and English pleasure classes, reining classes, barrel racing, egg and

spoon contests, pole weaving, hunter equitation over fences and English equitation.

Preliminaries will be held Sept. 19 for egg and spoon, reining, hunter

equitation over fences, barrel racing and pole weaving with the top 8-12 finalists

competing in the evening show.

A show at 7 p.m. Monday, Sept. 19, is open to the public and starts with a

grand entry parade of county 4-H Horse Junior Leaders riders. Egg and spoon,

hunter equitation over fences, barrel racing and pole weaving finalists will vie

for trophies. Special demonstrations Monday night will be on driving and a

Spotlight '77 program, a continuing series with common horse breeds.

The Dan Patch Trophy, awarded to the top 4-H Horse project member in the state,

will be presented along with awards for the top judging teams from the afternoon

horse judging contest, as well as other awards.

About 45 4-H teams will be in a horse judging contest at 1 p.m. Sept. 19,

judging four halter and two performance classes and competing for the N.K. Carnes

Trophy and several national judging contest trips.

Several 4-H horse demonstrations by 4-H'ers will be in the Coliseum concourse

Sept. 19.

All 4-H members participating in the horse show are at least 11 years of age

and are currently enrolled in the 4-H horse project. They represent over 6,000

horse project members from throughout the state.

The public is invited to attend all Horse and Market Livestock Show activities-

especially the Monday night show (Sept. 19).
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CONSUMER SHORTS:
BUYER BEWARE

Hearin2 Aid Reauiret ents

Immediate release
ATT: Extension Home
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Economists

New 1egis1atio states that only people who have had a medical examination

to determine hearin~ loss can be sold a hearing aid, according to Edna Jordahl,

extension home manalement specialist at the University of Minnesota. Buyers over

18 years of age, hOlever, can waive the examination requirement.

* * * *

Ads Aimed at ChildrEn

At some hours cf the day, television ads seem aimed directly at children

with their promotiol of trinkets, box top prizes and packaging with games or

puzzles. The Feder~l Trade Commission (FTC) has decided against banning such

ads, according to Ecna Jordahl, extension home management specialist at the

University of Minneeota. FTC officials found insufficient evidence that the ads

are unfair or deceplive.

* * * *

Mail Fraud Costly

Are Americans c:s gullible as ever? It appears so says Edna Jordahl, extension

home management specialist at the University of Minnesota. She reports that the

U.S. Postal Service noted consumer losses of $514 million to mail fraud in 1976.

This topped the 197~ figure by more than $100 million. Nondelivery of mail order

purchases was the ptime complaint. The schemes ranged from land and stock investment

to beauty aids, blemish treatments, diet pills and breast enlargers.

* * * *
-more-



add 1--consumer sh rts

BBB In uiries Near 7 Million

Better Busine s Bureaus in this country reported more than 6.9 million

consumer contacts and two-thirds were for reports on companies.

Home remodeling co tractors led the list of companies prompting inquiries says

Edna Jordahl, exte sion home management specialist at the University of Minnesota.

More than 20 ercent of the BBB inquiries were for advice and counseling.

About 12 percent 0 the BBB contacts were complaints. Cars and trucks were

the products most ften criticized, and mail order companies were the

businesses drawing the most fire from consumers.

# # # #
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LET YOUR FREEZER HELP
WITH LUNCH PACKING CHORE

If the start of school means the start of lunch packing duties, let your

and. Shirley Munson, food scientist in the University offreezer

Minnesota's Depart Horticultural Science and Landscape Architecture,

says complete including sandwiches, sauce, juice, cakes and cookies may

be frozen for 1 weeks.

Or, she says, imilar foods such as a variety of sandwiches may be packaged

together and needed to make up individual lunches. During the fruit season,

fruit sauce and jui e in half-pint containers may be frozen and later added to the

lunch box for extra vitamins and variety.

Lunches thaw c mpletely in three or four hours at room temperature. Mrs.

Munson says, '~ny eople consider frozen lunches more appetizing because

sandwiches are fres and not soggy and baked foods are moist and fresh. Fruit

sauce is refreshing y cool by lunch time."

Types of sandw ches that freeze well include roast beef, roast pork, ham,

chicken, turkey, tu

and peanut butter.

if they are mashed,

satisfactorily.

a, sliced cheese and cheese spreads, hard-cooked egg yolks

Hard-cooked eggs toughen and become rubbery when frozen, but

sieved, put through a blender or grinder, they may freeze

II II If If

Small amounts f mayonnaise, salad dressing, cream cheese or creamed butter

may be combined wit sandwich filling to make spreading easy. You may freeze

fillings and spread separately for later use.

Some sandwich reads don't freeze satisfactorily. Jelly, mayonnaise and

salad dressings used as spreads soak into the bread. Don't freeze lettuce, celery,

tomatoes and carrots. Add these to sandwiches after removing them from the freezer.

To freeze sand ches, wrap them separately in good freezer wrapping material.

Label, date and free e immediately.

The storage lif for most sandwiches is about three weeks. Do not refreeze

them, Mrs. Munson ad ises.
CA


